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seines, relying upon the hand Waldo
jigger hook. Each man of the

line and
will handle three or four lines.
All
the fishing is done over the side of the
and
when the mackerel are takschooner,
ing the bait well they can be hauled in as
fast as the hooks can be thrown into the
water.
Quite a large number of the
Gloucester men have discarded seines and
are jigging.
It is thirty years since the
last hand liner of the Portland mackerel
fleet adopted the seines.
Many of the
fishermen believe that the discarding of
the seines will encourage the mackerel to
return.
crew
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Washington Whisperings.
The total federal debt July 1st, less $267,432,09C) net cash balance in the
treasury, was
8955.297,254, or 853,024,287 more than on
July 1st a year ago, and $110,327,779 more
than on July 1, 1893.
This is the practical result of tariff reform_The total enrollment in educational institutions of all
kinds in the United .States for the school
year 1893-94 was nearly 10,000,000 according to the report for that year just promulgated by Commissioner of Education
Harris.
Of these all but 300,000 were in
the regular schools, an increase of about
500,000 for the year. The percentage of
total population enrolled in the schools
was 20.53.
School property gained in
value during the year over $20,000,000
and 1103 more schoolhouses were in oper-
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The departure from
Maine delegation for the
national convention, Friday
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They

Sunday morning.
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Points. Chairman Harrity
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mackerel fishing in the Bay
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Belfast.

National Holiday passed off very
quietly in Belfast. There was no general
celebration Itere and a large number of our
citizens spent the day
elsewhere.
The
weather the day before looked threatening,
but rain did not begin until about 0 o’clock
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Saturday morning. Rain fell at intervals
during the day aud at times it poured
hard. The storm continued through the
night aud next day. Business places were
generally closed during the day.
The “night before the Fourth” was a
noisy one, though little mischief was done.
The police gave the boys permission to ring
the bells and tire their crackers, guns and
fireworks all they pleased, but cautioned
them against destroying property. Every
church in the city in which there is a bell had
the vestibule lighted and a man in charge,
with instructions to let the boys ring but
not allow them to injure any property. At
the North church the request was made that
The bell be not rung on account of lady who
was dangerously ill across the street.
This
was respected aud the bell was not sounded
during the night.
The only damage was the burning of two
or three old
out-buildings on bon-fires near
the foot of Main street. There came near

being a serious calamity in connection with
this, however. There is a building in the
rear of Plm-uix
Row, which is used for the
storage of gasolene, and the crowd, thinking it to be an ordinary tool house, started it
toward the fire. When its contents was explained to them they left it suddenly, and
the

only damage

Co.

Sunday School Convention.

Congregational church in Searsport, Tuesday, June 30th. There was a good attendance, and five denominations were
repre-

sented—Congregational, Methodist, Baptist,

The convention

opened with a praise service led by Kev.
O. H. Fernald, D. D., of
Searsport, with Miss

Mildred Sweetser at the organ. Deacon B. O.
Sargent then gave an interesting address of
welcome which was promptly and
re-

ably
sponded to by Friend Omar G. Hussey. Mr.
G. W. Dickey of Iowa,
formerly of Searsport, then rendered a solo, which was well
received. .Mr. Dickey in a short address recommended the use of a county
map,marking
thereon the location of each
Sunday school
represented in the convention.
The following.committees were appointed:
On credentials, Rev. F. S. Dolliff, B. O. Sargent and X. E. Keen; on nominations, Revs.
R, G. Harbutt, G. S. Mills and F. S. Dolliff;
on constitution, Rev. G. S.
Mills, Dr. A. O.
Stoddard and Moses Fowler. After the appointment of the committees the convention
adjourned to Union Hall, where the picnic
baskets were opened. The ladies of Searsport provided very generously for ail those
who happened to be without baskets, and
all were served with hot coffee and tea.
The afternoon session opened with scripture reading and praise service led
by Rev.
M. A. Farren of North Belfast. The reports
of Sunday school Superintendents were of
much general interest, showing with what

in many instances the records are
kept,
what a deep interest even business men
take in the work; among them Brothers
care

and

Adams,

Sargent,

Keen, Fowler,

Ames,

and Gay. The report of the Secretary
was read and approved.
He favored semiannual meetings of the Association.
Ginn

O. H. Fernald gave an able address
i
“The Teacher's Responsibility and Opportunity.” He said that in early life the
chances are greater for conversion; the maRev.

on

converted before forty years of
age and that the Sunday school is one of
the greatest agencies to be used for that end,
as eight out of nine conversions are before
thirty years of age. He showed the great
need of consecrated Sunday school teachers,
for upon them the church must largely de-

jority

are

pend.
Rev. F. S. Dolliff fur the committee on
credentials reported 102 members of Sunday
schools in attendance and ten schools represented. Of this number 4 were Congregational, 3 Methodists, 1 Baptist and 2 I'nion.
Rev. R. G. Harbutt for the committee on
nominations reported on election of officers
as follows: Chas. F. Ginn, President; Rev.
G. S. Mills. Vice President; Dr. A. O. Stoddard, Secretary and Treasurer; Executive
Committee, H. M. Prentiss, O. G. Hussey,
N. E. Keen, Frank Packard and Moses
Fowler.

the “Pastor's Class” was
moving
foundation. The building contained about opened fur discussion by Rev. Geo. S. Mills
'>0 gallons of gasolene in cans aud a
barrel, of Belfast. He thought it best that the pasand bad this been fired the results would
j tor should be relieved of teaching formally
have been serious.
in the Sunday school, but that he should be
The nearest approach to a row was to- acquainted with the work done in each
j
wards morning when the police arrested a class, by \ isiting the different classes. Thus
sailor who had been drinking and was behe would come into touch with the whole
coming troublesome. The crowd closed in school. The teachers should also constiaround the oliiecrs and prisoner and forced
tute a special pastor’s class by meeting with
a conference, and the
police yielded up the the pastor in the mid-week for preparation.
man on condition that he would
The topic “How to interest the Children”
go home
and cause no more.trouble. He went
was taken up in a practical manner by Deaaway,
but a little later was again on the street con A. T. Adams of Castiue, who made use
leading a crowd looking for mischief. This of the blackboard, illustrating the lesson for
June 28th in the International series.
He
time he was arrested and taken to jail, and
recommended the use of different colors of
the crowd dispersed.
About noon when the
for
on
the
and
insistdrawing
crayon
board,
turnkey carried him his dinner the man ed that the singing should be quick and
made a sudden bolt for the door and got out sprightly to attract the children. His words
were very instructive and well received.
of jail.
Two citizens who were nearby asIn the absence of Rev. T. F. Millett, Field
sisted and the man was returned to the jail. Worker, “Normal Sunday School Work”
was
taken up at some length ami treated in
Capt. Peter F. Welch with a crew’ of men
an earnest and able manner by Rev. R. G.
went to Augusta with the new
Hydrant en- Harbutt of Searsport. It was his idea that
gine and took part in the trial of engines. the Sunday school teacher of to-day needed
Hydrant was placed among the first-class to be a special student of the Scriptures,
familiar with the latest tnouglit
tubs and is the smallest in her class, having thoroughly
of the times respecting Biblical culture, and
a 9-inch cylinder, while the others
rauge
prepared to teach the Bible in the light of
modern progressive scholarship. The pupil
from 9 1-2 to 11 inches. Her play was 195
not be left to learn certain
facts
feet, 3 inches. She won no money. Niagara should
about the Bible from those who are the foes
of Brunswick played 225feet,71-2inches. The
If the true idea is imparted in
of religion.
engine was sent over by the freight train Fri- the beginning the higher education of coland
will aid, not shatter,
university
lege
and
returned Monday forenoon. The
day
The crying need of our Sunday
faith.
firemen aud a few others went to Augusta
school to-day is teachers better equipped in
by the regular morning train Saturday, and the true understanding of God’s Word.
In the discussion that followed
Rev.
returnedjby ajspecial tr ain from Burnham,
O. H. Fernald emphasized the power of the
arriving here about 5 o’clock Sunday morn- Holy Spirit as being more effective than the
ing.
higher education, and in the Methodist SunAside from the Augusta excursion there day schools they depended more upon the
working of the Holy Spirit than upon eduwas no large number to any one
place. A cation.
few attended the races at Unity, some went
C. r. Ginn said, "If we had to understand
an analysis of all kinds of foods before eatto Pittsfield, some to Rockland, and others
ing many would go hungry, and if we had to
to Northport Camp Ground and other nearunderstand all the higher education so as to
be able to combat all the critics of the Bible
by points.
Hon. Seth L. Milliken delivered the ad- before we undertook to teach; very many
would go without being taught. He said tnat
dress at Pittsfield, and the Belfast Band on
in his experience as Superintendent it was
its return from Bar Harbor stopped there a
not the best Bible students as a rule that
short time aud gave an out-of-doors’ concert. were the most successful as teachers. It was
the earnest, devoted teacher who underThe Belfast Band arrived from Bar Hartook to teach people to be better that
bor by the Saturday night train. Its^engage- succeeded best in his estimation. It was
inent at Northport Hotel was cancelled on
very difficult at the present time in the
average Sunday school to get teachers at
account of the small number who came from
all and if we insisted on the standard held
Bangor.
up by some of the speakers it would so disProf. Stevens played for the ball at the courage the Sunday school worker of to-day
that
we would not be able to get any who
Town Hall, Islesboro, and Prof. Whitten for
would teach.
a ball at AlbioD Corner.
Rev. F. S. Dolliff then gave a brief sumOn account of the storm the clam-bake of mary of his ideas in an earnest manner, saySeaside Grange was adjourned to the Grange ing that though we do not ail agree as to the
methods and purposes at different stages of
Hall. There was a large attendance and two
this blessed work, we are all agreed as to
bushels of clams were disposed of.
The the results to be gained; so let us in going
dance m the evening was largely attended home from this day’s session, in God's name
give greater devotion to our work, trusting
and an enjoyable affair.
-j
in God for His blessing on our schools.
Mr. A. C. Sibley sent Jlags, tin horns, etc.,
The afternoon session closed with singing
to the Girls' Home that the little ones might
by the congregation.
The evening session opened with music
celebrate the 4th, and invited them to his
by the choir. Report of committee on conhome that evening to witness a display of stitution
by Rev. G. S. Mills. The commitfireworks.
The rain, however, compelled tee recommended the constitution used by
most of the county associations iu the State.
the postponement of that part of the prowas

it

from its

gram.

The celebration has continued over into
this week. As the weather permitted there
have been fireworks and other explosions
due on the 4th or the night before. It is
hard to dampen the enthusiasm of Young
America.
Three small boys created a smile and did
something which they thought was pretty
naughty. A fisherman had left some samples
of corned fish on a box and a placard reading: “Corned fish 2 cents per pound, at the
vessel in Puddle Dock.”
The boys built
a fire in the box and roasted the fish, and
then changed the sign to read : “Cooked fish,
pound. For sale here.”

25 cents per

Among the portraits of members of the
of Honor Legion, published in the
Boston Journal, June 21, we notice two

Medal

Twentieth Maine veterans, Gen. Adelbert
Ames and Capt. A. E. Fernald. This organization is composed of soldiers who during the Civil War were awarded medals of
honor for special acts of bravery or devotion. [Lincoln County News.
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The annual session of the Waldo
County
Sunday School Association was held in the

Free Baptist and Friend.

Shooting Affair in Monroe.

A

NUMBER 28.

Monroe, July 2. At about two o’clock
this morning Rodnak Haswell was awakened by hearing some one moving about the
house. Mr. Haswell got up, took his revolHe soon disver and started to investigate.
covered a man getting out of the front room
window and nred twice at him. One bullet
took effect in the hip. The man ran away
but was traced by the blood that was flowing freely from his wound. He proved to be
a weak-minded fellow named Hiram Sparrow, who works in the neighborhood. Dr.
J. S. Cole of Swanville was called to dress
Sparrow’s wound, but was unable to find
the bullet.
The question naturally arises as to what
Sparrow was after iu the Haswell house at
that time of night. Mr. Haswell and his
daughter Eliza live alone and she keeps
house for her father, as her mother is dead.
She is a girl of good character and respected by all in the neighborhood. Your correspondent visited both parties and got their
stories of the shooting. Mr. Haswell says
he was awakened in the night by hearing
some one coming up the stairs near the
He sat up iu bed a
room where be sleeps.
moment and listened and soon became conwas
in his house. His
vinced that some oue
daughter was asleep down stairs. He jumped out of bed, taking his revolver with him,
and the intruder hearing him get up ran
down stairs to get out the way he came
in. Mr. Haswell followed him through the
entry and sitting room and iuto the front
room, where he could just see a man getting
out of the window.
He then fired twice,
with the result as above named.
Mr. Haswell showed considerable courage, for he
did not know what the man was after nor
how many there were, but he says he expected that there were others in or about the
house. After the man ran away he aroused
the neighbors and at daylight the man was
tracked. The people of the town feel that
Mr. Haswell was justified in shooting, as it
seems by investigating the affair that liis
daughter’s honor was concerned.
Sparrow is not strong in intellect and
takes queer fancies into his head some
times, and when asked what he was doing
m the Haswell house at that time of
night
he said he got up iu his sleep and knew
nothing about it until he was shot by Mr.
Haswell. But when further questioned he
told the following story: That he woke up
in the night and thought he would go up to
the Haswell house and see Eliza. (Mr. Haswell lives about a quarter of a mile from
where Sparrow works.) He did not stop to
dress himself and all he had on was his
shirt. When he got to the house he went to
the window where he supposed the girl was
sleeping, took out the screen and climbed
in, but the girl was not there, as she had
changed her room to one that opened from
the kitchen, which also opened into the sitting-room which Sparrow had to pass
through, but her bed was against that door
and he could not find her down stairs. He
started up stairs thinking she must be there,
but only went a little way, five or six steps,
when he heard Mr. Haswell get out of bed.
He tbeu ran down stairs and went out the
way he came in, hut before begot out he was
shot. He started for the place where he
works ami aroused the folks, telling them
that lie met Haswell iu the road and he
shot him. Of course in a quiet neighborhood like this the affair caused a great deal
of excitement and many are the stories that
are told of the affair.
Sparrow was asked if
he had ever been to see Eliza before, and he
ami
to sum up the case, it
said, “No, never;”
seems to be too much of a foul
running at

Mrs. A. K. P. Moore is visiting in Boston.
The case of the State vs. Eldorus Mahoney,
for assault with intent to kill on J. W. Pease,
R. W. Dunn of Waterville was in town
was continued in the Police Court
Monday Thursday on business.
afternoon. The affray occurred in the ArCapt. R. H. Coombs attended the races in
lington, a hotel kept by Stephen Peirce, Rockland the 4th.
early in the morning of July 1st, and was
Mrs. H. M. Burdette will arrive this week
reported as far as it had then progressed in
The Journal of last week. The first witness to spend the summer.
Will G. Sawtelle went to Boston last
introduced for the State was Mr. Pierce,
who testified that Pease called at his room Thursday for a short visit.
and asked to have a lamp fixed. That after
Mrs. E. O. Hall and children visited relaattending to the lamp he, Pierce, followed tives in Brooks the past week.
Pease out to see that he went to bed. That
Mr. and Mrs. Everard A. Wilson have arPease stopped in front of Mahoney's
door, rived home from
Burlington, Vt.
in which Mahoney was
standing, and that
Mrs. L. M. Keith went to Boston last
some words ensued between them.
Pease
tried to force his way into the room and Thursday for a visit of a month or more.
N. S. Lord and
Mahoney hit him in the face with a pitcher.
family spent the Fourth
Pease was not knocked down by the blow, and Sunday with friends in Brooksville.
but his face was bloody and Pierce went
Mrs. E. A. Paul went to Bangor
Friday to
down stairs with lnm to wash his face. visit her
daughter, Mrs. Arthur Hopkins.
Pease then went back up stairs on the run
Miss Alice Nickerson went to
Haverhill,
and again tried to get into Mahoney’s room.
Mass., last Thursday to spend her vacation.
A slight scuttle took place between
them,
Miss Frances Crawford and \V. C. Crawwhen Pierce stepped between them about
the time the police appeared and arrested ford and daughter Cora are visiting in Warren.
both Pease and Mahoney.
llr. A. C. Ellingwood testified, describing
Miss Alice M. Sawyer of Portland arrived
Pease’s wounds, which consisted of a bad last Friday to visit Mr. and Mrs.
Henry L.
bruise, swelling and discoloration over the Lord.
right eye, a star-shaped wound on the top of
Levi Clay and Harry Furbish, Western
the head to the right of the median line, a Union
liueweu, spent the Fourth at home in
cut just back of this and a cut behind the Belfast.
ear.
A
silver
in
right
the forehead
plate
Miss Mildred Slater went to her home in
and bridge of the nose, put in to close a
Cooper’s Mills last Thursday for a week’s
former wound, was slightly moved.
Dr.
vacation.
Ellingwood thought the wounds could not
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Burgess and Mr. Alhave been made by one blow of a pitcher as
bert Shute spent the Fourth with friends in
described bv Pierce.
Rockland.
Drs. H. II. Johnson and Elmer Small,
Miss Inez E. Crawford spent the 4th with
who were called to Pease Thursday and
friends in Augusta and returned home MonFriday, described the wounds

substantially

did Dr. Ellingwood. Dr. Johnson probed
the wounds and found a fracture of the
skull at the star-shaped wound. He considers this the most dangerous of the wounds.
The doctors agreed that the wounds could
not all have been made by one blow from
tbe pitcher.
Mrs. Pierce, Miss Florence Pierce, Stanley
Peters and W. H. Brown of Dixmont
described the affray substantially as did Mr.
Pierce.
as

Mahoney took the stand in his own behalf.
He said he was in his room and heard Pease
in the corridor.
Pease was making loud
talk and Mahoney stepped to the door and
looked out. Pease tried to get into the
room, and was forcing his way in when
Mahoney hit him in the face with the
pitcher, which he took from a stand beside
the door. When Pease came up stairs after
washing himself he rushed for Mahoney’s

of

h. r. r>.

lias not identified himself with
the party for eighteen years and who has
been a candidate for office in every other
party, and who three months ago no one even
dreamed that he was a Republican, was selected. It was not a Republican caucus.
a man

j

j

who

question

Normal school in this village is what has excited the minds of the
people of this village the past two months,
and this was the issue. To the
average man
outside this village the question of a Normal
school here by the town voting its credit for
$10,000 in aid of the school is too silly to
even talk about.
From the start there was
no more chance of
getting the school here
than there was of getting the State House.
But it took among honest people who had
children to educate, and they were
easily
lioodwiuked by a few designing men who
were looking ahead in
expectation of the
election of a Republican President this fall.
As for myself I will say that it is
very well
known that I am a strong advocate of a railroad to this place and believe that if it were
The

of

a

possible to get the Normal school by the
town’s loaning its credit for $10,000 it is not
the proper thing to do as it would forever
bar us from aiding in the building of a railroad. I also believe that railroads and manufactures and diversified labor would be of
much more value to a town than a Normal
school. Commerce, manufactures and diversified labor bring wealth, wealth
brings
schools, churches, etc. While schools of
this class are good and necessary, they are

objects

of

charity themselves, and my point
was not to tie ourselves
by the neck with a
$10,000 rope to this Normal school, and
choke to death, but to be on the lookout for
a railroad, with
our lamps trimmed and
burning, and for this reason I was slaughtered in the house of well meaning but misguided friends. I cannot say that I regret
it; for I still believe I was right. I also
believe, and so do a large majority of Republicans of the town, that had it not been

Rogers decided that Mr. Me Lei Ian’s words
were an interruption to the
court, and ordered the attorney removed from the room.
Mr. Ward well was ‘-ailed in and conducted
the defense from that point. He made a
brief plea, claiming self-defense.
Judge
Rogers decided that an assault and battery
had been committed, hut not with intent to

kill;

that

Mahoney used unnecessary violence in trying to keep Pease from the room.
He ordered the respondent to recognize for

I.

Michaels-Ward.
A quiet ami
very
pretty wedding took place at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Achorn Wednesday
afternoon, July 1st, the contracting parties
being Elroy P. Michaels of Belfast and
Alziua E. Ward of China, Maine. The cere-

licans of the 113th District could not have
gotten three voluntary votes in the town.
J. O. Johnson.
The

Augusta

Opera House Burned.

was

the groom, acted as bridesmaid
Mr. Achorn as best man. The bride was
charmingly dressed in steel grey and carried
a bouquet of white roses, with white roses in
her hair. After the ceremony was performed and congratulations had been extended
the newly wedded pair with those present
retired to the dining room to partake of a
most bountiful repast prepared by Mrs.
a

sister of

Augusta, Me., July 4. The Opera House
block was destroyed by tire to-night, the
tire being discovered shortly before midnight It was rebuilt at a cost of §40,000 by
Hon. J. Manchester Haynes in the summer
of 1801. On its site stood Granite Ilall
block, Achorn for the occasion. After supper singdestroyed by fire in 181*0. It is not now ing and music was the order of the hour
known
whether
the
block
will
he rebuilt or until seven
Report accepted and on motion of Bro. not.
o’clock, when a reception was
Its loss will be much felt in Augusta
Keen it was voted that the constitution be
adopt d as read. Prayer by Rev. II. G. Har- as it contained the line Opera House. It given for the friends of the bride and groom.
contained also city government and
butt. Solo by Mrs. Butman.
city Ice cream, cake and lemonade were served
The address of the evening was by Rev. treasurer’s rooms and office. On the street and a most
enjoyable time was bail by all.
John S. Penman of Bangor. His subject door were the store of E. W. Church, grocer ;
Augusta Deposit aud Trust Company, cafe, The good will and esteem of their friends
was The Sunday School Teacher as a Bible
aud Charles K. Partridge, druggist.
It is were shown by the many pretty and useful
Student.
It was a very scholarly and interlocated opposite the post office, aud the total
esting address, spoken with much feeling
to the couple, including
loss will probably reach §<10,000, of which presents presented
and force. Emphasis was placed upon the
rich china and silver.
After spending a
there is a partial insurance on the
necessity of a broader and more accurate
building.
the
pleasant evening
party retired to their
The fire is supposed to have
caught in the homes with many good wishes for the happy
knowledge of the Bible in our own Sunday rear
in a sub-passageway.
The cause is
school instruction. The results of recent j
couple.
to have been fire crackers.
scholarship were shown to have given us a supposed
A
later
that
the
walls are in
despatch says
grander Book, presenting a nobler idea of
The Last Sad Rites.
God and a worthier thought of man. The good condition aud that the work of rebuildBible is literature and must be studied as ing will begiu at an early day.
Portland, Me., July 2. The funeral of
such. Mention was made of recent valuable
William A. Allen, late chief engineer of the
South Montville. The farmers are busy
helps to Bible study in the writings of emiMaine Central R. R., was held at the First
The address clinched the
nent scholars.
preparing for haying and the most of them Parish Church this afternoon. There were
dominant thought of the afternoon discus- will
begin next Monday-C. E. Gilman present President Wilson and all the chief
sions as to the need of a truer knowledge of
has contracted to cut H. L. Jackson’s and officers of the Maine Central, representathe Bible and was altogether timely.
tives of the Knights Templar, and a
It was voted that by permission of Mr.
Austin Wentworth’s hay-Mrs. Mary Carr number of friends and relatives. Therelarge
was
Penman his address be published in The Rean
of Lynn, Mass., is
extensive floral display. The services
visiting her former schoolpublican Journal of Belfast. A collection
were conducted by Rev. J. C.
Jenkins, aswas taken for the benefit of the State S. S.
mates, Mrs. C. E. Gilman and Mattie Ed- sisted
by Rev. Dr. C. W. Jenkins of PortAssociation. The convention closed with munds-Bertha Adams is in Camden for land. An
of
address
eulogy was delivered.
the benediction pronounced by Rev. J. S.
a
few weeks-Inez Peavey closed her The burial was in
Evergreen Cemetery, the
-‘"an.
school and returned home last Friday.
grave being literally filled with flowers.

B. F. Baker of Philadelphia was in Belfast
last week to visit his brother, Isaac L Baker.
Herman Patterson went to Bar Harbor
to play ball on the Bar Harbor

Tuesday
nine.

for

E. McMahan had a lunch car in Augusta the Fourth. He returned home Tues-

day evening.
Mrs. C. E. Stevens went to

yesterday for a visit.
her to Bangor.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Hubbard arrived
from Boston Tuesday to spend the summer
at the Brooks House.
Miss Theresa Cushman, milliner for Mrs.
J. C. Cates, went to Rockland Tuesday fur
her summer vacation.

week

Mr. and Mrs. Wilson ('. Carter of Camden
in this city last Monday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. 1>. W. Carter.
H. C. Prince, A. B. Cook, L. P. Loud aud
E. Hall «>f the Watemlle Cycle Club
were at the Revere House Monday.

F.

Mrs. .7. W. McIntyre arrived home Tuesday from Orland, where she has been doing
missionary work for three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. ('has. A. Ilarrimun and
child of Bath arrived last week to visit Mr.
H.'s parents, Mr. and Mrs. A J. Harrinian.
Mrs. Ellyn A. Robbins of Boston irrived
Sundav fora two weeks' vacation. Sic was

Packard and child arrived Saturday morning from Brockton to
visit relatives in Belfast and vicinity.

and

now

are

were m

visiting

and

son

relatives in

week,

Rocky-

rt

and Camden.
Oscar Limeburner

Capt.

arrived

to

remain

while his

and Mrs. W. E. Rice of Lawrence,
Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Quimby a few days and left for Noreross,
Mr.

and Mrs. John \V. Holmes of Brookvisited relatives in Bangor and
Belfast last week. They left for home Thurs-

lyn, N. Y.,
day

afternoon

on

steamer

City

of

Bangor.

Charles Thornbs and her grand children, Katie and Justus Lewis, arrived from
Boston Tuesday and are at the Burd cottage
at Little River. Mr. and Mrs. K. D. Burd
will join them there later.
Mrs.

ed last wfeek to visit Mr. and Mrs. N. E.
Keen. Mr. Tufts returned Tuesday night,
but Miss Lottie will remain some time longer.
Mrs. Milford F. Weed of Belfast atwedding reception in Rockland
July 2d, given to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur II.
Ware of Waltham, Mass., at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Ware of .72
Mr. and

tended

a

Brewster street.

Charles C. Sargent of New York City
made a flying visit to friends in Belfast the
first of the week.
He is a son of the late H.
Mr.

Ii. and

with

Mary Sargent and lived here in his
days. Like Mr. Parker, who was

younger

here last week, he finds that most of his
former associates have passed away.

Kveivtt Parker.

Stoekham 'f K msas City
party of relatives and Inends arc at

Mrs.

lii'n,

a

T

the Fogler In

Cliureh stiv.-t. for

use

f

in-

sea-

son.

Miss

Leila

lvellar

of

Islesboro

visited

friends in Belfast the first of the week.

|

has

been

visiting in

B mg

>r

She

few weeks

a

past.
lmve been sent out for the wedding

thirds

Kelley

Mr. Waller B.

>t

Swan,

at

noon,

nid Miss Annabel

duly 'J«>tli,

the I'nitan

m

ill

ehurrh.

Win. o^Md and iiu^l 'e,ham, Maas., have hired the W.i. w
,r a
..ttage and taken p- »sses>i.

Mr. and Mrs.
of Wait
Tree

month.

Irving

home

Bangor Friday,
vessel, sell. \Y. Wallace Ward,is discharging
and re-loading.
from

accompanied by her nephew,

Boss of

Belfast la.*>t

tour.

were

Mr. and Mrs. A. A.

Patterson

in town

J. Harvey Stinson and wife of Belfast
spent the Fourth iu Rockland,as guests of
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Messer.

Talbott took her two young sous
and two of their comrades on a trip by rail
to Waterville last Thursday.

C.,

cycling

on a

Filield and I. L. Hall
the first of the

W.

were

Messrs. W. F. Bean, C. O. Poor and Master Fred Poor went to Quantabacook Tuesday for a week’s outing.

Mrs. E. L.

S.

Fifield, J.

H. W.

of Vinalliaveu

Mr. and Mrs. Henry W. Rogers of Lynn
arrived last Thursday for a week's visit to
relatives in East Belfast.

E. O.

El is worth

S. accompanied

Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Mardentook a carriage
drive to Windsor and Augusta to spend the
Fourth and Sunday.

and Mrs. W. O. Folsom and daughter
Ella M., went to Augusta last Thursday for
a visit of a few days.

Mrs.

visit.

a

L.

Mr.

Charleston,

John H. Quimby and her mother,
Noyes, left Tuesday fur St. John, N. B.,

Mrs.
Mrs.

Mrs. Wm. H. Quimby of this city
attended the funeral of William A. Allen, in
Portland last week.

fast.

pension has been granted
Henry Sparrow of Monroe.

Au increase of
to

Mr. and

Brown of

and

Mrs. M. E. Leavitt of Boston is visiting
her niece, Mrs. F. E. Freeman.

M. Cottrell.

performed by Rev. Dr. J. I.
C.ias. H. Field started yesterday morning
Searsport in the presence of friends
and relatives. At four o’clock the wedding for Kittery. He is to make an
inspection
inarch was played by Mrs. Brown, when for the lire insurance companies of the sumthe couple entered the parlor and took their mer resort property at several of the promiplaces under a wreath of evergreens and nent resorts of the New England coast.
for this side issue of a Normal school the roses with a large wreath of white roses
Mr. Nathan Tufts and little granddaughperson selected to misrepresent the Repub- hanging in the center. Mrs. Eugene Achorn, ter, Lottie Tufts, of Arlington, Mass., arrivmony

Miss Bessie Marden went to Windsor yesa visit to relatives.

terday for

L. J. Cally ami family of Boston spent the
Fourth in Belfast, as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
O. G. Critchett.

Mr.

Bells.

Joseph Goodenow of Wiuterport visited
friends in Belfast last week.

Mrs. Daniel McMahan went to Laconia, N.
H. last Thursday to visit her daughter, Mrs.

appearance at the October term of S. J.
Court in $200. He secured bail.
There has been considerable talk on die Me., Tuesday morning.
street that the wounds on the man s head
Mrs. Annie L. McKeen, Miss Flora A.
were caused by blows from the
policemen’s Burgess and Miss Florida B. McKeen arrivbillies, and the evidence in the case tends to ed from Waltham, Mass., by steamer City of
show that the}7 were not from the blow Bangor Tuesday morning.
struck by Mahoney. There was some talk
Clias. H. Field and wife and Rev. Geo. W.
that Pease was robbed of money earlier in
Field left by steamer City of Bangor last
the night, and O. F. Fellows, Esq., of Bucks
Thursday to spend the Fourth with George
port came down last week to investigate for 1*. Field at
Cohasset, Mass.
him. What he learned is not yet divulged.
Thomas Young came home from Bangor
At the time of the trial Monday afternoon
Mrs.
Pease was reported as unable to cross last Friday to spend the Fourth.
the street from A. J. Condon’s, where he Young had been with him in Bangor a few
and returned with him.
was hoarding, to the Police Court
Room, days
W. C. Thompson and family of New York
but Wednesday morning lie rode down to i
the boat and walked on hoard without as- arrived last Thursday morning to spend the
sistance. He said he was going to Bucks* summer. Mrs. Robert MaeMullin and child
of Philadelphia accompany them.
port.

Wedding

Miss Sadie Chapin is visiting friends in

Wiuterport.

day evening.

room threatening to kill him, and the two
clinched, but were separated by Mr. Pierce
and the police.
Mr. Edward Johnson has returned to
>.o attorney appeared for the State, and
The Caucus in Liberty.
Camden from a week’s visit to his sister,
Judge Rogers questioned the witnesses. In
Madam lie Sibotirg at Narraganset Pier.
To the Editor of The Journal: It
may the examination of Dr. Johnson, the Judge
seem strange to many that at a
Mr. Ralph Cross Johnson ami daughter,
Republican asked if the wounds could all have been
caucus held in this
village June 27tli to made by the blow from the pitcher as de- Miss Bessie Johnson, of New York City
have arrived in Camden to upend the sumselect a person whose mane should be
pre- scribed by Mr. Pierce. Mr. MeLellan, atsented to the district caucus, tu he held at torney for the defense, objected to the mer.
Centre JNIontville, July lltli, for nomiuation Judge's version
of
Pierce’s testimony,
A. G. JUaek and wife of Oneida, Calif.,
as representative to the
Legislature, that claiming the same right to object, that lie have returned from tiieir visit in Hamburg,
the life-long Republicans were defeated and would have with
any other attorney. Judge
Germany, and are visaing relatives in Bel-

large.

Holmes Triggs went to Bucksport Friday
for a visit.

left by

1 )insim> re

Bangor Tuesday

ui

from wln-nee he is

sailing

t•

w

!1

Baltin.

to

t-.

t'.:\

i■ 11•

iN

route

>f

iv-u

b\

r

vessel.

Isabelle Tow 1< :.s a: io-me spen n
Sue has just ■•losed a ver\
sueeessful' term of ten \ve--ks‘ selioid a:
East Northjmrt
Miss

lier

va«

atioii.

Mrs.

Mr. ami
ami

and

Mr.

1

f I’n

d. Newell
1>

Mrs.

soeket, R. I,, were at
Saturday and Sunday.

dema

t’lark of Wom-

B.
the

Windsor 11

The Twentieth

m.v

Maine.

Comrade A. Stinson’s sketches of the JOi.U
Maine

at

Gettysburg

will he read with inter-

The regiment is to hold r.s
annual reunion in Waldohoro this year, and
est

by

many.

in this connection the Lincoln

County

News

says:
There

are living in Waldohoro a f» u oi
tliose who went through the trying >rueai
oil Little Kouml Top and tlie terrible days
that followed on the battlefield of Orttvsburg. As near as we can recall them they
are Capt. James 11. Stan wood, i aeut
l'homas
R. Hogue, Orchard F. Mank (who was
wounded), Charles E. Bickmore, Edward
K. Chapman, Elijah S. Levensaler, .John M
Shuman and S. L. Miller. Charles II. Merc,
now
in Minneapolis, and
Raymond W.
HofTses now in Thomaston.were with ns, as
were also Gardner Schwartz (killed a week
later), Lowell Prock and Lewis Flanders
(who di<l not survive the rebel prisons’..
Charles Keizer (killed at Laurel Hill), and
George A. Hock plied from wounds reeei ed
We think Calvin Rates
in the Wilderness).
(now dead) was also in line at tf at linn-.

Concerning

Local

Industries.

Critchett, Sibley N Co. shut, down iheir
take a- mint
factory last Thursday
of stock. They started up again Monday
with orders ahead.
shoe

>

The Belfast Machine,
Kmindry tV.
having a good run on job work, mostly mill
and factory repairs. They shipped a .\ imh
(.’apt. Clarence Lyman of S.-al

to

Harbor

Tuesday.
Albert M. Carter has bought
Austin this
all

raised

Brooks.

season

on

7s tons

to

Mr.

this lie

feed several horses,

hay

was

shipped

Station except
Belfast.

a

few

A

f Ch

hay

stm

by
tons

*-s

S«

iii

about

rail

from

wlm h

1.

was

,th
on

enough ha\
1
and sheep

raised

cows

tr

and straw,

farm

Mr. Austin's

It netted

In addition

>!

to

I

<

Waldo
iia tied

to

Decision

Sustained.

June number of The Capitalist,
Final Verdict In the Case of Sargent hraniu Co.
among other features, appear the portraits
vs. Matthew Baird.
of sixty-eight prominent bank officials of
Nkw Yohk, July 1. In the Appelate diviMinneapolis and St. Paul. In the list ap- sion t»f the
New York supreme court in the
pears Mr. Fred C. Stevens, president of the
case of Peter B. Olney, receiver for tae SarMinnesota Savings Bank of St. Paul. Mr.
gent Granite Co. vs Matthew Baird and
Stevens formerly lived in Searsport and is ! William P. Baird, a decision has been handed down sustaining in full the decision of
now one of the
leading attorneys of the Judge Beckman for the plaintiff, which was
Northwest.
rendered last December. Property to the
amount of some $150,CMh) was involved in
Miss Louisa L. Fernald, daughter of Kev.
this uow famous ease.
O. H, Fernald, D. I)., Searsport, having
Judge Beckman’s decision set aside
completed her course of post-graduate work Baird’s lease: of the quarry site located on
Mt. Ileagan in the town >f Prospect, Me
at the New England
Conservatory, Boston, and also all transfers of property made by
has been elected to take charge of the dethe Sargent Granite Co. to Matthew Baird.
partment of music in Chamberlain InstiIt, also held the Bairds responsible for all
tute, Kandolf, N. Y. This institution ranks
damages and for all property shipped or
among the oldest and best endorsed Methtaken away by them since October, IXM.
odist seminaries in America.
[Special to the Bangor Daily News.
In

the

The

Joseph

Orphan Children.

and the

the sweetest
To

The

Editor

iiii:

lien---n and

Ralph

same

hools and recited in the

>1

Katie

cla-s

spell

a

time

to

misled. 1'because

Ralph

that

w

she dh'

them.

same

pleased

seemed

never

the

:ke to go ab «ve him."
They
togethei down by the little

oi'tei;

v.h"<“

brook.

purliug

th-- school house.

fai fi

ib»wed

w.-teis

Ralph

pi• imivng hd of ten summers.
noble 1 cartel and generous to
He ami Katie

was

were

lovely children,

aud

as

their parents feared that in
the\ might forget the Giver.

were

children that
infant

their

parents would
aud

innocence

happy

faces.

They

joy

twined

around their p uvnts’ hearts but seemed too
good for earth. Suddenly a disease broke

a

was

the children, and in one short
week little Joseph ami Mary left “papa

out among

early orphaned. Ralph

were

gift

lightened

h-with worthy people, ami was
kiudiy car* 1 for and religiously instructLad

They

delight in.

fault.

a

called Mary,
ever bore.

passed

They

m»i

He

was

that woman

These buds of promise were joyfully welcomed: but their parents realized that
perhaps their stay would be short with

Journal:

Katie

Lougee were
sch''vi children togethei: they attended
the

daughter

name

and

•»

mamma*'

and

went

up among the

angels. The parents* hearts w ere w rung
ed.
Katie was a smart, attractive child, with anguish: but they tried hard to say:
An aunt
two yeats younger than Ralph.
‘•Thy will not mine be done.** They
and un-.-ie t »ok the place of her parents, realized that their little ones were safe in
and she was looked after with loving care. heaven.
Since the death of their children they
When tiod takes the parents, He provides
have been with the sick and sorrowing
for their orphans.
more

‘‘Straight through my heart this fact to-day
By truths own hand is driven,
God never takes one thing away
But S( nothing else is given."
and Katie

Ralph

telligent beyond their years. They were
just such pupils as teachers delight in.
The yeais came and went just as years always

and go. and when
and Katie eighteen

twent-

ini].i*•--ed

nerd p r.nted buildings and well kept
an abundance of beautiful

•].f

j'l'iiijA, with
-bade

On

c cis.

gentle eminence

a

few

a

village stood the little
;
a long time its bell had callj
tbe
u-going people from the vilwithin its
age an-i \ ‘..jinny to worship;
.■ ai -.
'1 I..- \iAige pastor in his youthful
id; Ids pc .pie long years
d sign:- of age: gray hair his
ing

e:
v.i

>

.o-

hi-life work in the church.

.n

\tg"!
\ ft

the

-.lorn

>teps

dc

A

tin

w

a'lorned.

fempie.-

distance

r:

brie

the church

tr«-m

.:

it

by a beautigrounds were in

enclosed

was

•hge.

The

ead-

m

-"•■i;.

led after.

a:-:

tl.

a

'..

...

si

V

1

mu.

were

It
not

the hiaiicbes

»n

tlie birds sang their

ne.-s

Katie began teaching
dels! that she bad a talent foi

O’,

o;k.

v.

dead

inn- ato-i

o

1-

ibf

tii-

r.

ihe II
if;;I
A

was

ty of the dead." There neati>
was the tele and not the

«•

.-be loved

iiiidien.

tee.her

The

sue

that not a
'depends
< '!•.!.•;
dttf.
was
very large with hei
-be w;«> 11o: only interested in rhe village
—clc»i
but .-be delighted to work in the
1

;

a

on

-u’.iday -"bool and

to

tell the little

ones

Him who said. ‘Suffer little children,
and foibid them not, to come unto me; for
cell i- the

of

Kaipli

kingdom

of heaven."

work with

went to

will and it

a

Tug time before he was master
of a go.-d trade, a trade that was honored
nearly nineteen hundred years ago. It
j.’oyment that just suited him. It
not

was

.1

is upln
umass for people to
engage in
husim-s- iii.it is distasteful to them.
iwilj <ii(I not envy the sons of wealthy
wealth

seldom

brings content men:.
It is a grand tiling to have
plenty of money if it answers its design,
but it is .if ten a curse instead of a blessing.
When halph was twenty-one he had
saved cm, gh money to buy a nice little
home m-ai the village.
j

t'Ots,

.i

inr

1,1

the

and

tern

L

was

looking

forward

Soou after the
l.oiij closed, one bright, beautivillage
f’hi >i m!a\ morning, when tlie air was
iragiai:i with the blossoms of spring,
'■i

mill

they

seated each Sun-

were

day witle.n its walls. It was not general
ly known that I.lalph and Katie would he
oiiiteo .n marriage on that beautiful Sunday. but when the pastor pronounced
fheiu

man

loved each

was

other

youth their love

was not much
well known that they
in childhood and in

was

strengthened.

After the services were concluded Mr.
ami Mrs. Benson, in company with their
foster-parents, repaired to their home,
when* everything was in readiness for
them. Their hearts were filled with

grati-

tude to God for

loving friends

providing
to

care

them kind and

for them in their
The first evening

childhood and youth.
at their home the

they passed

family

erected and their house
crated to God. They were
was

was

altar

conse-

delighted

with
their home, and Mrs. Benson had saved
Enough of her earnings to furnish it.
The village people were anxious that Mrs.

hall, Bangor, Tuesday evening.The

Benson should continue her labors in the
school-room, and she decided to do so.
1 here was one part of woman’s

rights

that she believed iu: the

right

of women

to help their husbands to bear the burdens of life.
As Mi. Benson was a skilled workman
lie bad plenty of business, and after the
labors uf the day were ended lie and Mrs.
Iienson were as happy in their neat, cozy

home

first parents were in the garden of Eden, before they
stepped out of
the straight and narrow
as our

path.

Summer, autumn and winter soon passed away. As the
spring opened Mrs. Benson began to feel that her home
duties
and the care of her school were too much
for her health.
When the time arrived
for the summer vacation she closed her

school, with pleasant
pupils she had laboi^d
faithfully.

memories of the
with so long and

Mr. and Mrs. Benson prospered
beyond
their expectations, but in their
prosperity

they

not

were

unmindful of the

needy.

Their foster-parents felt that

they had cast
the waters, and were finding it after many days, for their fosterchildren were always mindful of them
and kindly treated them as
would
their bread

on

they

parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Benson were not alone in
their new home, for after a time two little

own

strangers
and

a

came

to

daughter.

their
The

dwelling—a
son

WEEK.

j

and wife there

surprise, for it

THE

—

Ibilnh and Katie went to the house of
God together,
in iufane) the pastor had
bap; is.-.j t hem in the church, and in chihlho..d

OF

1

vacation.

"ummei

m.

c.

|

Katie had taught term after term in the
vi11 age loj live years. She had just closed

thesp.Mi

they

j.

bachelor of arts were Augusta II. Blanchard, Portland: Grace A. Nutter, Bangor;
Annie H. Peaks. Dover: Bessie G. Pierce,
Monmouth: Madeline D. Rounds, Calais:
Carlotta M. swett, Bangor: Annie F.
Wilson, Waterford: Anna c. Witherle,
a.'Tine.N. R». Pope and Col. F. W.
; Dana of Boston have sold their entire
holdings oi the stock of the Lewiston A
Auburn Electric railroad to Henry W.
True, Esq., the present manager of the
1 road.
It is understood that Lewiston
in the purchase.
I capital is also interested
i.The wiii of the late John
Cole of
Newton has bequeathed ><'»<«' to the Con! gregationa. church of Wells. Charles
Estes, a native of Maine and graduate
j >.
of Colby, has been elected professor of
1 Eatinat Furmore University at Greeuviile.
>. c ....Gov. Cleaves has appointed President Hyde of Bowdoin college, lion. E.
j E. Webb of Waterville and Generals. D.
; Leavitt of
Eastport commissioners to
j inquire into the expediency of another
! normal school_Ernest Due and Harry
Colburn of ( ambridge. Mass., visiting at
< >i land, have U-en .arrested for breaking
I into the Maim- Centra! station at Bucks's j. »rt
Centre am! stealing 4:. tickets.
also to breaking into a
They confess.
in
la::-!. :u :d ^Teaion* a boat at
N"oi ill BueksjH.it.
They had a hearing at
June
Judge Dutton
Bangor before
2'bh and wen >e:itenv d to..m- month in
the county 'T.Harvard University has
conferred the degree L. E. 1K. oil .Judge
j Nathan Webb, justice oi the supreme
j court of Maine, who graduated from
Harvard 50 years ago.The Maine State
Poiuoiogieal s.H-iety lias decided to indeMiinb, jiostj'ont
the summer meeting
i that it was p’oposeu to hold this year in
Portland.The Morrison Medical Company has moved its oliiee and works from
Ellsworth to Bluehill.
At Bluehill the
j company will occupy quarters in Kane's
nail, owned by ( apt. John W. Kane. A
large basement affords an excellent place
for storage and packing-rooms.
The
change may be only temporary.As indicative of the size of the potato crop of
last yea] in Aroostook County, we note
that from Sept. 1,
to June 1, 18‘bb,
the Bangor and. Aroostook Railroad company snipped out ot Aroostook County
exactly 14,237,811 lbs. of starch and 1,Few old
47<*,470 bushels of potatoes.
crop potatoes are left in Aroostook. They
I have either been .skipped out, manufac| tilled into starch or planted for the ’00
:
crop. ...The graduating exercises of Westbrook Seminary occurred June 25th. The
1
class numbered 20.
At the alumni meetj ing and'banquet which followed the grad! nation over Iso were present.
Ex-Gov.
Sidney Perham, Judge Maiden of Boston
and others delivered addresses.The dij ectors of the Maine Dairy Association, at
j the field day recently held in Orono, voted
| to hold the annual meeting of the association at skow began.
The meetimr will
conic off in December_Bowdoin College
lias awarded the following honorary deA. M.—Algernon S Dyer. A. H.
; grees:
I Wright, Truman >. Perry Adelbert D.
; Cornish, Benjamin B. Murray, LL. D.
lion. Eugene Hale—Samuel L. Miller of
Waldoboro. assi>tant adjutant general,
:
department of Maine, C. A. Id, has received a
despatch from Minneapolis
tendering to all the Maine delegates to
the National encampment. G. A. It., at
j st. Paul, free entertainment on behalf of
the natives of Maine resident in Minneap.Mr. Melvin $. Iiolwayof Augusta,
I
Democratic nominee for Congress from
! the third district, is Mo years of age, a
i graduate of Bowdoin College, class of
’82,
j and a lawyer by profession.Wm. H.
Hayden & Co. of Bath have signed a eou| tract to construct water works for the
town
of North Berwick.
j
This job will
amount to §50,000, or §00,000, and with
the waterworks of Winterport makes
two contracts of that sort that the firm
has on hand.Two new steel spans of
the Gardiner and Randolph bridge, built
by the Berlin Bridge Company to replace
those carried away in the big freshet on
March 2d, were informally opened to
travel at 5.M0 p. m., June 27th, amidst a
general jollification. This re-establishes
the communication across the Kennebec.
....Gen. Nelson A. Miles, U. 8. A., and
party went to Bar Harbor from Bangor
June 2§th.
Monday they inspected Fort
Knox on the Penobscot river.
A public
reception was given Gen. Miles at City
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fourth-class post office at Boothbay Harbor became a presidential office July 1st.
.The New England Advents began a
series of prophetic and holiness meetings
at the Old Orchard camp grounds June
28th.
Rev. D. T. Call of Biddeford
preached in the forenoon. Mrs. Rebecca
J. Smith of Springfield spoke in the afternoon.
Rev Miles Grant of Boston spoke
at night.
There was an unusually good
attendance for an opening day. Among
the prominent Adventists to participate
in the meeting are Rev. F. A. Stockman,
Rev. \\ N. Pile, Rev. A. W. Burch, Rev.
Charles Good wick.
—

In Bijief.
It is now almost certain
that the print cloth mills in Fall River
will work only alternate weeks
during
It is said that the
July and August.
Lowell and Lawrence men will join the
movement and the impression is that the
shut down will be general....The graduation exercises of Dartmouth, Williams,
Harvard and Yale, occurred June 24. In
Harvard 390 received the degree of bachelor of arts in course....The London St.
James Gazette, in an article commenting
upon the result of the elections held in
Canada June 23d, says that Hon. Wilfred
Laurier will now be able to show whether
or not he is a statesman.
The rock upon
which the conservatives came to grief, the
Gazette says, w'as State rights.
The real
moral of the result is that even if Canada
has home rule the system does not work
smoothly... Fifty wheat counties in Minnesota and the Dakotas report no reduction
in the spring wheat acreage from a year
ago, and all but three counties report the
wheat in good condition. The total acreage is estimated at nine millions, which is
900,000 more than the government estimate.... Benjamin J. Akerman, a California pioneer, aged 70, and a brother of
Amos T. Akerman, who was appointed
Attorney General of the United States by

After the Ball.
Gen. Grant in 1870, was found dead in his Combine and thus giviug her the race.
bed from heart disease at Oakland, Cal., Time, 2.29, 2.26 1-2, 2.27 1-4. 2.28 3-4,
He came from a noted New 2.28, 2.26.lohn K. Gentry was sent [Best-Known Poem of tlie Late NoraPerry.J
June 24th.
sat and combed their beautiful
Eugland family_The American Board against time June 26th at 1‘actoius park, They
hair,
Their long bright tresses, one bv
received a cable despatch June 25th from Red Oak, la., and clipped a quarter of a
one,
As they laughed ami talked m the
chamber
R~v. George C. Raynolds. M. I)., of Van, second off his record, the world's record
there.
Eastern Turkey, which says: “Ninth day for stallions.
Time bv quarters, 31. 1.02After the revel was done.
of disturbances, comparative <juiet is re- 1-2, 1.333-4, 2.031-2.
Dr. Rayuolds
Americans safe."
stored.
Idly they talked ..f wa'tz and quadrille,
is now the only male missionary of the 1
Idly they laughed, like other girls,
\A !.<> over the tire when ail ;s st:
There are three
American Board in Van.
1.
Comb out their braids and curls.
American ladies in the city, including Dr.
who
has
Grace Kimball of Bangor. Me.,
Robe of satin ami Brussels lace.
been conducting notable industrial and
Knots of dowers and ribbons, tew.
relief work for Van and neighboring vilScattered about in every plate.
For the revel is through.
lages_Sir Leonard Tilley, i\. C., M. U.,
ex-Governor of New Brunswick and exAnd Maud and Madge in robes of white.
Fiuauee Minister of Canada, died June
The prettiest nightgowns under the sun.
The cause
25th at 8t. John. N. B.
Stoekingiess.
slipperless, sit in the night,
death
was blood poisoning, reof his
For the revel is done.
Restores natural
sulting from an injury to his loo
color to the hair,
He was 7^ years of age_Mrs. Adelaide
Sit and comb their beautiful
hair,
and also prevents
Those wonderful waves of brown and
C. Mitchell of Brooklyn, a well known
it falling out. Mrs.
at
summer
her
gold,
died
24th
Juue
author,
H. W. Fenwick, of
Till the tire is out in the chamber there
home on Pilman avenue, Ocean Grove, X.
And the little bare feet are cold
Digby, N. S., says:
J.
Mrs. Mitchell wrote under the nom
“A little more
£he was
de plume of “Violet Etyuge."
There out of the gathering winter
chill,
than two rears atro
42 years old.At Sisterville, West VirAll out of the hitter St.
Agues weather,
While the tire is out. and the house is still
my hair
ginia, Juue 25th, a cloud-burst washed
Maud and Madge together,
out part of the Ohio River railroad bridge
began
to turn
and swept away several houses. The loss
Maud and Madge iu robes of
to the city and vicinity will reach £100,g r a v
white,
The prettiest nightgowns under the
ami fall
sun,
000.At a banquet in Havana Juue 24th
Curtained
from
the
away
out. Afchilly night,
given by General Bradley L. Johnson in
After the revel was done,
the
ter
honor of the new United States consul
use of
Float along in a spemlid dream,
general, Fitz Hugh Lee, among the guests
one bottle of Ayer's Ilair Vigor my
To a golden gitteru's
tinkling time,
being a number of newspaper correspondto its original
hair
was
restored
While
a
tliousaud lusters shimmering
ents, a police officer notified Mr. W. W.
An
out.
color and erased falling
stream
the
Xew
York
i Gay, correspondent of
In a palace's grand saloon:
occasional application lias since kept
World, that by order of tbe government
the hair in good condition.”—Mrs.
he would be required to leave the island.
Flashing of jewels and tlutter of laee>,
IL F. Fenwk k, Dig by, M. >.
Iropical odors sweeter than musk,
.Reports have been received at Cape
Men ami women with beautiful f
Town that various stations in the MataAnd eyes of tropical dusk :
bele couutry have been attacked by the
rebellious natives and the white inhabiAnd one face shining out like a stai.
tants killed.John Kelley, oue of the
Out- face haunting the face of e.mli.
best monologue performers on the variety
And one voice, sweeter than others
are,
and
who
was
known
throughout
stage,
Breaking into silver\ speech—Eight years ago. 1 had thevariothe country for years past as “Kelley,
which
hair.
and
lost
loid.
previni>
! Telling, through lips of bearded bloom
the rolling mill man," died in New York j
1 tried
ously was quite abundant.
Ail old, old story over again.
Jane 20th, from an attack of gastritis.
a variety of preparations, but withAs down the roy il-hiuuer
room
He was 41 years old, and was born m New
l
till
began
to
out hem licial result,
To the golden glittern’s strain,
York.
He was a bright aftei dinner
fear I should be pennaiieiitly bald.
1 we and two, they
speaker, and wrote many popular songs.
About si\ months ago. my husband
dreamily walk,
.lames J. Corbett and Thomas SharVt hiie an unseen spirit w.tiks
bro iglit home a bottle of Ayer's
b.-suie,
an
And
all unheard m the lover's ;a.k,
line
at
S;
n
J
20th
Francisco
signed
key
Hair Vigor, and I began at once to
lit'
clainieth
one
a
foi
for
a
to
linish
bride.
hair
new
£10,agreement
tight
tight
us
In a short time,
it.
000 a side.The tidal wave which rebegan to appear, and there is now
I O. Maud and Madge, dream on together,
cently visited the northern provinces of
every prospect of as thick a growth
With never a pang of jea .-us iV n\
I
of hair as before m> illness.’’
Japan with disastrous results was felt in
ere the bitter St. Agm-s weather
|I Fur
I in the Hawaiian Islands. A succession
Mrs. A. Wi.r.i.iu 1‘olymuia St.. New
Shall
whiten another year,
1
of tidal waves struck the western side of I
Orleans, La.
the island of Hawaii on June 15th, doing
Kobed for the bridal, ami robed for the
tomb,
great damage to property, but causing no
Braided brown hair and golden tress,
loss of life.Advices have been received
I There’ll be ouly one of you ieft t >r the
! at Havana to the effect that Brig.-Gen.
bloom
Melquiza will positively be promoted to
PliKI*AKFl> BY
Of the bearded lips to press! he a major general.
His record as a
DR. J. C AYER & CO. LOWELL. MASS.. U .S. A. 1 Only one for tin* bridal pearls,
; butcher of inoffensive people.is infamous.
! .London advices >tate that the World's
The rob. ot satin and Brussels ia-a
! \Y. tT. U., of which Miss Frances E.
s
Only one to blush through her
Ayer's l*iUs cu re sick Headache,
At the sight of a iover’s fact
Willard is president, will meet in Monnext
Canada,
treal,
spring.
O beautiful Madge, m your bridal rob,♦♦♦
For you the revel has just begun,
1S0(,.
s ht4 But for her who sleeps
Washington Wiuspkihng>.
i
in y.*ur anus toI tary Herbert i*s about to appoint a special
night
! board of high naval officers to carry out a
Tile revel of Life is done!
plan looking to the creation of a naval
But robed and crowned with your saintly
I reserve licet.
As outlined at present, the
bllSS,
! project is to make a thorough test of each
Colleen of heaven and bride of the Sun,
new ship as she is added to the naval lists.
O beautiful Maud, you'll never noss
Rode 21,000 miles on an
The kisses anotiier hath won,
| and then to select those most expensive to
maintain and least efficient for cruising
i purposes and lay them up in fresh water,
A National Anthem.
probably at League Island. Pa., to preThe board
; vent the growth of barnacles.
The following anthem was chanted hv the
I
will lix the force of men to be maintained
veterans on Memorial Day at Togus.
The
! on these ships.A remarkable falling off’
words are by General Luther
in the exports to the United States from Cost for
I
Stephenson,
repairs for entire trip, $1.00. the
Governor of the Home:
the Bradford consular district in England
for the past four months has caused con•■They stand the test."
1.
siderable surprise in commercial circles,
Great Republic, with song ami story,
and Claude Meeker, United States consul
We exalt thy glorious name:
at Bradford, has called the attention of
Born in sufferings, raised in glory,
hearts thy praise proclaim.
the State department to the matter in a
Myriad
DIAMOND OR LOOP FRAME.
Bravely sailing, by storm winds driven,
The decrease is most
special report.
Sturdy men and gentle women,
noticeable for May. which shows a falling
Faithful ever, faltering never,
off to TO per cent. The principal item afSacrifices they made for thee.
fected during the last four months lias
See! the noble Pilgrim baud,
been worsted coatings for men's wear,
Seeking for a promised land,
closely followed by stuffs comprising linFleeing from oppression’s wrong,
dress
Facing danger, waves and storm,
ings.
goods, etc.Secretary Cartor Freedom! for Freedom.
lisle denies that he told II. H. Smith of
They crossed the ocean wiid.
Kalamazoo, Michigan, last winter that he
would vote for the Republican nominee in
Great Republic! thy fame increasing,
case the Democrats nominated a free silver
Valiant men have bled for thee:
man on a free silver platform.The wai
True to duty, never ceasing,
department lias awarded a medal of honor
Pressing on for liberty,
to Levi B. Gaylord, late sergeant, Co. A.,
See, advancing on fields made gory,
I 2ffth Massachusetts infantry, for gallauW ashington, renowned in
story,
and equal to the best.
I try in action in the battle of Fort SteadLeading patriots on to glory.
j man, Va. During the engagement GayAd ora tion, consecration,
Freely given to God and thee.
j lord volunteered and assisted in workHow, through peril, toil and trial,
j ing an abandoned gun while exposed to a
Hunger, want and self-den oil.
FOR LADIES OR QENTLE1EN.
j heavy lire until the enemy's advancing
Failing not when duty called,
j line was routed by a charge on its left
By battle’s terrors unappalled.
j Hank.The treasury department has NEW and SECOND *
For Freedom, for Freedom,
! been officially advised that the steamers
They faced the cannon's mouth.
Three Friends and City of Richmond
HAND WHEELS.
*
were detained at Key
West, Fla., on the
Great llepublie! thy fame enhancing,
Discount tor cash.
ground that they were about to engage in Easy Terms.
Our banner floats o'er land and sea,
a filibustering
expedition to Cuba.
With stars of brightness, still
advaneing,
Glorious lights of liberty.
Political Points.
A large ami enProudly waving, the joy of freemen,
thusiastic McKinley and Hobart ratificaEvery star thy glory telling.
Belfast, April 2, 18y«.—4ml4
tion meeting was held at Carnegie hall,
Loyal hearts with rapture swelling.
New York, June 25tli, under the auspices
Flag of beauty, true to duty.
1896
We'll defend it to the last.
of the Republican clubs.
lion. C. A.
Distant lands shall own its power,
Boutelle of Maine spoke.
He said: “The
When oppression’s shadows lower.
Republican party is going to win. There
Beacon light for bond and free,
has been a great deal of talk about gold
Emblem of humanity,
and silver, and it is a most important
For Freedom, for Freedom,
question tliis year, it is going to be setWaving for evermore.
tled, and if settled right, it must be set4.
tled by the stand taken by the Republican
Great Republic! on history's pages,
The
is
to
party.
Republican party
put
With radiant light thy record shines,
bread in the mouths of the people, to
Bright examples for future ages,
Of love to God and all mankind.
open the factory doors and to put looms
in motion.”
Gen. Horace Porter and
Haughty monarclis shall pay thee honors,
Slavery’s chains will break asunder,
Mayor Strong also spoke_There is a
Patriot zeal shall never slumber,
possibility that the candidates of both
Halting never, marching ever,
prominent parties will be citizens of Ohio.
To the notes of liberty.
i
John R. McLean of Cincinnati is looming
Father, hear our earnest prayers,
up as a Democratic candidate_Indiana
Keep us from ambition’s snares,
Democrats pronounce for free silver, of
Generations yet unborn,
In chorus grand the strain prolong,
course.
are
consistent
in
that.
For
They
For Freedom, for Freedom,
time almost out of mind Indiana has been
Union
for evermore.
the hotbed of unsound financial ideas_
Chorus after last rrrs>
Texas Democrats have split on the silver
God of Nations, Pure oblations
question and held two .State conventions.
Rise
to
thee as loud we sing,
Well, Texas is big enough to split into
For Freedom 1 for Freedom ! for Freedom !
half a dozen conventions, hut it is bad for
■ v,w""
nate
sores and
the party.The Baltimore News has
ulcers yield to its healing powers.
The Sleeping of the Wind.
It refollowed the example of the Philadelphia
moves the poison and builds up the system
Times in declaring its readiness to bolt
The great red moon was swinging
Valuable treatise on the disease and Its treatment mailed free.
the Democratic ticket, if free silver
SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. Atlanta. Ga.
Alow m the purple east :
triumphs at Chicago, and to support Mr.
The robin had ceased from singing:
The noise of tin*, day bad ceased
McKinley.J. H. Manley of Maine has
written a letter declining to be secretary
The golden sunset islands
I to the
Had faded into the sky,
Republican national executive comAnd warm from the sea of silence
! mittee on the ground that the position
SUCC
ESSOR
TO
A wind of sleep came by.
ought to be held by some one more closeIt came so balmy and resting
ly connected with Major McKinley. Col.
Stevens
&
That the treetop breathed a kiss,
Osborne of Boston will probably be seAnd a drowsy wood-bird, nesting,
lected for the place.Eugene V. Debs,
Manufacturer and Dealer in
Chirped a wee note of bliss:
the labor agitator, addressed a large auIt stole over fragrant thickets
dience
in Portland June 29tli.
He
As soft as an owl couid tly,
spoke on all the leading issues of the day
And whispered to tiny crickets
and frequent bursts of applause interThe words of a lullaby.
rupted his remarks.
Then slowly the purple darkened,
The whisperiug trees were still,
TuiiF Tories.
The races June 26th
And the hush of the woodland harkened
under the management of the Bangor
To a crying whip-poor-will ;
Trotting Association were sliinly attended,
Ami the moon grew whiter, and by it
on account of
the threatening weather
The shadows lay dark and deep';
But the fields were empty and quiet,
early in the afternoon. Three classes
were started and were hard
For the wind had fallen asleep.
races.
fought
The 2.50 class, pace and trot, purse $100,
[Charles B. Going in July Ladies’ Home
had eight starters and was not finished
Journal.
ETC.
until five sharp heats had been reeled off.
LINE
Or
FINE
Free Fills.
The last heats were won by Industrious,
b. g., by Indus, owned by McKenney,
Send your address toH. E. Bucklen & Co.,
and
a free sample box of Dr.
best
time
4
get,
2.40 3
in the third
Chicago,
Bangor;
King’s New Life Pills. A trial will convince
heat.
In the 2.31 class, pace and trot,
ALSO SUCCESSOR TO
of
their
merits.
These pills are easy in
you
purse $100, there were six starteis and
action and are particularly effective in the
five heats.
Judge Goodlow, cli. g., owncure of Constipation and Sick Headache.
*
*
ed by E. B. Ireland, Exter, won the first,
For Malaria and Liver troubles they have
fourth and fifth heats; best time, first
been proved invaluable. They are guar*
anteed to be perfectly
free from every
heat, 2.32 1-2. In the 2.25 class were
deleterious substance and to be purely vegefour starters, and the race went over un- Harness
repairing in all its branches and
table.
do
weaken by their action,
not
They
finished.
Combine, entered by G. C. Edcarriage trimming done promptly to
but by giving tone to stomach and bowels
wards, Fairfield, won the first two heats,
order at the most reasonable rates.
greatly invigorate the system. Regular size
owned
L.
OldStrike,
Lucky
by
Spencer,
All persons having unsettled accounts with the 25c. per box. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson,
the third
Dick
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Tobacco Dealers say, that
“BATTLE AX" is a “scorcher'
because it sells so fast.
Tobacco
Chewers say, it is a “scorcher" be
cause 5 cents' worth goes so far.
IT
as good as can be made
regardless o
cost.
The 5 cent piece is almost a
large as the other fellows' 10 cent piece
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the fourth heat.
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settled
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9 o’clock.
It required two more heats to
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VERY LOW PRICES ON

HORSE HAY FORKS!
Complete with sisal
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manila rope.

J. H. & J. W. JONES, 60 Main St.
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Patterns Nos.

$75.

CURES thT

w

,iii

tires (loin* iu ul I their Oranohes.

W. H. OUIMBY.

S

t

have

Hi

lira/.in*;

$85.

PRICES $85

am?

»im*l.

t' 11

for

I

,1111

wlirrl*.

Lost! Lost!!
March 1, one wap>n wheel, 4 1-2 beet, 3
inch tread, 2 hands on huh and no tire a new
wheel. Also a lot of other mill wheels. Any per
son who will inform me of their whereabouts will
be suitably rewarded.
K. A. (il'KNKV.
Belfast, June 18. 18tMl. -3w2f>

In the ease of KU <
ty of Waldo and
I

MAIM

(OMIT OK !»•
<

m)h

■

•!

State

||elia
id

M.

iebtor.

that
hereby
has tiled in the
ourt
said County, a pet it ion lor his .11all liis debts provable under the Insaid State, and Ho .1 «rt tlioate
hearing upon the same is ordered to
Probate < Kin o in Reltast, tn said «
nesdav, the l. t h day o| .Inly. V I1
o’elork in the afternoon, when and \\
attend and show ranse, if any >011
praver of the petitioner should not
.1 K UK' 11 I * I
Attest
2w2<>
Renistei
K
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I>ebt.oi'
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CAMPECHE.

,nf. •!'

1

city long ago outgrew the ancient
spread heyoud them on 3 sides.
The wealthy merchants have their “quintas
(country houses,) outside, whose
gardens, displaying tire rich tropical foliage in all its maguitienee, give the appearance of a multi-colored belt
encircling the to-day—those melancholy but still stucity. As to architecture,— the Indian penduous ruins, southwest from Camwalls and

lit} of lampeehe,
Old. How People Live In a
cii Reaches 145 Resjrees Fahr.

■

udence of The
M

Journal.]
2nd, 189(3.

June

\n <>.

map of Mexico, you will
.theastern peninsula, which

town that Coidova found must have been
much more interesting.
Besides
the
usual public buildings—“Palacio," cus-

peche.

house,
citadel, half

sons

its cornucopia, is di-

nt

he easternmost and

largtriangu-

Yucatan- the

1

bordering

the Mexican
The latter is the newest,

iff
•.

political

uiallest

been delared
Mate1*

division of
“Free and

a

late

as

in

a

there

is

handsome

a

dozen tine old churches

many convents, schools, colleges,
seminary of navigation, museum, hospias

tal and theatre. Its

well-paved streets are
18 feet wide, including the sidewhich are three feet in width and

barely
walks,

elevated a few inches.
Every house resembles a mediaeval castle more than a

her part of the Kepubxcessive heat, en-

lllth. century home in an American Republic. All have very thick stone walls,

es

msi•

>•

from the

ordinary

lines

'd in between the vast,
of Yucatan. Tobasco

_•

'•>;»

it cannot be reached
..either is it easily acceshough its whole length

>.

ulf of Mexico,

its low.

\ierd bv reefs and sand-

water, have but

w

one

tke Mate its name,
is also called

uave

which

v

the way. North Ameriwoid "ith an extra “a"

•‘Campeachvso it apiopedias and shipping
know why

nut

the

wide

render its di-

s.

nning most of the year,
a:vd in tropical regions,

.s.

and

etc.—

beauty, fertility and
of wealth, Campeche
known and more rarely

ites

1

tom

1802.

as

behind its older and

means

original

we

should

part of the world, perhaps
ages before the I
pyramids of Egypt were built. Successive

arched

and

entrances

enormous

windows—the casements without glass,
but protected by wooden shutters within
and iron bars outside.
All day long the
shutters remain closed, or a heavy canvas
is dropped down to exclude the sun and
heated air; so that to the passerby, it
looks

veritable "Deserted

Village,” exfrowsy head peer-

a

cept tor an occasional
ing through a crack in the shutters
from behind

a

corner

of the canvas.

or

But

about live p. m.—presto' change, shades
are rolled
up and shutters swung wide
open;
at

ter

name.

Even

ladies, with toilettes freshly made,
a slip-shod day, smile from behind

the bars upon their male friends in the
streets, and presently the whole
city sallies forth, to drive in the suburds or to

promenade in the plazas.
the

of

often

day the
reaching

In the middle

as

trace

no

of

rather it transfervii.ill vessel, which brought
seen,

or

boi\ where

waited until

we

carry ns to shore.
>ay, ships of the largest
r he Campeche
yards and
to

anoes

somehow, by

sea

in-

an

Time was—within
mean—when the city of
’i a good deal more cou-

.ince.
*>

uuw.

hail
it an
«'■

One of the

were

rulers of

as

many provinces.
now known as Gua-

All over the

they

and all his sous—about the
year
1420> according to Horrera, It is these
people and their fathers who were enocom

tombed iu the caverns under
Campeche—
except tlie royal family. IVlien a Cocom
died the

highest nobles in tile laud were
called in to officiate as undertakers.
They
cut off the head of the
corpse and cooked
it, in order to clean the skull, reserving
only the front, with the jaws and teeth.
The flesh was replaced over
it,stuck on and
preserved with

a certain aromatic
gum.
When made to look as life-like as
possible, they set it up in a temple, among the
idols and cineary statues, and
regarded 1:
ever afterwards with love and
reverence,
as

an

may

idol by brevet, so to
speak. You
always tell King Cocom wherever

heat is

u

:

•odes

characteristic

that

•ed

the wharves and

on

alongside

>

The house of the American Vice-Consul
a fair sample of the
average better-class

dwellings.

Its vast apartments and wide
arched corridors are L'g feet
high, all the
rooms open into the
corridor, and the corridor

runs

inner

considerable

■.
sugar—put into bags
plant liber, huge hales of
attle, hides, salt, marble,
wars.
Campeche tobacco
s
ex c.-lienee,
you know,
own in Tobasos the admvery noorl that cigars
■

tamarind trees grow
in beds bordered with
tiles, such as pave
the walks between.
The sala, or parlor,
is paved with brown and white

marble,
figures in a

mocks, which universally take the place
Of beds in this part of the
world, are very
pretty. A piece of beautiful, fine linen,
woven from the native
flax and bleached
snowy white, three yards square, has a

deep

border all around of
home-wrouglit
lace, and is fastened to the hooks
a

by
profusion of tasselled cords, white, scarlet, blue or yellow. It can be laundered

easily

•is

for

a

as

for

serves

brate

a

certain

sheet;

a

the

extra width

covering and the lace edges
mosquito bar, and with the addition

yearly

fiesta

by smoking

cigars made from the leaves of the

plant.

cocom

Fannie B. Ward.

around both sides of the patio,
In the patio, palm,

court-yard.
pomegranate, fig and
or

parts as Smith and Jones in the United
States, and to this day the Indians cele-

Wedding

John

Captain

I.

and Miss Sarah Gilchrest, daughter
of George A. Gilchrest, were married at
9 o’clock a. m. June 29 at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. Gilchrest on Pleasant street,
Rockland, by Rev. Thomas Stratton of
the Church of Immanuel.
The wedding
was private and
quiet, only the immediate families and nearer relatives of the
The
contracting parties being present
beautiful ring service was used, which is
always impressive. After congratulations
and a brief leave taking Mr. and Mrs.
Snow drove to Warren and took the train
for Gardiner, where Captain Snow's vessel, the new schooner Metliebesec, is discharging, preparatory to loading for Richmond, Va. Mrs. Snow will accompany
her husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Snow are
well known among our young people and
both have hosts of friends who will wish
them bon voyage and a great deal of hapSnow

[Rockland

piness.

star.

a

Pakker-Drixkwatei:.

Mr.

E.

A.

pillows stalled with sweet-scented Parker of Islesboro and Miss Harriet
Drinkwater of Lineolnville were united
■♦in
ii are often sold in grass or ramie,
(vegetable silk.) a more in
marriage June 29th at the home of the
f< r “Havanas," and uo- comfortable
resting place, and appropriate bride. Several of the relatives from rslesdillerencc: so. it (General to the climate, could not be desired.
boro
attended the wedding which was a
By
the supply of ( uban t
the way, 1 have often wondered
home affaii, much enjoyed
why veryall.pleasant
The bride was prettily attired in
'• a the United states need
hammocks are not more generally used in by
white silk.
They received many pretty
ible.
Wax is also an im- the b nited States in lieu of
hot, ungrace- and useful presents.
tioni the wild, stiug less
ful sofas.
A handsome hammock,
siting
: d in tlie
Titov. The Ladies' Aid Society met with
country. i»ut the across a corner of library or
sitting room, Mrs. Emma Pierce on the
afternoon and
trade since time out of or
any other convenient place indoors,
evening of June 24tli and had a pleasant and
W-wnnd. which is used as wiii prove itself a family
both
blessing,
profitable time. In the evening the Troy
•■i! as for dyeing pur-poses winter and summer.
It not only affords Band discoursed fine music in
the open air
due not only for coloring genuine
comfort, but is extremely dec- and the ladies dispensed cake, ice cream
■!. but also, (so it is whisorative, and can be put out of the way and lemonade to nearly one hundred people,
s
enticing hue to certain in an instant by merely hanging both although there were many more present.
»>y." Only the heart of ends upon the same hook. Try it. and Mrs. Pierce’s lawn is shaded by a veteran
oak tree that is the most beautiful tree in
the coloring substance, you will never
again he contented with>

oi

■

1

•■

waste matter: but there

W

.xhausting

the

supply : for

world is encumbered with
palo de Campeche. The

■

t

peche,— its

unsymmetrical

the white limestone that

■f

vicinity,

enclosed within

with moat

>,

and

draw-

fortress at each
iaint as the quaintest, but
n

immense

_h to be

great surprise to
•se parts.
It occupies the
pi)lous Indian city, of nuand 3,000 houses, which
0

a

found here in the year

a

Liaz, the chronicler of the
“The

^avs;

*>k

natives were
to extensive build-

us

el hi them idols and sancedifices were built of lime
the walls were enormous
‘•-r.’), and near them paintng their idols, around a
lined with drops of blood,

town,

I he great Plaza d' Armas,in which
everybody makes it a point to spend his even-

hundred feet. The next session of the Ladies’ Aid Society will be with
Mrs. Daniel Shaw July 8th-The S. S. concert at the Union church last June 24th
was very successful.
The program
was
“The Young Crusaders,” and under the very
efficient management of Mrs. E. S. Burrill it
was well rendered.
The presiding elder hit
the nail on the head when he placed Mr.

ings.

is

paved

with marble around a tall

fountain in the

middle,

and has

rows

of

tile-covered seats, (no wood anywhere,)
set under beautiful trees.
Outside of all
is

a

wide,

circular

walk,

where the ladies

promenade by twos and threes, round and
round to the music of the

band,

while the

gentlemen march solemnly in the opposite direction.
Thus they are constantly
passing one another, and may stare to
their heart’s content, and flirt
surrepti-

tiously

with fans and

etiquette

forbids

handkerchiefs; but
to
exchange

them

:

"

tent, and

are believed to have been devoted
by the ancient people to sepulchral uses,
like the catacombs of Oriental cities.

ere

»'-'es.*’

smiling.
Their happy;

Alas!

••‘•ruing

the

character of

dispelled. Read“between the lines,’’
understand why the scene

'■’•as

soon

mit

anged and the friendly
hostile.
Unfortunately
Spaniards were allowed
their

in

and

they

re-

such numbers

wall to

,s

captured by the English

“'‘dug

the revolution of 1842

ll'leH were

^^‘lr

be built all

^lilt ds inhabitants might
Jn spite of it, however,

"
v

awesome

superstitions concerning

these probable tombs of their ancestors
and cannot be induced to enter
them; and

besides,

some

against keeping

people

have

a

prejudice

their

butter, et cetera, in
burial vaults, though they be
entirely
spook-deserted.
According to all acla must have been well worth
knowing.
Tradition says that the Creator formed
the first one of them, the
Maya Adam,
from a handful of sacate,
fixed

s,rong

f.'::

have

counts, the ancient people of this peninsu-

race.

anu again
by French and
ameers, until, to stop their
'Stations, the Spanish king

k-

unimaginative modern
only a few, because the Indians of to
day, who constitute the serving class,
but

The

aboriginal

lie peninsula.
Like other
"f those
days it was plun1

by
inhabitants;

the

founded in 1540, near the
settlement, and in course
lie most flourishing .Span-

tlie

1

1

lives;

later,

ars

‘an

the

fought

in this viMexicans and the

which resulted in the defeat

than

extending

one

the Mascharge,
ter’s business at heart and his beautiful
young wife is an indefatigable worker with
him. In the short time they have been
us
among
they have won the esteem
of both young and old.Mrs. RowBurrill

ena

in this

Clary

of

for he has

Boston

is

spending

a

few weeks at her old home, the Vickery
homestead-Miss Bertha Hillman is at
home from Winthrop, where she has been

word, on pain of social ostracism.
Among the most interesting things about
Campeche are the galleries, or caverns, teaching... .Mrs. Mabel Ward, who has been
some
natural, some artificial, above which teaching in town, has gone to Massachusetts
to join her husband, Mr. Leslie Ward_
the city w;is built.
They are of great ex- Misses
a

amazed at tlie sight ; Most of the caves have been explored in
Mange, and as we watched, ! search of treasure, but nothing has ever
natives, men and women, been found in them beyond human bones.
A few of them are utilized as cellars
sight of us, with
'•

sheltering branches

its

out one.

more

Nora, Myrtle and Luna Forbes of
Brooks were in town June 28th, and attended the concert in the evening_A portion of the Burnham Praying Band were in
town June 28th anti held a meeting in the
schoolhouse on Bagley’s Hill. There was a
crowded house and a good meeting was reported-Miss Grace Rogers spent June 28th
with her mother. Grace is teaching in Detroit and c.iine down on her wheel.... Mrs.
Susie Morse, who has been spending The
winter and spring with her father, Mr. John

present.

Is caused by torpid liver, which prevents digestion and permits food to ferment and putrify in

Dwarfs and

were

the

tants of

and

the first inhabi-

as

the

giants.

There seems to have been two
distinct emigrations into the peninsula in
is

Then follow

dizziness, headache,

usual in tradi-

tion, the dwarfs always vanquish

prehistoric times, but it
ceeded by all authorities

Biliousness
stomach.

generally

that

con-

great and
powerful theocratic empire existed in this
a

Children Cry tor Pitcher’s Castoria.

the

South.

The first week in Slay a convention of
held at Southern

northern settlers was

Pines, writes Rev. C. SI. Emery from
Portsmouth, Va., to Zion’s Advocate. At
this gathering there were at least ten
people from the Pine Tree State. There
were three graduates of
Colby; C. F.
Sleserve, president of Shaw University at
Raleigh, who made one of the best addresses of the occasion ; Solomon Gallert
formerly of Watervil le, but for several
years a successful lawyer in central North
Carolina, who also addressed the convention, and the writer. The Slaine State
College also had one representative in the
person of Prof. F. E. Emery of the Agricultural Experiment Station of Ral.igh,
and an instructor in the North Carolina
College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
He is widely known throughout the State,
and as a scientific and practical agriculturist is regarded as authority.
At the memorial services held in one of
the most beautiful of the National cemeteries in the South, at Raleigh, within
which lie the bodies of 1201 Federal soldiers, the names of nearly one-lialf of
whom are unknown, 1 was surprised to
see present a
group of seven natives of
Maine, two of whom were the orator and
chaplain of the occasion. The head stones
mark the resting places of not less than
thirteen other natives of that State who
laid down their lives in defense of their

She

Wants
^ Moxie

The

up-to-date

It is

woman wants no

salts, stimulants

pleasant and refreshing,

or

I

iuvigorants, onlr
as

■ II
T

§

it in

Keep

systems.

other artiiicioi

and
and

v.-orn-

out nervous

fl|

W

Nerve Food

Your Grocer will supply you.

Buy it by the Glass of your Druggist.

country.
To

Study

the Lobster

The committee to

Tobacco

Industry.

investigate

the lobster

A

CHEW

\easant

Hood’s

lnsomina, nervousness, and,
if not relieved, bilious fever
I I^
Hood’s WF^ III
or blood poisoning.
®
Pills stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure headache, dizziness, constipation, etc. 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
_

Our

OR

SMOKE

Eyes..

R. H. SMALL,

e\\ets

88

OPHTHALMIC OPTICIAN,
Office in Johnson Block,

FEED

CUT PRICE TEA CO.,
St.,

BOSTON.

Under the

new

j

|

j

!

until that time clerks and commissioners
continue on the present fee system.
Seems Like

a

Miracle.

•‘Eight

years ago I went to England and
my health was very poor and became worse
when I reached England. I was treated
by !
several physicians, but was at one time

less with

ing
mer

nervous

prostration.

help-

On return-

America, I was doctored by my for-!
physician who did not give me much !

to

encouragement. For two years I did not
know what it was to have a good
night’s
I had neuralgia of the heart and |
stomach. I read so much about Hood’s
Sarsaparilla that I concluded to try it, and j
by the use of this medicine I am to-day a :
well woman and m> friends
regard my i
cure
as almost a miracle.”
TMrs. Albert 1
Elliott, Eastport, Me.

sleep.

Watches,
Clocks,
Sterling Silver,
Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen,
Silver j Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets.
AND CLOCK REPAIRING
PROHPTLY DONE.

WATCH
yy

H. J. Locke &
Belfast National Bank

Son,

Building, P. O.

Square

Mi^hlSt., Belfast

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,

REAL E TATE AKD
Over

Thirteen

Springfield Fire
A.SSO<

IKURANCE.

Millions ($l3,(W091>itO)
and

IATION

•.!

I ire

Insurance

Marine, Granite State Fire Insi
I 'll

11. A I * E I.

I'D I A,

G.

ran. t

G.WITttl. FiRE Ins; R A NT E
... IIart E"pi>, G inn;

DESIR ABLE

RISKS

WRIl'lEK

Travelers Like

A I

CURRENT

and

Act

>.,

;!.

I;1c,

INSIKANCK WKITIKN FOB .r» RAHS.iu
u ran
(OKKKsroNDKNT OF MKIU HAN'T VAKINK INSIKAM K ( I)
INYKNT.WENT SFnulTIKS HOGGIIT AND SOLD.
LOANS NKGOTIATKD.
RKAL ESTATE KOI GUT AND SOLD.
^^Correspondence solicited.
TOKNADO

n«Bisgsr i i Os.

i

Early Arrivals

anil

Late

Departures.

s

ran<t <

hlllldllltfS

<IR

o.

Uf 11

-i

Belfast, and Castine Rente.
Summer Arrangement—In Effect July 1,
1866.

Summer Service, 1.S06,
STEAMERS CITY OF BAMiOR and
PENOBSCOT in Commission.

RAILS.

Inm

idem

Assets.
Firk

G

National Fire Inner ant k(

STKAWKK < ASTI’SK,
-Lit.win.I ami weatlu-r i.
m-.
wii’
very witk day m «•«t-ti<>i. -a -n !:. a c.S
('«»., as follows
Leave ‘West Brooksville at »'>.Bo \. m.
astine.,
7."U flushes 1’oint. 7.4o. 1 :>-«!*■
., ,*.()(.'
Lime Kiln, S.:i(); arriving at Bellas;. :•
nm <

|

•Brooksville, Mondays. Wednesdav*.
days.

and Satur-

Leave Belfast at lo.oo a. m. t.t Rvdei * Cove
and Castine. where connections «ni
made with
steamer Cimbria for all landings tr
Isiesboro
to Bar Harbor, Tuesdays, Thmsd.ix
u! Satur

NEW TEAS!

!
The present United States commissioners I
retain their appointments until 1807, and

(grass,)

giants
the land,

in

woman's experience is as follows:
catching industry, consisting of County
‘•During- the period of my preliminary Attorney Emmons of Saco, Judge Curran
service as teacher in the public schools, of Calais and Commissioner O. 13. Whitmy name was reported for a permanent
ten of Portland will begin their work this
place, and was ‘on the slate’ when it left
Of course, my month. They are to report in what conthe teachers’ committee.
father was a voter with the party in pow- dition they find the industry and also coner.
But the teacher who was number five
cerning the people, and their knowledge of
on the list had a kinsman on the
board, the laws
governing the industry. It transhe
who saw that unless
was appointed
during- his term she might never be. One spires that many of the laws on the subof the trustees, therefore, brought in a ject are contlicting and that there is a
charge of ‘cruelty to a boy’ against me, mass of laws that need to he weeded out
The committee
and, without an investigation, my name and new ones put in.
was taken off, and number live was electhave gone over the laws since 1820, when
ed. To have any one believe that I pulled the .State was admitted, and Mr. Emmons
a boy's ears till he could not put his head
has them all ready to use in making up
on a pillow hurt me deeply.
I began an the report.
Hearings are to be held and
on
own
account, and I as much information as possible gleaned
my
investigation
discovered that number five’s sister was about the industry. The commission was
the guilty teacher.
The boy’s father ap- appointed by the governor to report to
peared before the board and explained. the legislature the result of their investiThe teacher was not even censured; but 1 gations, and their recommendations as to
had lost the permanent position.”
new laws will probably be regarded and
The
considered by the next legislature.
But the most amazing experience of all party will take the trip in a yacht.
I is this one:
**I saw an advertisement of the school
board, in a growing city of 30,OCX) inliabitants announcing an examination to fill
| vacancies.
Five or six principals and
|
forty or fifty teachers were wanted. I
sent an application which I followed in
1 was examined most thoroughperson.
ly (I wrote answers to questions for five
reiiirs.’
days, ten hours each day.)
Au old army comrade of mine was a
member of the board.
He took me aside,
on the first day, and tried to induce me to
He told me confidentially that
go home.
The Little Giant Cathartic.
the whole affair was a mere form to satMild and Pleasaiil S>ut Searching
isfy three ‘reformers’ who had lately
and lliaroiigli in F.hcct.
come into the board; it was intended to
demonstrate to these gentlemen that the
These little
Pellets,” or Sugar-coated AntiBilious Granules. Cure
teachers were thoroughly qualified for
their posts.
My friend and his party,
Sick Headache, Biliousness.
the ‘hold-overs,’ were pledged, he asConstipation,
Indigestion.
sured me, to elect the old teachers.
But
Poor Appetite,
:iiev had promised the ‘reformers’ to elect
Dyspepsia,
Ar.d all derangements of the Liver Stomach
principals according to the record made
and Bowels.
Of all druggists.
iu examination, and on this chance I remained.
These wily ‘hold-overs’ had
ONCE USED ALWAYS IN FAVOR.
not risked much in giving that promise,
f"i- they had obtained the questions from
the examiners a week in advance, and
YOUNO SPIRITS,
had given them t-> the old principals.
1
a vigorous body and
owed my election to the fact that L made
robust strength, folthe best averages notwithstanding the adlow
health.
good
But all fail when the
vantage that they had over me.
vital powers are
“Ward polities governed school approweakened. Xervous^
priations in this city. The next year
debility and l»»s< of'
every principal's salary was reduced £100.
mar.lv power result
This motion to reduced them was chamfrom bad habits.conpioned by my army friend. lie gave as
tracted by the young
his excuse, when l protested against it,
ignorance
through
of their ruinous conthat one of the principals had bought a
I.ow
sequences.
at
another
store
after
baby buggy
bargainspirits, melancholia,
ing for one at his place; lie was determinimpaired
memory,
ed *to get even’ with that man. After anmorose or irritable
other year and another reduction, and
temper, tear ot impending calamity and A
after being assessed (1 refused to pay the
thousand and one derangements of body
and mind, result from such pernicious pracassessment) to help elect the old council,
tices.
All these are permanently cured, by
I secured an appointment in another city.”
methods of treatment, without
improved
One teacher writes:
“The school book
the patient leaving home.
business is a portentous evil. Few people
A great medical book of 1000 pages proknow of this or are willing to acknowlfusely illustrated, written in plain language,
ti-'
edge it. There was a time when textatir.g of the nature, symptoms, and curabooks were selected upon merit.
If one
bility of such diseases, sent on receipt of
21 cents in stamps, for postage and
had confidential information upon this
wrapping only. Address, World’s Dispensary
point to-day from the superintendents
Medical
N.
Y.
Association, Buffalo,
throughout the country, I believe that it
would be clear that merit is of secondary
if
one
will but get
importance. Indeed,
an agent to tell him his experience for ten
lie
will
be
convinced
without
other
years,
testimony. I could unfold a startling array
of facts to sustain the assertion that a Choice Oolong and Japan Mixed or a
majority of superintendents of small
Fine English Breakfast.25c. per ID.
cities and counties owe their positions to
These Teas retail for 50c. per lb.
‘pulls’ organized by publishing houses to 3
lbs. of harden Formosa for.$1.00
whose books they were friendly.”
A superintendent says: “One of the 3 lbs. of Fine English Breakfast .$1.00
most difficult problems that I have en- 4 lbs. of Highly-Flavored Japan, Young Hyson, hunpowder or Cncolored Japan
$1.00
countered is the textbook problem. Tlie
These Teas retail for 65c. per lb.
adoption of books for a term of years has
uniformly proved to be an evil. It opens SPECIAL BARGAINS IN ORIGINAL PACKAGES.
a Pandora’s box of ills, chief of which
20 1-2 lb Box of Fine English Breakfast Tea for
are the business-like methods of book
$3.50. This Tea retails for 50 cents per lb.
houses and tlieir agents.
In my present
12 1-2 lb. Box of Fine Formosa Oolong, at $4.00.
position the matter lias been so managed
that no adoptions for specified times have This Tea retails for 65c. per lb.
taken place.
The book supply has been
5 lb. Box of Choicest harden Formosa, $2.00
entirely entrusted to tlie superintendent. per box. This Te retails for 75 cents per lb.
This plan rids us of the demoralizing imFinest grades of Coffee sold at Lowest Wholeportunities of agents, is economical and sale Prices,
satisfactory, and seems to be a rational
Mail Orders promptly attended to. All goods
solution of the problem.”
A third says:
“The influence of cer- warranted to give perfect satisfaction.
tain publishing houses was always strongAGENTS WANTED.
4w25
er than the recommendations of the suin
of
the
matter
perintendent
textbooks,
but we had money enough, and I used to
carry my point by the purchase of supplementary matter to be owned by the
80 Blackstone
schools, so that both the publishers and
the schools were happy.”

I
!

salary act for United
Sprague, has gone to Unity for a visit with States attorneys and marshals, which beMr. and Mrs. Consider Knowles... .The came operative July 1st, U. S. Marshal
f «nnerH are busy cultivating their crops and Donovan and District
Attorney Bradbury
:
getting ready for haying. It is said that the of Portland each receive a
salary of SJ,ha crop will be very light this season....
Preparations are being made for building a 0U0. Burton Smith, as chief office denew fence around the Hillside
cemetery at
and clerk, will also receive a fixed
the corner, something which has long been puty
his appointment having been ratia
number
in Troy salary,
are
sick
needed-Quite
fled
by the attorney general. The other
at the present writing.
Mrs. Levi Harding
is f tiling rapidly.
Mrs. Alice Weymouth two deputies, Noah Prescott and E. H.
is also failing... .Atwood Harding has mov- Emery, continue under tLe fee
system,
er! his household goods to Unity, where he
receiving three-fourths of their earnings.
will reside for the

with earth; rather an improvement
upon
the scriptural theory of dirt alone. From
the earth came his flesh and
bones, and
from the grass his beauty and

vigor.

city superin-

People

i\CtC6S

Bells.

Snow-Gilchrest.

a

“In several cities in which I have taught,
the superintendent of schools has made no
pretension to be a schoolman; he is a politician, elected sometimes by the people,
sometimes by the common council, with
practically no educational duties. The
salary is a few hundred dollars, enough
to piece out the income of some decayed
local politician.
“My experience as a superintendent of
schools shows that, under present conditions, the superintendent is compelled
To what amount of
to be a politician.
hand-shaking and hobnobbing he shall
submit depends on bis tastes and his
skill. The point is, that a certain amount
of it is necessary to keep his place and to
1 have
secure au opportunity to work.
succeeded fairly well in keeping in touch
with tin ruling elements in the management of the schools, but there has never
been a day when i would not gladly have
been rid of work required to do this, lieliet from such a necessity would have allowed more time for study, and made me
it man of much greater professional value.’’

1

nobles had under them in turn
many cities
and serfs; and
becoming too ambitious
at length to
obey a superior,
slew
C

who is now

tendent. -writes:

territory
ucatan, Campeche and Southern Mexico were
lords, and caciques who
were bound to
pay tribute to King Cocom
and the princes, of cotton
cloth, cacao,
fowls and gum for
incense, to fight for
him in war and to serve him
days and
nights in the temples of the idols. These
temala,

150

During the Spanish arranged in patterns like the
a
monopoly of the ex- carpet: the corridors with black and white
and a population of
marble, and the bedrooms with plaques
To-day it has about of blue and white porcelain. The ham-

and maintains a fair
rial activity, its greatin palo de ('ampeche, or

i

is

public

later rulers who figprominently in this part of the peninsula, was King Cocom, whose seven agement.
One teacher,

e

mid-ocean,

Maine

and

writers make very startling revelations in
the most matter of-fact way regarding the
evil of political influences on school man-

ured

simply appalling, you meet him in any of these ruins, for
deg rees in the sun— his “earmarks’’ are unmistakable. There
is always the same
as bad as that reflected from tlic
it.ou. and with a modern
unique nose, short
burning
statue and towering hat—the number of
feet long, is so shallow sands of hgypt; but there is
a
always
are compelled to anchor
land breeze blowing in the
morning, and a feathers indicating his exalted rank. Be■■iiiics out, and those draw- fresh sea breeze in the
evening; so that, sides, there is always the little yellow
'd water cannot approach by remaining
quietly in the cool, cellar- flower, the cocom, which symbolizes Ids
:es of land.
Our big ocean like atmosphere of the houses during cer- name—sometimes full blown, sometimes
for Vera Cruz, discharg- tain hours, the climate is not unendur- closed,
but
invariably present. The
able.
name, Cocom, is still as common in these
passengers at midnight,
•

ampeche, celebrated in his-

Politics in the Public Schools.

Teachers
emigrations, sweeping over it from the Confessions of Supcrlnlendents
how Posterity Is Dwarfed for the Benefit o
I
north and from the
south, Anally obliter- I Small Politicians.
ated all distinctive race
individuality of
The Atlantic Monthly for July publishes
the early inhabitants.
the frank confessions of half a dozen sucThe capital city of the
first empire, Xicessful superintendents and teachers in
balba, is believed to be the Palenque of
schools in the West, and the
the

The

fhe Walled

s

*-

of the latter and the annexation of the
peninsula to the Mexican confederation.

.ml smallest Stale of the Mexican
A Kleh and Reauttfiil, hut Little

•-

days.

Commencing Monday, June 2<>, 1896, steamers
will leave Belfast
For Boston, via Northport., Camden and Bockland, daily except Sunday. Mondays a. 3.30 i*.
m., other (lays at 5 r. m.
For Searsport, Thursdays and Sundays.
For Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor, daily,
except Monday, upon arrival of steamer Iroin
Boston, due Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 7.30 a. M., other days at 8.30 a. m.
From
From
5

RETURN INO :
Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 6 i\ m.
Rockland, daily, except Mondav,at from

With steamer Treimmt Monday-. \\':uenlavs
and Friday s.
Leave ( astine 1 .Bo r. >?., or <>n arrn.i' of steamer Cimbria and Tremont from Bar li.
Belfast direct, where connections arc m.ole with
steamer's for Boston.
Leave Belfast at B r. v., t<ii
w
dings on
Isiesboro, Castine and Brooksville
Connections will be made at Cas i:;i wit ii steam
er C.
1‘. < 'minors to and fron I vn, i>-i ■<a exertweek day.
Excursion tickets will be solo it Bo eenis for
round trip to parties desiring a p -Msant sail
around the Bay.
!
AGENTS: H. A. Greet, L-eifast
K. Ryder,
Ryder’s Cove; Win. I’eiidiet-'ii, lliip.e p. ,m J.
M. Yogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville
C.

to 0 a.m.

W. SMALLIDGE, Manager.

From

Bangor, via Winter-port and Bucksport,
Mondays at 12 noon, other days, except Sundays,

at 2 r. m.

From Searsport, Mondays and Saturdays.
C. E. J< HINSON, Acting Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, GenTSupt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, (len’l Manager, Boston,

Hats! Hats!!
We aimed well and hit the mark

on

Maine Central R. R
TIME-TABLE.
On and after June 22, 18JM>, trains connecting «n
Burnham and Waterville with through tra t.~ toi
and from Bangor, Waterville, Fort land and Boston will run as follows:
FKOM

It will pay you to lay aside his: seaHat and buy one <»i oiu NEW

sons

STYLES.

BELFAST.
A M

1* M

Belfast, depart. 7 no
City point. +705
Waldo. t7 15
Brooks
727
Knox
7 40
Thorndike.
7 40
Unity. 7 50.
Burnham, arrive. 8 25
8 55
Clinton.
Benton. 8 45
Bangor.. 11 50

120
11 25
11 55
1 45
{1 57
2 05
2 14
2 55
2 45
2 55
0 50

245
52
15
45

15
14
4
15

10
5 28
o no
0 25
m 40
o 58

J305T0N

/IflhT.KS

A M

Waterville

8 52

3 03

7 05

1* M

Portland. 12 25
E D.
Boston *
00ston,
w D.

|

4 00

We oiler the

I* M

AM

5 35
0 20

1 40
58

5

4(lo

TO BELFAST.

Boston
Boston,

I* M
CM)

J E* D.

jw

7

D.

AM
9 00
830
I* M

Portland.

1100
A M

Waterville.
Bangor

5 45
7 00
A M

Benton.
Clinton.

Burnham, depart....
Unity.
Thorndike..
Knox.

,5 55

+6 15
6
7
7
t8

50
25
4*1
00
25

8
Brooks.
Waldo. 18 40
Citypoint. 18 55
Belfast, arrive. 0 05

120

A M

A M
+7 00

7 30
8 30
8 47
8 55
fit 02
it 17
1i)2i)
tit 30
it 45

4 35
12 00
I* M

42
57
10
27
38
44
58
16 08
16 18
6 25
4
4

5
5
5
15
5

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley
PAYSON TUCKER,
ygent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 22, 1896.

THE
The

WILCOX.

leading Spring Hat.
by any bat on the

celled

anyway.

It is not

ex-

market in

Jjf'Look them

over

at

D. P. PALMER'S,
Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me.

NORTHPORT

Republican journal.

Mr. W. A. Whitney left Monday
business trip to Bostou.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JULY 9, 1896.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

CHARLES A.

at their

REPU B L1C AN

( Bis^SsManaGKR

NOM IN AT IONS.

Llewellyn Powers
Moulton.

PRESIDENTIAL
For electors at

JOHN F. HILL of

large

Augusta.

Fourth District.ALBERT H. SAWYER.
FOR CONGRESSMEN:
First District
Second District.NELSON DINGLEY. JR.
Third District. .SETH L. MILL1KEN.
..

CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.

Republican County Convention.
'i e Rfiuhlicans of Waldo County are requested
send de eg..te> to meet in convention at the
U’urt House in Belfast, on

uesday, Aug. 4. 1896,

I

at

10.30 A. M.,

‘I-

tl.c purpose ol' nominating candidates to be
supported at tlie election in September next, for
the follow ;ng offices, viz; Senator. Sheri If. Judge
of Probate. Register of Probate. County Attorney,
< ounty Treasurer and County Commissioner. Also
to clu o-e a
unty committee and transact any
(•tber bu> 1 iie>which may properly come before
the omei'tiou.
K.i'-’n jp and town will he entitled to one deleme additional delegate for every forty
gate. a
vm'mh :-i a Tract ion of twenty-five thereof, east
Pm the Republican candidate for Governor in
IS!>4. lb m this basis the following allotment
has 1 »ceu made
<

J VI fast. 1<>
iVlni'-nt. 1
1 ’> ■<•]•.' r>
4
I li; 1111' ;i li i_
3
1'!:«i■ k t«•« T. 3
li
3
I.'Vsl -tv. .2
,l;U‘ks‘P.
2
Ki)i
3
1. 11
3
!.
!;! *.3
1
V
•.
.4V.i'ini’.V... 5
..

Morrill.

3
N'orrliport. '2
Palermo.... 4
Project. 2
3
Searsmont.
Searsport. f>
Stockton Springs- 3
Swamiile. 3
"1 liorm.like..
3
3
Troy
Pnitv...
4
...
Winterport.. 7

..

....

...

...

....

..

■

'.*7
11’i-

«

<

committee 'vill he in session at the
2 0 o'einek on the day of the con••
receive tl.e eiedentials. and delegates
.-:eu io I'lciojitly jircsem the same.'
>»f the Committee,
A. 1. HROti N. Chairman.
i.i.,

:-e

■

>•

1

i

;•*

Lath Times

<

End Williams
E. Jlaiis

‘i!

nipliments George
by calling him ‘the Edgar
c<

of Massachusetts/’

The 1‘ortlaud Argus says:
‘*If tlie na>•..•m ention at
Chicago endorses free
sih ei the Lemocratic party will ride to a
tional

fall."
All hope of
ers

at

reaching the entombed min-

W/kesbarre, Pa.,

doned.

lias been aban-

It will take at least

week before

a

the spot where the victims
reached.

are

can

be

The call for the Republican county convention has been issued and will be found
the head of this column.
The basis of
representation is slightly changed. Tues-

at

day

A ug.

4, is the date.

Tiie Iowa idea of free silver is said to
be that. R\ sending a gold dollar to a London hanker sixteen silver dollars will be
received in return. With free silver the
in Id v\ili no doubt
go to London, but there
will be nothing to come back.
Hon. S. L. IMiiliken

was

at

us;.ally

b\

Mr Charles Pendleton, employed as a
book-keeper for a Boston firm, came home
Saturday morning for a brief visit, but was
obliged to return on Monday’s boat.
The click of the mowing machine and the
swish of the scythe are again heard and the
air is redolent with the perfume of new
mown hay; but, the crop will he very light,
aud will call forth the strictest economy on
the part of the farmer to stretch this season’s yield to the coming of another spring.

Union hall last Friday evening
hop
was a very enjoyable affair. The attendance
was large, the music line, and the number
of dances kept everyone busy until the dawn
of day. The mauagers received a very satisfactory amount of 1G to 1 and were correThe

at

spondingly happy, so much so that
they will announce another of the same

4th of

at

Mrs. Clark and daughter of Bangor
their cottage on Gridin street.

are

at

on

Emery has her cottage
for lodgers.

Mrs. J. W.

Maple

on

Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Andrew’s have White
Rock cottage open for boarders.
Mrs.

cottage

Howard and brother are
Park Row for the season.

in

their

ou

Jessie Knowlton has arrived at her
home in East Northport for the season.
Miss

Mrs.

Willey of Stonebam will arrive this

guest of Mrs. B. W. Conant.
and Mrs. Parker have opened their
cottage on George street for the season.
as a

suffering greatly for rain to revive
j the sluggish growth of all kinds of crops.
j The drouth had made
the farmer unhappy,
j but now lie walks through the fields with a
smile on bis face and is happy in the belief
that his reaping will be profitable and
abundant.
Tlie 4tli was a very quiet day here. The
in the morning and the threatening
aspect of the weather caused the postponement-of all plans for the enjoyment of the
day out of doors and the only change from
the ordinary day were the vigorous efforts
of the small hoys in discharging fire-crackers
and torpedoes to the best of their ability in
celebrating the 120th anniversary of the
Nation’s Independence.
rain

j
j

mer.

and Mrs. Gorham of Bangor have arrived aud opened their cottage on Park
Mr.

store.

Alice and Bertha Brown of Bangor
are occupying their cottage on Bay View
Park.
Misses

J. Weston Hopkins and family of Bangor
occupying the D. C. cottage on Bay View

are

Park.
Samuel Woodbury and Mrs. Savage
occupying the Woodbury cottage on Bay

Mrs.

Louise Lowe of Uainpdeu is at the
corner of Gridin and George

Dickey cottage,
streets.

Seven members of the Waterville cycle
club were registered at the Northport Hotel

Monday.
Leon E. Brown of Boston lias arrived for
the season, and is stopping with his father
at the bakery.
Mr.

Bangor lias started a good
planting a neat flower-bed in Meri-

Bean

of

work in
tliew square.

Mr. Joseph Wliarff and daughter of Bangor and Miss Nellie Blaisdell are at a cottage
on

South Shore.

Prof. W. B. Ferguson, son and daughter
are in their cottage, corner of Griffin and

time went on and the pay was not forthcoming, investigation was made and it was
found that even the name of the vessel as

given
vessel

was

fictitious, there being

such
States. The
no

with

although distanced by the
tin keel. The time is given above.
The Rita was sailed by her builder and
owner, L. A. Coombs of Vinalhaveu, who
also built the Sasin, and who has never failed to turn out a fast boat. The Acme, another of his build, and winner of many
prizes, was at Rockland but did not enter.
J. E. Robinson, formerly of Belfast, now of
Vinalhaveu, sailed with Capt. Dunbar in the
Sasin. Clias. F. Brown of Pulpit Harbor
was not represented in
person or by yachts
of his construction, although he has turned
out some speedy ones and knows how to
handle them, Camden was represented only
by Mr. Gardiner, a most enthusiastic yachtsman, ami Edward Johnson, Jr., sailed with

Hon. 1. C. Libby and family of Waterville
to spend the month of July in the
Macomber cottage on Park Row.

C. Burnham of Old Town is at
Mrs. J. W. Emery’s on Maple street. This
is Mrs. Burnham’s twenty-fifth summer on
the Camp Ground.
Mrs. M.

on,

him in the Tita.
While the races were in progress the handsome schooner
yacht Merlin, J. Malcom
Forbes owner, arrived from Bar Harbor.

Mrs. Edward H. Bartlett and daughter
Sarah of Brockton, Mass., and Alfred S.
Hersey, Esq., of Boston are occupying the

Another arrival

the

was

large

and

elegant

yacht Hermioue, from Boston via.
Tenant’s Harbor, where she ieft her owner
and T. Bailey Aldrich. The Hermione was
built two years ago on tin* Clyde and was
steam

owned in the United
July orator,
interesting remarks officers were armed with search warrants Goodspeed cottage.
on the important
Capt. Fred C. Pendleton and wife and
topics of the day. The lmt their visit did uot produce any results.
the designer of the
Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Knowlton of Bel- designed by Watson,
hall was tilled to oveillowing and the
The had weather put a damper ou the
fast spent the past week at the Knowlton Valkyrie. She is liiT feet over all, 2'2 7 beam,
speakci was frequently interrupted by the gathering of the Populists July 4th at
has an electric plant and search light, and
house near the grounds.
applause from the audience.
Temple Heights. The attendance was not
carries live boats, one of which is an electric
gone over

hut also made

a

some

as

stated that there are hundreds of
p' oph- in Macliias, both old and young.
vvbo have never seen a locomotive and
have only a vague idea of what a railroad
train looks like.
1* is

I his

very strange when one of
the lirst railroads in the
country was built

transport lumber from the mills

to

AN

seems

hitneyville

use

until

Pullman
was

a
or

to

JVIacliiasport,

few years ago.

Wagner cars,

aud

was

at

in

It did not have
but

a

locomotive

used.

Secretary of State Fessenden is again

circulars for the instruction
sending
of the people in the intricacies of the new
election laws. Still, you know, the Australian plan is so very simple that a child
may easily comprehend it! Why, then,
this
bi-enuial
school of instruction?
[Bridgton News.
out

Never

mind,

Iiro.

will get tired of
a while and

after

Siiorey,

the

people
this expensive humbug
throw the whole thing

overboard.

It has not done what its adsaid it would, has been a
heavy
expense, and has disfranchised many invocates

telligent people.
1 ho Democratic circus is on in
Chicago.
The National committee had a
majority
T'l sound money and named Senator Hill
leu-

umporary chairman, while the silver

minoriiy

named Senator Daniels.
When
the convention met
Tuesday the silver
men scored an
early victory by

turning

down Hill and

chainr.au.

electing

Daniels

temporary

No other business was done,
tin* convention
adjourning to Wednesday
w hen the
nominating speeches were made.

t

he

large

as

expected, hut

with the

help

of

residents at the Heights and a
few others a fair audience was
present. The
nominee of the party for
Congress, Dr. B. F.
Lancaster, was the prominent speaker and
was listened to with marked attention.
He
summer

is a good speaker and handled his theme to
the delight of those who sympathize with
him. Probably when he reads the returns
from the September election he will

sadly

that Nortliport is uot in it, and that
his eloquent appeal to the people was lost in
the fog that skirted the shore at
Temple
Heights on that day.

realize

Among the arrivals June 30th

Miss
Carrie Louise Cleveland and Miss Gertrude
Emma Hall, who intend to give a series of
concerts throughout this part of the
country
tfuring the coming season, the first to take
place Thursday evening, July 10th, at the
Opera House in Belfast. Miss Cleveland is
a charming
soprano, with a well-trained
voice of great sweetness, and has recently
been a pupil of one of Italy’s famous teachers, Signor Vanuiui. Miss Gertrude Emma
Hail is a thoroughly cultivated musician,
and her interpretation of the works of the
great masters is marked by true artistic
feeling. Miss Hall has had unusual advantages of study in Leipzig and Berlin, Gerwere

many.
Temple Heights Campmeetings. In The
Journal of .June 25th we published the program of the

Spiritualist campmeeting to be
held at Temple Heights from August 8th to
Aug. 17th, inclusive. We give the following
additional information: Wednesday evening, the 12th, there will be a test seance

the Auditorium. Admission 10 cents.
Thursday, the 13th, there will be the usual
concert, consisting of music, recitations, etc.
White of California lias been selected for
Friday evening, the 14th, a basket and ice
permanent chairman by tliesilvfcrites, who cream party will be held under the
auspices
are in full control of the convention. The
of the Ladies’ Aid. On Saturday
evening,
JViaine delegation was divided on the choice the 15th, will be given another entertainment.
The grounds will be illuminated
of temporary chairman, 10
voting for Hill
each evening in the week. One great atand two for Daniels. Bland is
thought to traction
at Temple Heights this year will
lead as a Presidential candidate.
consist of the tine vocal and instrumental
music. The Ladies’ Aid Society of Temple
We live in a country of which the
princiHeights will hold a fair and sale of useful
pal scourge is stomach-trouble.
It is more wide-spread than any other dis- and fancy articles in the small hall adjoinease, ami, very nearly, more dangerous.
ing the auditorium. All friends of the cause
One thing that makes it so dangerous is
who are willing to help in this department,
that it, is .so little understood.
If it were better understood, it would be
are requested to send all offerings to one of
more feared, more easily cured, less univerthe following officers: President, Mrs. Alice
sal than it is now.
S<», those who wish to he cured take Poole, Boston ; Secretary, Mrs. J. A. Stearns,
Shaker Digestive Cordial, because it goes to Old Town, Me.; Treasurer, Mrs. Lizzie Benthe root of the trouble as no other medicine
son, Belfast, Me. Mr. J. N. Stewart will
does. The pure, harmless, curative herbs 1
have good and ample accommodations at
and plants, of which it is composed, aro
what render it so certain and, at the same
reasonable rates, for all desiring board and
so
time,
gentle a cure.
lodging. Any desiring cottages or land for
It helps and strengthens the stomach,
tenting purposes can apply to Mr. F. A.
purifies and tones up the system.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents to 81.00 Dickey of North port, Me.
The Maine Cenper bottle.
tral R. R. will issue half rate return tickets
at

Steamer Sedgwick made her first trip of
the season from Bangor Saturday afternoon
and returned Monday morning. On account
of the storm the number of passengers was
small.

launch. Her
Boston.

$100

The ladies residing on Clinton avenue have
made arrangements for lighting the street,
they furnishing the oil and caring for the
lamps. Other streets are to be lighted in the
near future.

Wm. H. Brown has bought the strawberMark Knowlton’s garden, and
they are a handsome lot. The Journal reporter saw a bunch of six at Mr. Brown's

j

measured 4 inches in circumference*
Rev. W. J. Wilson preaches in the audiSunday at 11 o’clock and holds
a Sunday school immediately after the service. A prayer meeting is held every Thursday evening. At 2.30 o’clock each Sunday
Mr. Wilson preaches in the Wood school
house, where he also holds a prayer meeting
Wednesday evening and a class meeting

Friday evening.
Reading, Mass.,

are

entertained in

some

quarters.
Etta V. Mitchell, son Johu and
daughter Sarah will leave for California,
Mrs.

Saturday.

WHITE IRON BEDS!

line of

large sale of them, and the

BABY CARRIAGES from $£•“» OO

<

upward.
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The services at the Universalist church
Sunday will lie as follows: Morning

R. H. COOMBS & SON, 70 & 72 Main Street, Belfo

next

with

sermon, at 10.45. Subject,
“How Shall We Observe Sunday
Exercises of Sunday School at 12.00. Young People’s meeting at 0 15 in the vestry. Topic,
“God in Nature.”
'”'

picnic which

have been held
last Tuesday by the Unitarian and Uuiversalist Sunday Schools with their friends will
be held next Tuesday, July 14tli, and all arrangements made for last Tuesday will hold
good for next. Take the City of Bangor
at 7 o’clock, going to Bucksport, where an
enjoyable time will be had, and the return
will be made on the afternoon boat.
The

was

Epworth League at 0.15 p. m. Topic, “The
Call of the Disciples;” song an 1 prayet service at 7.15 p. m. Topic, “The Conditions
of Salvation.” The weekly meetings will
l>e as follows: Tuesday evening at 7.15,
prayer meeting : Thursday evening at 7.15,
class meetings; Saturday evening at 7.ho.
musical rehearsal in the large vestry. A
full

attendance is desired.

will be “Judas Iscariot.” Following
the music for the day:

subject
is

THE

to

*

WHITE

STORE

*

CLOTHING

HOUSE

We have got GREAT BARGAINS in

Wen’s, Boys', and Children's So
ALL WOOL, at

prices that

are

astonishing,

and

CRASH SUITS, SUMMER COAT
THE BEST SWEATERS
We

are the

"

^

Bathii

only agent for the

MORNING.

Selection, “Sweet

is

Thy Mercy, Lord,'
Barnby
Haven’s

Anthem, “Hark, Hark, My Soul,”
EVENING.

The first time these Straws have been handled in Bella-

Selection,
Chorus.
Selection, “Linger, Oh, Sabbath,"
Solo and

Quartette.

Hodges

The Unitarian

conference was held in
The following officers
were
elected for the ensuing year:
President, Hon. J. W. Symonds; Vice presidents, Gen, Selden Connor, Augusta; Mrs.
S. F. Hamilton, Saco; Secretary and treasurer, Rev. J. L. Marsh ; Executive committee, Rev. John C. Perkins, Hon. Mark Em-

Farmington last

week.

Marshall Jordan, Portland; Hon.
John Hopkins, Ellsworth; Mrs. Lawrence
Barry, Kenuebunk: Mrs. Adeline If. Stetson, Bangor. The Womans' Alliance elected
officers as follows: President, Mrs. S F.
Hamilton; vice presidents, Mrs. S. J. True,
ery, Mrs.

Augusta,

Roberts, Bangor:
treasurer, Miss Mary Kelley,

Mrs. C. W.

and

retary

sec-

Bangor.
At the North Church last Sunday morning
the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper was observed. The ordinance of baptism was administered to one candidate. The V. P. S.
C. E. held its bi-monthly business meeting

The society has recently sent
310 to the Woman's Board of Missions in
Boston and S10 to the American Missionary
Association. At 7.15, the pastor, llev. Geo.
S. Mills, gave a very interesting and profitable talk on “Recreation.” Next Sunday’s services will be: Preaching at 10.45 a. m. by the
pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, Sunday School
at 12 m.
V
P. S. C. E. at 0.15 p. m. Topic:
“Enthusiasm in Christian Service.” ActsO:
io-od. At 7.15 p. m. the pastor will continue
his lectures on the “Conduct of Life.” Those
who have had the privilege of hearing the
lectures already given are grateful to Mr.
Mills for the help and counsel on some of
the perplexing questions of daily life.

at 0.15

p. m.

Transfers

Send

in Real

LAMSON & HUBBARD STRAW H

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending July 8, 1896: Joseph

Come and yret your outfit

at the

The White Store, 81 Main

~t

CHARLES O’CONNELL, Propriet

PEOPLES NATIONAL BAN)
L. A. KNOWLFON. President.

FRANK R WIGGIN, Ca

Deposits Solicited

May i, 1SM4.
Ort, 2, l MM.
July >1. I Mi4.
*
,$H,*»*!»..VI
*T4,5:t’2.52
March 5, I s«i5.
n*
July 11. IS‘K.
Sikpt .2'. !
May 7, 1*!)5.
«*
$IHi.3'25.M>
rhese figures are taken from oar s n ,rn statement*
V* ('■.

INDIYIM U

Feb. 2S

1 h«ift

I

DKPOSITS:

of the Currency. Washington♦

on

GOOD
ALL

THE TIME.
Many kinds of
flour

are

good

Not Do It.

M.

good

I

1

the ahare ilates.

deposits in tiie ]M i:ui:< r orj viu'Mr.vi■
ary 1 st ami .Inly 1st. Deposits ilunti^ the hr-.; litof that month. This ileparttmmt otiers m
much as every deposit is a ><>.,„
//,.
m \
amount of our < ‘apital stock.
This itank hciiiir the kites; i-si.thlisIuMl k, ink -m \V
ments in Eire ami Hur^iar-Pr.»,»t work, rh.mvov »:*.
bank in this countv.
We still have a few AA.00 s\KK DEPOSIT K(»\KSlocks, so they may be taken to ami from the Hank il

.•

;.

,\r
Or-

.«

■

Cider Vine? A
We have
gar,

a

none

quantity of C’idof

which

1-

is

j

THREE YEARS
which

we

shall sell at

Wholesale

R

or

u

4

—

buckboard :::

torium every

though suspicions

our

»»

F. A. HOWARD &

which

When the Roberts family arrived from
last week at their cottage
on North Shore they found that the cottage
had been broken into since it was closed last
fall and a large amount of property carried
The intruders gained an entrance
away.
through a window from the upper piazza and
stole the bedding, a set of dishes of 150
pieces, the curtains, a rifle, three suits of
men’s clothes, a number of ladies’ dresses
and other garments, and a quantity of provisions, some of which they ate on the premises. No definite clue has yet been obtained

splendid

PILLSBURY’S

ries in Mrs.

ago, one, of

a

Larrabee, Jackson, t<> Susan L. Cook,
sometimes.
do.; land in Jackson. John S. Warren,
One is
Islesboro, to Amariali Trim, do.; land and
buildings m Islesboro. Wm. Calderwood,
all the time.
Lineolnville, to Edgar L. Lunt, do.; land in
as long as the supply lasts
That is
Liucolnville.
Fred A. Turner, Chelsea,
We have taken down our
Me., to Cyrus E. Cunningham, China, Me.;
are out of the business, and
land and buildings in Palermo. Mary C.
gar must be sold to make roThe Decrow yacht Lucy A. had a brush
Robbins, Searsmout, to Lucy W. Hanson,
se re \\ driver husim
with the Eftie, Capt. Fields S. Pendleton,
Appleton; land and buildings in Searsmout.
BEST.
Monday, and although the latter is the larg- Samuel W. Partridge, 1 homaston, to Henry
Norton-Chapman Co.f Portland,
er craft the Belfast boat is said to have had
O. Brown, Belfast; land and buildings in
Agents for Maine.
the best of it.
Belfast. Alfred H. Clark, Unity, to Mary
IVashitif/ton Street. /;
A. Johnson, Thorndike; land and buildings
d ul> -J. IS'.h'.
711
in Thorndike, Joseph F. Prescott, Dixiuont,
to Geo. M. Gray, do.; laud and buildings m
Troy. Bindley A. lvnight, Lincolnville, to
John W. Brown, do.; land iu Lincolnville.
F. P, Moody, Camden, to John Brown, Lincolnville; land in Lincolnville. Williu m S.
Knight, Lincolnville, to Joint Brown ; land
in Lincolnville. Alice J. Sweet, Boston, to
Willie George, Searsport; land iu Searsport.
Rena E. Thomas, Lincolnville, to Nettie E.
Richards, do.; land and buildings in LiuMy buckboard will make regular trips between
colnville.
Daniel A. Greer, Belmont, to Belfast and Northport Camp (1 round during the \\ i' have just
as follows: Leave Custom House Square.
Hattie C. Knights, Belfast; laud in Belfast. summer at
ami varied sr »-k «>t Millii»**r\
in.13 a. m.; 2.30ami 0.30 r. m. Leave
Belfast,
Women and Women Only are most comR. A. Vinal estate, Winterport, to Ellery
Northport Hotel at 1 1 v. m., 4 and 0 i\ m.
petent to fully appreciate the purity, sweetA light carriage will leave Belfast at 4 r. m. and
LATEST NOVt
ness, and delicacy of Cuticura Soap, and
Bowden, do.; laud and buildings iu Winter- Northport
at 3.30.
to discover new uses for it daily. To cleanse,
Baggage taken. Order slate at A. 1). Chase's
port. Chas. W. Lord, Thorndike, to Abram
ami will 11u\t• a jjo«»«l as>-»rtinent
ami City Drug Store.
purify, and beautify the skin, to allay itchLander, do.; land iu Thorndike (2 deeds).
Ten cent team at cars ami boats, to all parts of
ing and irritatiou, to heal dialings, excoriaH.
the
27 tt
Flora
Lauder
et
to
Edwin
city.
al.,
Thorndike,
tions, and ulcerative weaknesses, nothing so
G. Lander, do.; land in Thorndike.
pure, so sweet, so speedily effective as warm
Frank
C. H. CHA MB ER L AIX,
baths with Cuticura Soap, followed, when
J. Moody et als., Lincolnville, to Li mlley A.
necessary, by mild applications of Cuticura
Knight et als., do.; land ia Lincolnville. E.
the
skin
cure.
(ointment),
great
M. Flanders et als., Belfast, to Alphonso L.
Sold throughout the world. Price, Cuticura, 50c.;
8oap. 25c.; Resolvent, 50c.. and #1. Potter Deco
Aim Chem. Cokp., Sole
Flanders, Northport; land and buildings in
on hand all through tho season, \vl
Proprietors, Boston.
How to Produce Luxuriant Hair," mailed free.
Northport. Ellen E. Bragdou, Freedom, to
pleased to show at any t
WARRANTED IN EVERY WAY.
Silas Ward, do.; land in Freedom.
Loua A.
Please call and examine before
Prioe
Flanders et als., Northport, to Elisha M#55.00.
Sold for cash or on instalments.
making your selection.
Flanders, Belfast; laud and buildings in
h.
W.
Jane
Stearns
j.
&
J.
Small,
County,
Northport.
JONES,
in
<rirl for general housework
family of three
MRS. B. F.
Minnesota, to J. H. Damon, Unity; laud and
Everything in Hardware.—Main St.
MRS. WM. CARTER,
adults.
in
27*
buildings
Unity.
Belfast. April 10. 1890.—16tf
Northport Avenue.
Bath Could

Among the guests registered at the Northport Hotel Sunday were W. G. Stevens of
Castine, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Sargent of
Brewer, W. H. Sargent of South Brewer, J.
D. Danforth and H. R. Pote of Bangor.

days

to cure.

Belfast is starting a slice shop but it wisely put its stock at $25,000.
We would have so doue in Bath only we
know it would
have been folly.
We
couldn't have raised $25,000 for a shoe
in
Bath. [Bath Independent,
factory

10.

few

REWARD $100.

Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
SES^Sold by Druggists, 75c.
4w2C

temporary mail messenger service from June

a

Henry L. Pierce

Dollars for any case that it fails
for list of testimonials.

The special postal service to North port
Camp Ground from East North port is discontinued from June 27, to be supplied by

restaurant

Mr.

only positive cure known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby
destroying the foundation of the disease, and
giving the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers, that they offer One Hundred

H. B. Dunbar of Bangor, president of the
Association, has been here the past week,
attending to general matters about the
grounds and the plumbing of his cottage on
Broadway.

Sep:.

is

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its stages
and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the

Steamer Sedgwick came down June 30th
with an excursion numbering 200 persons from the Pine street M. E.
Sunday
school of Bangor. They had a very enjoyable day.

29 to

owner

of

Also

purchasing.

reason for it is because the\
PRETTIEST and BEST QUALITY and at the same time the I
EST PRICED line on the market.
*
*

Churches.

The subject of the morning sermon at the
J
Baptist church next Sunday will be “A i
Mind to Work.” Nell. 4:0.
The evening

a

See

H. I. Holt of Morrill will preach at
City point Sunday, July 12th, at 2.30 p. m.
Rev. G. S. Mills will preach at Poor’s
Mills next Sunday at 3 o’clock, standard
time.

worship,

them before

DRAPERIES

Rev.

against such

pluckily kept

are

The

see

and at prices that cannot be equaled.
CCRTAIM POI.,1in WHITE and GILT and all other styles.
■:
e■:>
»
»

Si; six for SR.

The following services will he held at the
Methodist church next Sunday : Sermon by
the pastor at 10.43 a. m.; Sunday school at
1- ; Junior League meeting at
ho p. m.:

Heavy rain and thick and nasty
weather, and the Tita picked up her anchor
and withdrew from the race.
The Rita

Mahoney,

been obtaining money under
false pretenses of a firm in Camden. It is
charged that Mahoney went to Camden and
has

rssii

Stubborn Thine,1

are

PARLOR SUITS.

a

flood S PHIS take,

Fact and Facts

It will pay you to

I'iver Ills; easy to
easy to operate. 25c.

In the fourth class the winner was readily
named before the start. Dr. Weld s Scorpion is au up-to-date fin keel, built specially
for racing, without regard to cost. She is 2i»
feet over all, and has not a superfluous ounce
of weight in her top or rigging. The
only
question with the lookers-on seemed to lie
whether she could carry her large sail
spread, but she stood upas well as any yacht
in the harbor and soon showed her heels to
her competitors.
It is not much use for our
local yachtsmen, whose boats are intended
mainly for cruising or fishing, to enter

uaru,

very

charged,

11
20

craft. The fourth class yachts
were to sail twice around a course within
the harbor, but when the Scorpion started
on the second round it was
blowing quite

The Brainard school closed July :>d after George streets.
successful term of ten weeks, taught
Mr. W. H. Folwell arrived by steamer
by Mrs. Lydia Dean. The following schol- Penobscot last Friday and joined his family
ars were not absent one
day during the at “Isola Bella."
term: E. Louise Pitcher, Hattie
Burgin,
There will be dances at the North port
Nina Grant, Joseph Grant, Irving Hills,
Pavilion Thursday and Saturday evenings,
Milton Hills. Absent only on account of
July 9th and 11th.
sickness: Ivan Jackson, Fred Pitcher,
Mr. and Mrs. E. II. Conant of Belfast are
Clarence Hurd, James Burgin, Blanche
in their cottage for the summer. Mr. Conant
Pitcher. Those who attained the highest
is employed in the store.
results in studies duriug the term were
F. S. Farmer, A. E. Perkins and L. F.
Louise Pitcher, Fred Pitcher, Ralph Jackof Brockton, Mass., are at the Northson, Hattie Burgin. The school closed with I Kent
!
Hotel for two weeks.
a picnic, which was
largely attended and port
The Cobh family of Newton, Mass., are ocgreatly enjoyed by all.
cupying the Mo we cottage and taking their
Knox County officers were in town last
meals at the Waquot House.
week looking for Walter
who it is
a

2 30
2 42

defeated the Comet anil Lda, and a gentleman on board the Comet on that
day said
that in running off the wind they left the
Sasiu so far behind that they did not consider her in it, but when it came to windward work Capt. Dunbar’s craft soon took
the lead and crossed the line 17 minutes
ahead of the Thomaston boat. Dr. Lyford’s
yacht Ethel was a cup-winner at Rockland
last season and is a fleet and handsome craft.
The Joker is a new boat, built this year at
Friendship on reduced lines of the Defender.
She is 35 feet over all and a line looking craft
but does not appear to have sail enough for
light weather. Her mast is short and she
has no topmast.
In heavy weather she
would probably make it interesting in her
class.

Mahoney has a luucli-car on
Llewellyn
Bay street, south of Chapman & Thompson’s,
A.

Miss

2 30 11
2 45 30

Purifier.

a

We have some SPECIAL BARGAINS in

Sarsaparilla
°"r,‘

buy

*^This is

Hood’s
!

CLASS.

FOURTH

Scorpion, Weld.
Rita, Coombs.

FURNITURE lsat-^
R. H. COOMBS <L SON'S,

To

Your nerves will be strong, and your sleep
Hood’s
sound, sweet and refreshing.
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
it
cures
so
why
many diseases. That is
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember

Is the One True Blood

Place

Cheapest

means

Blood

Time. Cor. Time.
H. »I. S.
H. M. S.
owner,
2 20 40
SavSiu, Dunbar. 2 33 30
2 31 is
Ethel, Lyford. 2 33 32
2 37 37
Comet, Fuller.
Joker. 2 41 50
2 37 24

lira, Gardiner, did not finish.
Capt. Dunbar thus wins his second race
this season in his new boat. June 17th he

Row.

Capt. Candage of Watertown, Mass., has
arrived and is occupying a cottage on South
Shore.

was

J

The

sound health. With pure,
rich, healthy blood, the stomach and digestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no dyspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. With pure

IName and

Mrs. J. D. Tucker aud grandson Fred are
at Forest Home on Broadway for the sum-

street.

Pure

Blood

SECOND CLASS.

Five of the Pitcher sisters have arrived at
the farm from Massachusetts, for the season,

sort.

Rockland.

summary:

Miss Grace Burgess of Belfast is spending
the summer at her cottage on Broadway.

are

at

three in the third class. Those in the second class were as follows: The Sasin, the
new boat
belonging to Isaac Dunbar of Vinalhaven; the Ethel, owned by Dr. E. H.
Lyford of Vinalhaven ; the Comet, owned by
David Fuller of Thomaston, and the Joker,
owned by Captain Harris of Martinsville,
St. George, The boats in the fourth class
were as follows: The Scorpion, owned by
Dr. C. G. Weld, whose summer home is at
North Haven; the Rita, owned by L. A.
Coombs of Vinalhaven, and the Tita, owned
by W. H. D. Gardiner of Camden. The
wind was not very heavy and inclined to be
fitful. The second class yachts sailed over
a 12-mile
course, and the finish between the
Sasin, Ethel and Comet was the prettiest
and closest race ever seen in the bay. The

street open

soon

The copious showers of Saturday and Sunday were a much needed blessing which
everyone was truly thankful for, as vegetation

GROUND.

are

Grant’s

Mr.

Ciara Hopkins is at home for the
summer, after an absence of several months
at sea with her husband, Capt. William
Hopkins, of sch. Star of the Sea.

CAMP

Traft and McGilvery
Park Row.

Gould,

Misses
Mrs.

cessful summer term of school last Friday
aud returned to her home at North Castine
the first of the week.

very

Temple Heights.

NORTHPORT

week

a

to

The Yacht Race

The Penobscot Yacht Club had an open
regatta at Rockland, July 4tli, but the
threatening weather, or other causes, prevent the expected attendance of yachts and
the racing was confined to two classes and
seven entries in all—four in the second and

Mrs. Farmer of Dexter is occuping her
cottage on Park Row.

suc-

Georgie Devereaux closed

bought goods on credit, representing himself
to be the captain of a large schooner about
to load ice at Kockport for the South.
As
the orator of the

Pittsiield July 4th and as was to be
cxpeeu d his address was a most interesting < lie: lie not only covered the ground

(ia>

aud Mrs. George Whitney of Boston
came last Saturday and wdll spend a few
weeks rusticating here.

Mrs.

...A. R. NIC KERSON.

Third District.FRED ATWOOD.

Fourth District.

Brown

Mr.

Miss

First District.EDWIN PA YSON.
...

spent the 4th and Sunhis family, returning to Rockland

Emery

Miss Marion Call of Boston arrived Sunday morning and will spend the season with
Mrs. Amos Pendleton.

ELECTORS.

JOEL WILBUR of Avon.

Second District.

Mr.

day with
Sunday evening.

PRESIDENT,

For Governor

FOR

Carrie Louise Cleveland of New York
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred I\ Reed.

bay.

GARRET A. HOBART of New Jersey
Of

baggage

Temple Heights.

Miss Gertrude Emma Hall of St. Paul,
Minn., is visiting her sister, Mrs.E. B. Elwell.

WILLIAM McKINLEY of Ohio,

Hon.

at

are

Capt. John Crockett returned last Friday
from a very successful fishing trip down the

FOR PRESIDENT,

FOR VICE

cottage

a

from all stations on tlieir line to Belfast,
from August 8th to August 17th, inclusive. Capt. Elwell will be at Northport
Camp Ground on arrival of the Boston and
Bangor Steamers to take passengers and

Miss
is

1‘ILSBURY,

on

James W. Clark aud family of Camden

Journal Pub, Co,

Republican

NEWS.
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Spring and

Sui
Millinery?l£i

Trimmed and Untrimme
Hats and

HUB BICYCLE.

■

■

WANTED.

WElll

BELFAST.

OF

W5

M

W-

The list of U. S. Internal Revenue taxes
liquor and tobacco manufacturers and
dealers is posted in the post office corridor.

Probate Court will be
held next TuesCity Government.
day, Insolvency Court the
day following.
The regular meeting of the City Council
Among other good things ou hand for
An Islesboro correspondent of the Bangor next week’s
Journal is an account of areceut was held Monday evening, July 6th, with a
Commercial says it is rumored that there trip down the
full board in the Alderman’s room and three
bay by “Our George.”
will be a hotel and steamboat wharf built at
absent from the Common Council. The roll
Smith Hopkins is to
open a sample room
Turtle Head this season.
of accounts was quite large, including the
for boots and shoes in
this citv soon, proband the June highway
All who wish to have a musical treat are ably m the rooms with
pay of the Assessors
Horatio Hears.
advised to attend the Hall and Cleveland
bills, which are the largest of the year.
R. H. Coombs & Sou have
sold more rePetition of John Dolloff and others for a
Concert on July 10th at the Belfast Opera
frigerators this season, to date, thau
they sidewalk on James street, between Cedar
House.
have sold in any entire season
previously.
and Congress streets, was referred to the
All the dogs in Belfast have now been acParties wishing to see me will
please call Committee on Sidewalks.
counted for, and 221 licenses issued, against before
Saturday, July 18tb, as I shall close
Petition of F. ft. Myrick and others for a
251 last year.
During the past week 7 dogs up business here at that date,
[ft, H. Small, hydrant on River Avenue was referred to
have been killed by their owners or by t he
optician.
the Committee on Fire Department.
police.
An account of stock was taken in
Petition of D. T. Guptill and others for a
the BosThe milk wagons, appliances and herds ot
ton Tea Store on
sidewalk on Durham street from Northport
High
street,
yesterday,
G. G. Abbott and D. E. Sheldon were inhouse was referred
with a view to
the business to W. B. avenue to Mr. Guptill’s
spected the past week and found to be all Wadsworth of selling
to the Committee on Sidewalks.
this city.J
correct.
Claim of A. E. Hutchins for §5 for a buildThe Belfast Wheel Club will take a
run
The boys took the bell from the High
ing destroyed the night of July 3d, was reto Swan Lake next
Sunday, leaving from ferred to the City Solicitor.
school building tlie night before the Fourth,
Cedar street at 9 o’clock.
will take a
aud have not returned it. The
Permission was granted to Samuel Adjanitor wishes trip on the little steamer onThey
the lake.
those who were concerned in its removal to
ams to erect a pole for a sign in front of his
Michael Collins reports a
return it.
big crop of hay store on Main street.
from a small piece of land. One field
measJames V. Aldus presented two claims,
The County Commissioners went to Linures less than three-fourths
of an acre and
one in behalf of his minor son Raymond for
colnville Monday on petition to oblige the
he cut from it on June 28th two tons of
hay. §2,000, and one in his own name for §500 for
town to repair a highway near the Belmont
Miss Susan E. Dinsmore, who is
line. They ordered that the road be repairstudying care, attendance and medicine furnished to
music in boston, is at home ou her summer
ed on or before Aug. 15th.
Raymond, as the result of his fall from the
vacation, and will give a recital some time lower bridge the evening of June 12th. The
Mausills’ Almanac expects that July will
the latter part of this month,
date, etc., to claims were referred to the City Solicitor.
be a rather cool and somewhat stormy
be announced later.
Voted to allow §3 on tax of Leander Bean
month for its season—especially from about
for maintaining a public watering trough.
Mr. Wm. W. Oakes of East
the 3d to 12th, 18th to 23d and 28th to 31st.
Cambridge
SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEMORIAL.
Poor weather for crops, generally, is antici- has his cottage near the eastern battery
The following memorial was received
nearly finished and will occupy it within a
pated.
from the School Committee:
few days. Mrs. Oakes and a
lady friend
The School Committee of the City of BelA party of Camden people took rather a
arrived here by steamer Penobscot
fast respectfully represents to the City Counyesroundabout way home from Bar Harbor
cil ami oitizeus of Belfast.
terday.
Thursday. Having got left on the excur1st, That the ten members of the School
An attachment was entered last week for
Committee are elected by the citizens in the
sion steamer from that place they took one
>10,000 against the Dana Sarsaparilla Co. same manner as either board of the City
that was coming from Belfast and took a
Council, thus making this a representative
in favor of West &
Jenny of Boston. It is body, and in many respects co-ordinate with
buck board from here home.

fntion1 There will be a
stockholders of the Clough
ii»le Association at the Home,

\i

Cnity,

k,

Saturday, July

on

One fare for the
all stations on the Belfast
ms, win ther stockholders
ordially invited with tlieir
t forget the lunch basket.
order of Committee.
dinner.

is

>

ti>

<-s

shut down to-day to
attend the Castine

given up the rooms
i' (graph rooms and remov-

:i'i has
1

house

es

will

Union street.
his organ

on

continue

Aug.

until

1st.

meeting with good

!s

•stponed
is a

success

This week the Tues-

tool.

to

Friday.

hen that has built

ground

in

an

a

elm tree

nest
near

she laid 15 eggs, but not
at that altitude, she roll-

it

■*ts

settiug oil 13.
aster of Madison, Populist
Pepresentative to Congress
is uow

District, addressed small

a

omple Heights in the afterUourt House, Belfast, m the

i

id ay.

the Lincolnville Band to
-t Thursday to the Eden ceu•t
largely attended. They
"f

Sedgwick from Sears port
returned about 10 o’clock at

or

the

southerly part of
jugs of vinelit says that one of the jugs
pattern and is a family heirti -r will return the jug lit:
H r jug and the vinegar.
ug

m

ioss of two

The still-life picture, “The Little Brown
Jug." which Mr. H. L. Woodcock had in
the Jordan gallery, Boston, where it had a

g°od position, has been returned

aud is

returnable to the lT. S.
Portland in September.
the Dana Co. have here
be the right of redemption

now

Circuit Court at
the property
is understood to
in the buiklmg.
All

Messrs. A. C. Sibley and J. E. Wilson
t‘> be seen
in the window of Woodcock’s
Tucker, conwent to Boston last week to see Mr. BitteuMain
street.
bookstore,
ih ilast branch freight train,
beuder in regard to the new shoe factory
Following is a list of letters remaining un- project. Mr. B. had been unable to see his
itiged with conductor Albert
claimed
in
the
Belfast post office for the
wbegan ami Portland night
proposed partner in the business but promisweek ending July 4, is* id:
Ladies—Mrs. ed to do so as soon as
weeks.
.Theregular crew
possible aud write to
Miliie E. Hall, Mrs. Georgia M.
Otis, Mrs. the committee. Nothing has been received
_• r
train took a special to
C. A.
Wood.
Gentlemen—Will Brown, from him at this
i> morning to bring home
writing.
James B. Hall, Mr. Wm. Herbert Wliitte;d excursionist.
They left
The stockholders of the Belfast Hotel Co.
James

nuts.

-!

and returned

more.

about

against an average of
3 Vo, and »>4.o7 for June for
:

Tlie

highest

was

V

on

Box 44

The new hydrant on North port avenue
has been placed near the Girls' Home.
There are four other houses in the neighborhood, including the handsome residence of
H. IT. McDonald and the 840,000 mansion
of Mayor Hanson. It is a good pi ace for a

The weather record of
•oh shows the weather for
'••••n about on an average with
The mean temperature for
kk

hydrant.

the

The use of ensilage is gaining in favor
day.
1 lays t" the amount of 2.21 1 with farmers in this vicinity. Toothaher
were an unusual number of i Bros, are building a new .silo and have •> 1-*J
s
u<ronipuuied by squalls of I acres in ensilage corn. Leslie Miller has (3
acres, «T. \V. McIntyre, * acres, Olin K.
: r.s
Capt. Otis Iugrahaiu of Smith. 4 acres, and other farmers slightly
i Bangor takes great interest more than last year.
The Girls' Home.
The Home is in
beacons, and other aids to
For several
eg It is route.
receipt of a gift of groceries, cereals, clothhas looked after a system of ing, etc., from Hopeful Circle of
King's
ty and river. Last week Wil- Daughters of Fryeburg. At the last meetok the soundings and this week
ing of the Executive Committee one appli"til he j’iaeed oil the point cation to receive a girl into the Home and
d A Brown's shipyard... .The three to take girls into new homes
were re..take an excursion trip to Isles- ceived and referred to the committee.
to
take
to
the
ting
passengers
Collector Mason held his annual sale of
■ration, returning them after real estate for
delinquent taxes Monday, on
of the day are over....The
the tax of 1894. There were 45 pieces of
iheriueis due here this morning
property advertised and but Hi pieces sold,
t' take the Belfast Band to Casthe smallest number for many years. The
ual lias engaged this line steamamount of the tax was 8157.05.
Mr. Mason
excursion to Bangor, Aug. ;>d
wishes special attention called to his notice
ay."... .Tlie Castine will take in
regard to taxes of 1895.
Castine on her regular trip at
Mayo A White have moved to the store in
uid return leaving Castine at G
Johnson block recently vacated by Clias. E.
•■cuts for the round trip.
Johnson and Thayer & Adams, and have
■>'
t-uis of wool were shipped to
put in a much larger stock of goods. Their
■oleii Mill at Camden from Bel- new
quarters are handsome and commodi.!: rd ay.... I
If. Knights of Lin- ous. Their former
store, next to the Windeived a car-load of Concord
sor Hotel, is occupied by anew
firm, Melvin
punts by rail last week.... Levi A. Stephenson and Charles C.
Coombs, who
as doubled the length of his
will continue in the fruit, confectionary, toib-i street... Andrew J. Stev- bacco and
light drinks business.
11 feet to tin*
1
of
his
length
Hall & Donnelly’s Minstrels were at the
B*elfast this summer.... F. L.
da
ar-l'ad of cattle to Brigh- Belfast Opera House last Monday evening.
ust Saturday. They included When they appeared here before, everybody
said it was good enough.
This time the
oxfii bought of L. JI.
pair
ucolnville-Henry O. Brown same people said it was better than before.
of Samuel W. Partridge the The X-Rays Discussion of Donnelly and
lot near the, resilience of Hall was a new feature and was enjoyed by
b "i'hy.Fred G. White and all. The Miguani Family of musical street
liley have each bought a pneu- pavers showed rare skill in producing music
dmg buggy. ..I n to July 4th G. with novel instruments. The imitation of a
*■

Hwest 4:'

on

the 15th

•>

■■

—

•*

n had taken 4J0salmon in tlieir
gadier's Island. 150 more than
t at the same
place last year..
<y the recent rains are good for
..

has been cheerless summer
same.
Bert Hamlin rapist prize in the half mile run at
4th with Herman Patterson a
i
.Sword-tish were in the mark at 18 cents per pound_Swift
d the first celery of the season
at

ist

it

morning.
Band at Bah Harbor. Of
band won fresh laurels at Bar
here they had a two days’ engageuuection with the Eden CentenBar Harbor Record reporter does
have caught on to the name of
and says of the parade: “A pla!“'b'"e headed the line and after
fast

>r

the

Military dressed band in
They presented a fine apTlie Bangor Commercial says:
h t s of Pythias were the centre of
is
attention; their alignment
and they marched with a splenswing that brought a lot of apthe people on the street. The

k suits.

■

|

drum

sfid, which the

committee

were

to secure, headed the proceslie best street music of Maine.”

.11

by clog dancers

was skillful.
The
of the best that has visited
Belfast for some time. In fact, every feature of the show was good.
We hope they
will come again.

hand

the

..

was

one

Horse Talk.

E. E.

Babcock sold his 5-

year-old bay gelding Rollo, by Day Dawn,
to Christopher Toole of Bangor last week.
Rollo is a pacer with considerable.speed and
be trained for the track_Hutchins
Bros, have bought of J. W. Ivnowlton the
G-year-old mare which Mr. K. lately bought
of Waiter Bean of Montville.Belfast had
two horses in the races at Rockland July
4th, Petronel, Capt. R. H. Coombs, and
Haroldson, L. L. Gentner. The former was
entered in the 2.40 class, and the Rockland
Star says: “In the fourth heat Petronel behaved badly and was declared distanced,
but in the second and third heats she was
the ceutre of attraction, making the latter
mile in 22>7 1-2.” This was the best time
made. Harohlson was in the 2.25 class and
the Star says he made a good
showing,
against odds. Only one heat was trotted
in mud and rain, St. Patrick winning in
is to

2 G4 1-2.... E. W. Carter's of

Danvers, Mass.,
arrived Tuesday with his mare Daisy, 2.G0,
to he bred and pastured at North Searsport.
Skipping Items. Sell. Clias. E. Raymond

adjourned their
day to Tuesday,

meeting from Monwhich time N. E. Houston was authorized to make arrangements
fur a transfer of the property of the company from the trustees to the holders of the
tirst mortgage bonds.
The meeting adannual
at

journed to meet at the Belfast National
Bank Tuesday, July 14th, at 4 o'clock p. m.

also says: “On Thursday
re was a
great display of fantascoucert by the Belfast band, the
"f the kind in Maine.” After the
ver<uses the Bar Harbor Record
Belfast baud relieved the tedi’•
waiting by several lively selec■

■

■

is

to

New York..

the

City Council.

2d, The School Committee are required
by law to make recommendations to the

City Council from time to time.
3d, These recommendations have been
made as required (and in passing we will
say that on the adoption of any such recommendation there has never as yet been a
dissenting vote by any member of the School

Committee.)

4th, That these recommendations have not

infrequently been acted upon adversely by
City Council, (not oniy by the present
City Council,.but also by that of 1895,) and
this without having a conference with the
School Committee or iu any way officially
seeking information from it.
Therefore, We respectfully suggest that
whenever in the future the City Council has

|

Capt. E. L. Williams of Islesboro has sold
yachts and two rowboats and given one

two

away the past year.

Capt. Edward Crie of Criehaven has
brought his handsome steam launch Novelty

from the island to Rockland for the season
for the use of excursion parties.
Mr. W. A. Dyer of North Haven is builda double-ender 14 feet
long for Mr. Addison Ames of Vinalhaven, and one 15 feet
long for Mr. Rossiter of Nortliport.

ing

Capt. John Scott of
Deer Isle, sailed from
morning in his sloop
cruise down the bay.
Mr. and Mrs. George
L. Macomber. They
North West Harbor.

committees

of

conference,

or

in

some

way

seek information from the School Committee.

GREATER
'COMFORT.
FOR LAUMDRY AND
HOUSEHOLD
PURPOSES

and

Range

Columbia will remain until the morning of
the 10th. The ship will be open to visitors
from 9 30 to 11.30 a. in. and from 1.30 to 5
p. m. each day of her stay.

Stove

or

WE FIRMLY BELIEVE

That every

one can save money this
year
articles of us.

furnishing

ou

by buying

their many needful house

WE KEEP
Crockery, Glass Ware, Ajjate Ware, KitchenWare. Silver Ware, stone Ware,
Ware, Lamps, Burners, Chimneys, Boom Papers, China, Glass and

be used.

Yellow

Obituary.
Mrs. Deli la W. Carter died at her home in
this city, No. 9 Spring street, on the
morning
of July 4tli at one o’clock, after an iliuess
of
two years. She was born in
Islesboro, Me.,
March 25, 1820, and was the
daughter of
David and Sarah Townsend and the last of

family of eleven children. In 1841 she was
united in marriage to P. J. nes Carter. As
a result of this union three children
were
horn, two of whom, Mrs. C. H. Sargent and
Mrs. A. A. Roix, survive her. The only son,
Preston J. Carter, she gave to lier
country.
He died in prison July 6, 1864, from wounds
received in the battle of Petersburg, while

THE LARGEST LINE
Of 5 and 10 cent goods in town.
10-qt. Pails, 10c.: 2-qt. Bandied Dippers,
5c.; G-qt. Pans. Gc.; Salts and Peppers, 5c. Everything correspondingly
It
s
a
“FI
LL
that
HOUSE’’
is not in need of something from this
cheap.

department.

OF NEW STOCK PATTERNS
We have four Patterns in Brown, Blue, Gieen, Neutral, Pink and Light
Brown Colorings. Prices from sii.SS for 112 Piece Decorated Dinner Set to
$40.00. Haviland China Sets. If you buy one of these Sets you are sure to
be satisfied. We know this is ti ne and

a

YOU’LL THINK SO TOO,
If you will

only

make

a

trial purchase.

IF YOU SEE THEM ONCE,
You will know that we
Decorated, only £1.08.

are

clearly

ahead in this line.

10 Piece Toilet

>e

>.

AND IT’S A FACT WORTH KNOWING
That if you buy anything in our line o£ us that you are getting good. clean
goods, and buying them cheaper than can be bought elsewhere in town.

WE HAVE SOUVENIR CHINA
In American, German and English Ware.
And every one wants and should
have a piece of this to take home with them.
;y Branch Salesrooms of Souvenir China at North).art Camp Ground store

CHINA PARLOR (SECOND FLOOR).
THE ONLY ONE in town and the BEST
it, come in. If you do not believe it, be

one
sure

in the STATE.
and come in.

It you h. !•;,

confidence in our goods, in our values that makes us glad to see visiwill not importune you to buy, but of course will be glad to show
W ALK IN AND LOOK AROUND.
you and to sell you if you wish.
Yours respectfully,
It’s

our

We

tors.

«-CARLE &

JONES, *

Street,

<2.1 Main

Belfast, Maine>

SAMUEL

ADAMS”

JEWELER TO THE PEOPLE.
NEW

STORE, NEW GOODS.
Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

a

Specialty.

Lowest Prices.

Eleven Years Experience.

MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

75

Store

formerly occupied by \V.

Belfast National Bant
Belfast,

Maine.

CAPITA!, $150,000.
SURPLUS, $33,000
Open

from 9 to 12 A. M.

From

C.

Marshall.

OPTICIAN.
Havin'/ studied with

one

of the best

Oculis’s in Boston I

am

prepared

<ji isses

to tit

for all errors of re/ have modern instru-

fraction.

ments, use modern methods and
have a room especially lifted for
the work.

1 to 4 P. M.
DEPOSITS

/; \ .1 Ml \

I

Tl O.Y

mi.i

Utf

SOLICITED.

GEO. R. POOR.

NONE
SUCH

in Castiue on that afternoon.
At sunset there will oe the customary
salute. From 7 T5 to 8 p. m. the Belfast
band will give an open-air concert in Fort
George, and from this lofty front the firebe touched off.
works will also
The
pyrotechnical display will exceed auything
ever before seeu in the county, and is to be
made a special feature of the celebration.
There will be a number of set pieces of
local interest, including a portrait of Baron
Castine and an Indian wigwam.
From 9 30 to 11 p. m. there will be a reception at Normal hall in honor of the town’s
special guests, and at 10 p. m. there will be
The special guests
a ball at tbe town hall.
will be about 50 in number, and to each has
been sent an elaborate souvenir invitation.
Another feature of the centennial will be
a display of antiquities in Normal ball on
July 9 and 10.
The line of march of the big parade July
9 will be over Court St., Pleasant to Perkins, to High, to Main, to Water, to Court
and back to the common, about four miles.
The decorations are to be very elaborate,
and a feature will be an immense arch of
welcome at the cross roads formed by the
junction of Court and Main streets.
The presence in the harbor of the U. S. S.
Columbia will be a great attraction. The

u
I
T

is sold that is r.ot

Capt. B. F. Heal of Islesboro was in Belfast last week arranging with N. S. Lord for
the sails of Mr. W. H. Folwell’s new boat
“White Chief.” This craft is different from
anything else in these waters, and was built
by George Thomas of Lincolnville after a
model furnished by Mr. Folwell. She is 2l>
feet over all, 15 feet keel, 8 1-2 feet beam and
draws 3 feet of water aft. She is
designed
more for comfort and
safety than for speed,
though her owner expects her to show some
of the latter quality. She has a
roomy cuddy
forward aud ample standing room aft. Her

cannot

s

E
Y
WARRANTED.
E
Think of the thousands R
in use and ask your dealer Y
aboutthem. Ifhedoesnot B
have them write to the
O
manufacturers.
THE GOLD CLARION.
D
“ctoar* or»";”V WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine. Y

ago the sloop Lillian and
built for him at Crow Cove by
George Williams. This year he bought in
New \ork the cutter Isis and she was at
this port a few weeks ago. The Effie is owned by Capt. Fields S. Pendleton aud was
built by George Williams.
was

fittings and finish are the nicest of any boat
the bay. She carries a mainsail and
large,
jib, aud has a temporary forestav and staysail to be set in heavy weather when the jib

NOT ONE

CLARION

two years

Helen

RANGES AND STOVE

QLARION

Our Islesboro correspondent reports that
yachts Isis and Effie had a spin down the
bay recently, and that it looked from the
land as though Mr. Jones would have to
get
another one before he can beat the Effie.
Mr. Jones is a summer resident of Islesboro

the

occasion to take action on any matter pertaining to the schools and there is developed
difference of opinion from that of the
School Committee, or before taking original
action on school matters; it will appoint

North West Harbor,
Belfast last Thursday
Water Nymph, for a
He had as passengers,
Scott and Mrs. Edgar
spent the Fourth at

The School Committee respectfully reThe Belfast hand, which attracted such quest that this memorial be read in open
meeting of both branches of the City Counattention here at the Republican State Conentered on tile records of their doings,
vention, was the leading music at Bar Har- cil,
bor last week and will furnish the music tor ! respectively, and that copies be furnished to
the
local
for the enlightenment of our
! the Castiue centennial on
Thursday next. mutual papers
constituency, and citizens who may serving as color-bearer of the 19th Maine
This baud carries an orchestra and has a
full line of the best and newest pieces; it is in future be members of either the School Regiment. Her husband died on her birthCommittee, the Board of Aldermen or oi the
getting to occupy a position in Maine simi- Common
day March 25, 1849, leaving her a widow for
Council.
lar to that held for years in New
England
more than forty-seven years.
In the year
lie
memorial was read in both boards
Mons.
Jean Missud’s Cadet band of Bosby
ton, now in Europe with tin- Ancient and I and the committee was given leave to with- 1859 she united with the Baptist church of
Honorable artillery. [Liu U. Type, m Banthis place and ever since that time had been
draw.
gor Commercial.
The Chief Engineer was authorized to sell a faithful, consistent and honored member.
Band Concert. The Belfast Band will
the old hose not iu use by the Fire Depart- Though naturally quiet and unassuming yet
give a concert to-morrow, Friday, evening ment.
in her every day walk and conversation in
at 7.HO from the hand stand on sclioohouse
the home and in the community she beautiAn order was passed directing and aucommon, with the following program:
thorizing the City Treasurer to demand of fully exemplified the sweet and gentle
Andrews the Trustees of the Belfast
March, Pride of the Navy,
City Bonds of the graces of the Christian life. None knew her
Overture, Poet and Peasant,
Suppe
Waldteufel issue of 1882, the surrender to him of the but to respect and love her, and those who
Waltz, Ma Plus Belle,
Finale from Daughter of Air,
Bacli stock of the Belfast and Mooseliead Lake R. knew her best loved her most. She was
Moses B.
Gavotte, Loving Hearts,
ever ready
to lend a helping hand in the
Co., owned by the city.
Russian Mazurka,
Ganne
The sum of $25 was appropiated to build a hour of sickness and bereavement, ar.u
Galop,
Wiegand
fence around South Belfast cemetery.
many will long hold in memory the sweet
The Cup Shoot. The ninth cup shoot of
The Committee on Sidewalks reported on influence of her gentle ministrations. Durthe Belfast Gun Club Tuesday evening rethe various petitions submitted to them
ing her last illness, which was long and
sulted as follows:
Score.
Points. lotal. at the May meeting, as follows: for Field painful, she manifested unusual patience
and fortitude. She was uncomplaining and
street granted; for repairs on Upper Main
10
Healey.IS
Pendleton .lb
10
that a plank walk be built where thoughtful of others even to the last. The
street,
Decrow.
19
03
needed : for Lincplnville avenue, Pearl street end was peaceful and painless, a quiet, restCarter.11
17
0
Howes.l'j
and Charles street the petitioners were given ful sleep stealing over her spirit. Jn her
13
Wesliee.12
1
8
leave to withdraw.
death the church and community have susCoombs.24
4
28
It was voted in the Board of Aldermen tained a great loss and the bereaved
Coleord.lb
family,
7
that the City Clerk be instructed to receive upon whom the loss comes most heavily,
New Advertisements. Spring jackets at
all bills against the city up to Saturday noon have the sympathy of all. The funeral ocone-half their cost, and many other bargains
prior to the City Government meeting Mon- curred from her late residence Monday at
at Starrett's, Main street_Feather-weight
day. This will save time and trouble both two o’clock, her pastor, Rev. John F. Tilton,
plate shoes for trotters and pacers at J. H. to persons holding the bills and to the audofficiating. The floral offerings were many
& J. W. Jones, GO Main street-Carle &
iting committees, as all business of that kind and beautiful,which showed the thoughtful21
Main
Jones,
street, assure the public that will then be done at one
place, the City ness of friends.
every one can save money this year by buy- Clerk's office.
ing needful house furnishing articles of
Mrs. Eliza E. Ryder died at her home on
The Assessors’ bills were as follows: J.
them, and they furnish figures to prove it. F. Sheldon, $57; C. N. Black, $150.00; L. ! Bridge street, July 4th after a very painful
Call and see their china parlor and get a H.
Murcli, $192.00. J. F. Sheldon, work for illness from cancer of nearly a year’s durapiece of their souvenir china.
Registration Board, $59 00; C. N. Black, tion. She had been confined to her bed
work for Registration Board, $00.00. The for nearly four
months, suffering inNews of the Granges.
the time, but bearing
Belfast Light & Power Co.’s bills amounted tensely all
all
fortitude.
She was a
Hillside Grange, East Thorndike, cele- to $557.05. The highway bills amounted to with remarkable
brated the 6th anniversary of its organiza- $2,250, of which about $050 was for lumber. daughter of the late Capt. Joseph Dunbar
H. F. Mason, Collector of Taxes, reported and wife of
tion on the evening of July 1st. About one
Capt. John W. Ryder of sch.
collected and paid in on tax of 181*4, $51,Fannie & Edith. Three brothers and four
hundred and fifty people were present. 295,54; on tax of 1895, $45,597.09.
Joseph W. Jackson of Poor’s Mills was sisters survive her. They are Wellington
Agreeable to previous arrangements admitelected policeman.
R., Frank H. and Daniel Dunbar, Mrs. Mary
tance fees for ladies were ten cents and
Rich, Mrs. Lydia Bowden, Mrs. Abbie
gentlemen fifteen cents, for those not memThe Castine Centennial.
Dickey and Miss Hattie Dunbar. Her age
bers of Hillside. The following granges
The funeral was held at her
was 44 years.
w'ere represented: Star of Progress, JackA General Outline of the Program To-day.
late home Tuesday afternoon and was largeson; Seven Stars, Troy; Harvest Moon,
Castiue
celebrates
the
To-day, July 9th,
Thorndike; Sunlight, Knox, etc. Many not one hundredth anniversary of its incorpora- ly attended. The lioral offerings from a
patrons were present. One of the most tion as a town, although it was settled by host of friends were handsome. Rev. G. G.
promiuent and pleasing features of the occa- the French 2bl years ago. Following is a Winslow officiated. Among the fforal offerwere
a pillow
from Capt.
sion was the presence of the Troy baud and
Ryder’s
general outline of the program for the day. ings
the fine music furnished by them. The band
brother Frederick T.; a pillow with the
At 5 a. m. there will be bell ringiug and
played out on the lawn, and as the evening salutes, to be followed, upon the arrival of word “wife” from Capt. Ryder; a wreath
the boat containing Gov. Cleaves and staff,
of 44 roses from her sisters, and offerings
was warm the windows of the hall were rewith a governor’s salute of 15 guns. The
from neighbors who knew and highly appremoved w'hich added much to the comfort c f
parade will be from 8.50 to 10 50 and will inthose in' the hall and a greater enjoyment of clude detachments from the U. S. S. Colum- ciated the moral worth of the departed.
the music. Many came out of the hall and ; bia ami revenue cutter, bands, tire compan- Ca4>t. Ryder and the sisters feel deeply
remained during the playing of the band. ies, various Hancock county associations, grateful to their friends and neighbors for
schools, citizens and the like. The Belfast
The company partook of ice cream and cake,
kindnesses shown.
baud has been engaged by the town for
of which there was a bountiful supply.
escort duty.
there
to
50
will
be
From
10
50
12
literary
Again the band entertained the company.
exercises in the Congregational church, inLater the “freezers” were put in operation
cluding addresses by Dr. Wheeler, chairman
DELICIOUS ^
and again ice cream and cakes wrere served.
of the hoard of selectmen; Noali Brooks,
DESSERTS
Then
came
the literary entertainment, president of the day, the centennial oration
H.
John
W.
be made from
can
Witlierle, poem by
which was carried out with pleasing effect. by George
Dresser, and music. At lio’clock there will
The occasion was generally pronounced an he a banquet at the Acadian house, with
Brooks as toastmaster.
enjoyable one. The receipts, which are to Noah
From 2 to 0 p. m will be amusements of
be used for grange purposes, were very sat- various
kinds, such as boat and obstacle
isfactory.
races, sculling matches, foot races, baseball
Mince Meat.
is intended to have greased
By invitation some fifty members of South game, etc. It on
rather a novel principle.
Plum Pudding, Mince Pie,
pole climbing
Branch Grange met with Granite Grange, The
Fruit Cake.
affair will take place on the water front.
Recipe on every package. Your
June 30th. There were also present A. A.
A long spar will be run out over the water,
grocer sells it.
will
be
an
and
on
its
end
upright greased
Ginn, Master of Waldo County Grange,
MERRELL-SOULE CO.,
Salt wrater baths will be at a discount
pole.
Syracuse, N.Y.
A. L. Mudgett of Seaside Grange, Worthy

load stone at Leadbetter’s Island for
.Sells. Maria Webster and Volant took casks to Rockland last week from
Vickery Bros, of Morrill-Sloop Galena
was in port last Thursday for a cargo of
grain and produce for Deer Isle_Sch. Master
Thompson of Northern Light Grange,
Miantonowah loaded hay at L. T. Shales’
with members from Comet, Sunrise and
last week for Boston-Sch. M. W. Bates
a
goodly number.
The band received many eompliloaded hay last week at F. G. White’s for Stockton, making up
Worthy Master Boyd opened the Grange with
Winter port-Sch. Jonathan Cone has rerside of tlie press, and was not only
the order of business. Remarks for the good
ceived a new bowsprit at Carter & Co.’.s.
1 of the procession but at the head
of the order were made by Bros. A. A. Ginn,
load
stone
at
Green’s
is
to
for
She
Lauding
"pccts. Some seven or eight conB. M. Earnes, A. L. Mudgett, Thompson
Fred
I>.
has
Pattershall
■cre
given in all, one on board the New York-Capt.
and others. After a recess for a harvest
'it ral Co’s steamer
Sappho, in recog- loaded sch. Alida with fish barrels for feast and a social chat Bro. Boyd again callGloucester_Sch. Maria Webster has loadt he courtesies of that company. At
ed to order. A program was then carried
ed hay at F. G. White’s for Bar Harbor.
rt given in the music room at the
out which seemed to be appreciated by our
him
takes
with
as mate the
Turner
.*
Capt.
band had requests from ladies
visitors. It was past the hour of midnight
LarrabeeWilliam
veteran
sailor,
Capt.
aud other selections, and in each
when the master closed the Grange.
Edward
comThe
bark
May having
ready to respond. Sanborn’s OrBrothers aud Sisters of Waldo County,
1
Inch furnished music for the ball, pleted repairs sailed from Boston July 3d
there are no pleasanter evenings in the
E.
L. Warren, Capt.
y captivated the dancers, and Bel- for Honolulu-Sch.
Grange than those spent with visitors from
will be at a premium henceforth Larrabee, from Searsport for Boston with
It gives us new'
our neighboring Granges.
Harbor. The band was quartered at hay, went ashore July 3d on Long Ledge,
life to work on, aud, the memories of each
and
and
was
left
*-^t End Hotel, where every attention
dry.
high
Head,
Spruce
social gathering will remain as long as
■Mi them.
Indeed, the proprietors July 6th she came oft' uninjured and promemory remains. Shut yourself up in your
sch.
Fannie
W.
of
J.
Ryder
regard them as favored guests ceeded_Capt.
homes, live for self, and self alone, visit no
kindness w’ill long be remembered. & Edith was called home from Boston Sunone and no one will visit you; and what
i; niii would also
acknowledge the cour- day by the death of his wife and the vessel will
you have accomplished at the end of
received from the committee ofar- will come to Belfast in charge of Capt. Shu; life? It is the same with our order. Show
,nK''ineats and the flattering reception bael Rich_Capt. Alzo M. Carter has taken me a
grange which is trying to paddle along
'hem everywhere on their trip, which command of sch. Joel F. Sheppard, now at alone, and I will show’ you one with not
life and not very prosperous. [S.
much
'irst to last was most enjoyable.
Boston.
7

::i*-rc-ia 1

■

Yachts and Boats.

on

!

Feather Weight
Plate Shoes
For Trotters and Pacers

t

....AT....

J.H. & J. W. JONES’,
60 Main St., i Everything in
hardware.

Belfast.

I

Jeweler and Optician.
Be 11ast.

May

1*S.

IS;..;,„•

t

J. M. Fletcher, M. D.
paktici i. \k

a

i ri;\ rion (jivi.N

ro

Fitting Glasses, and Diseases )f
the Eye and Ear.
Office

in

Belfast

National

Bank

Building.

CUiNw Convention.

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.
Prepared by the Norway Medicike Co,, Norway, Me.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,
If

It falls to benefit you when used strictly as directed on
the inside wrapper. Try a bottle. Sold by all dealers.

George C. Goodwin & Co.

Fitting
the

Brown’s Instant Relief is having a very
nice sale with us and we hear of no instance
where it has not given

Perfect Satisfaction!
GEO. C.

GOODWIN & CO.,
Boston, Mas*

Wholesale Druggists,

Eye

and Ear

a

Specialty.
MAINE.

SEARSPORT,
13tf

STATE FACTS.
READ WHAT THEY SAY

of Glasses and Diseases ol

The Republican voters of the represent.*; i-e
class roinposed of the towns <>t Wmterpoit, Monroe. Frankfort ami Brooks are notified !•> meet at
town hall in Monroe, Thursday, .July ldthat 1'
o'clock v. m.. for the purpose ol nominating a
mdidate tor Representative t*> the Legislature,
and to elect a class committee for the ensuing
two years and to transact such other business as
may properly come before said convention. \\ interport is entitled to 1(» delegates. Monrm* 0,
Frankfort 4, Brooks 4.
Per order class committee.
LKW is AT\V< m >1 >, Chairman
AMDS F. < ARLFTDN. Secretary.
Winterport, June 10, isoc..

WANTED.
looking for a man with small capital, large
brains, and loads of energy and pluck, to take
charge, as Manager of one or more counties in the
State of Maine, for the Mutual Reserve Fund file
Association of New York, the largest natural
premium company in the world. It has over 110,000 policy holders, $308,000,000 of insurance in
force, and issues a pure, protective policy that
No previous
meets the demands of the public.
experience necessary. Address by letter, giving
H. H. l'ENNOCK.
full particulars,
Supt. of Agencies, Bangor House, Bangor, Me.
I

am

BICYCLES 10 111.
K\ er>

thing in

J.HJJ.W,JONES,

no Main St., Jivtpust.

Hard.
ware.

War .Sketches
Bj Those Wno Took fart

heart and

the War of the He-

in

Third

the ranks, lay down t<> die and was
promoted as his life blood ebbed away.
Adams, Ireland and Lamson, all heroes,
are laying dead at the feet of their comrades.
Libby, French, Clifford, Hilt,

and at

Ham,

The 20th Maine Volunteers In the <ieliy*burg Battle on Hound Top.

this time

was

berlain.

All

ol'

Cliestlev, Morrison, West
Walker are all severely wounded and

commanded by Col. Chamstill in the little village

ly

was

the groans of the
wounded of the day before.
It was an

Gettysburg

all disabled.

But there is

the carnage goes
back so far that

save

dead

our

near-

relief and

no

Our line is

on.

and

pressed

within the

are

night throughout the great loyal enemy’s lines.
North.
Telegrams flashed over the wires
Our ammunition is nearly all gone, and
telling of the death of Gen. Reynolds and we are using the cartridges from the boxes
the defeat of the Union array.
Every one of our dead comrades. A critical moment
knew that upon this battle depended the has arrived and we can remain as we are
fate of the nation.
There was no sleep no
longer. We must advance or retreat.
for the people,
strong men were pale It must uot be the latter; but bow can it
with excitement and anxiety as through
be the former? Col. Chamberlain sees how
the night they talked of the coming morn.
it can be done.
The order is given, “fix
anxious

Mothers, wives and sisters, with upturned
faces, prayed to God to protect their loved
the

ones in

It

the

was

anxious night through which Amerpassed, (tod grant that we shall

most

ica

of battle.

dangers

bayonets rattle upon the rifle barrels.
“Charge bayonets! charge.'* Every man
understands this is

ever

through another like it. At
the morning of .! niy 2d we all
in to take our places in the line ready
the fight.
'I he long forenoon passed
pass

nevei

daylight
fell
for

short rest which
1 he hour of
turned

on

was

ske

lightning from

of

hundred pieces of

a

made.

was

artillery

opened upon us.
Instantly our commander
discerned the intent of General Lee.
It
was to turn our left flank as he had done
Chanceliorsvilie.

at

It

ixie brave

slaught.

terrible

was a

on-

of the South

suns

displayed

m*>re
gallant courage
that fatal afternoon of July 2d.
But brave Dan Mckles with the old dd
Corps was there to stay, and true it was
for many a brave boy. J>ut a new and ap-

never

than

threatened the Union army.
Bound Top was the key to our position.
Behe! hatteiies planted on this rocky hill
could shell any part of our army.
For

some

Sickles had not placed any
upon this important position.

reason

infantn

at

saw

a

glance

that this was the

obeyed, and the little line seemed
was
man

of

inspire the hearts of his exhausted comrades.
In that moment of supremest

|

need the want

Meleher,

i >».

!

supplied.

was

Lieut. II.

officer who had worked

an

bis way up from the ranks, and was then
in command of Co. F.,
at that time the

color company, saw the situation and did
•not hesitate: and for his gallant conduct

|

i deserves

as

i the victory
and

a

any man the honor of
Bound Top. With a cheer

much
on

as

his sword that sent

flash of

an

in-

spiration along the line he advanced full
ten paces to the front, more than half the
distance between the hostile lines. “Come
on! come on, boys!’’ he shoutThe color sergeant and the brave
color guards followed, and with one wild
on!

come

ed.

yell

the regiment charged.
The rebels
were confounded at the movement.
We
struck them with

They

fearful shock.

a

The rebels rushed toward

and

ran, and

pursued.
stonewall, but
men

a

to our surprise two scores of rifle barrels
brigade was sent forover the rocks and a murderous
gleamed
ward to hold this hill against the assault
volley was poured in upon them at close
of the enemy.
In a moment all was exquarters. A band of men leaped over the
citement.
Kvery man of the 20th under- wall and
captured at least a hundred
stood the situation.
“Fall in. fall in, by
prisoners. Piscataquis had been heard
the right flank; double quick, march!'’
and as usual it was a good report.
and away we went under a terrific artil- from,
This was Company B, whom we had suptire.
It
was
a
moment of thrilling
lery
posed were all captured.
interest. Sickles’ Corps was enveloped in
( dir Colonel’s commands were
simply to
a
sheet
smoke

commander and

our

and lire,

the excitement that

was

tense

But so inwe

hardly

noticed the surroundings.
Up the steep
hill we ran and reached Die crest.
“On
the right by tile into line" was the com-

mand, and uur regiment
Bound Top.

in position

w is

on

We were oil the left of
■n the extreme
right of

hold the hill, and

ing rebels

but

our

short distance.

a

morning of July 3rd

Pennsylvania

the

by

back to the rear.

fifty

and

Brigade

and

ed

army.

Our

squad

over

Of

we

reserves
our

On the
relieved

were

and went

three hundred

hundred and

men one

had been killed
our

followed the retreat-

we

thirty-five

We capturthree hundred prisoners, and a

sent

or

out

wounded.

bury

to

the dead found

legimen! numbered about three hundred | fifty dead rebels in our front over the
< <
men.
mpan\ J>. commanded by the ; ground we had fought for.
Our regiment
(
-a..'!,:
apt. „\I"iri:i. was ordered t.o I had wou imperishable
honors, and our
ii -uii'fi ill as skirmishers.
depi
They | gallant Colonel was to be known as the
boju K ad»uuev: down the slope and dishero of Pound Top.
We cared for our
appealed lieu «uir sight. Tell minutes wounded as best we
could, although there
a.i

e

we

‘■in

■!
the enemy.
But, “look!
exclaimed half a hundred liien of
lcgiment; and no wonder, for right

uur

front, between

ishers, whom

we

captured,

saw

we

us

thought

and

must

right,

determined to turn

.line

our

skirm-

have been

the line of the enemy.
attention to the rest of

They had paid no
the brigade on our
r

formed the line and

>igi:‘

n*'

.u"k
in

d sin,

pass,

but

on

they

left.

our

hamberiain understood the

Col.

movement

but little

could do for them. Our
dead were buried where they fell and
their graves were marked by the hands of
was

loving

we

comrades.

remains

1 suppose that their
have been removed to the Nation-

al Cemetery at Gettysburg, but somehow
I wish they had been left where they fell
the

on

rugged

the battle

brow of Bound

scarred

rocks

Top,

amid

which

they
While the
baptized with their blood.
desperate struggle was taking place on

they were making, and bent the left of our little Bound Top the fearful conflict conregiment until the line formed almost a tinued to rage in front of Sickles’ com-

right angle

with the colors.
All this was
done in less time than it takes to write it.
How can 1 describe the scene that followed?

Imagine, if you can, nine small companies of iulantry, numbering perhaps
tlfree hundred men, in the form of a
right
angle on the extreme Hank of an army of

mand.

Longstreet’s bleeding brigade fell
back in defeat.
It was not because they
had not fought bravely, but because they
could not push back our line of battle. It
fearful blow to the fortunes of the
Confederates when Longstrcet was defeated on that eventful afternoon of July
was a

eight thousand men—put there to hold 2nd.
the key of the entire position
against a
f‘*ice at least ten times their
number, and
who were determined to succeed in the
mission upon which they came.
•Stand
once

in

firm,

ye

boys

from Maine, for not

a

century are men permitted to
hold such responsibilities for freedom and
justice, for Cod and humanity, as are

placed upon you.
The conflict opens.
I
know not w hich line
gave the first fire,
nor which
got the first lead. I only know
that tlie carnage
began. Our regiment
was mantled in smoke and
I wish
fire.
that 1 could picture with
pen the awful
details of that hour. How
the

rapidly

cartridges

torn from the boxes and
stuffed into the smoking muzzles of the
How the steel rammers clashed in
guns.
the heated barrels.
How faces and hands
grew

were

grim and black with burnt povyder.

How our little

line, baptized

reeled to and fro

as

with

it advanced

or

fire,
was

pressed back. How our officers bravely
encouraged the men to hold on and recklessly exposed themselves to the enemy's
tire.

And if that was all my heart would
not he so sad and
heavy as 1 write. But
the enemy was
pouring a terrible fire upon
us.
Ten to one are fearful odds where
men are
contending for so great a prize.
1 lie air seemed to be alive with lead.

The lines were so near each other that
the hostile gun barrels almost touched.
As the contest continued the rebels
grew
desperate that so small a force should

long

hold them in check.
At one time there was a lull in the carnage and our shattered lines were closed
so

tip; but soon the contest raged again witli
renewed fierceness.
The rebels had been
reinforced and were now determined to

regiment from Round Top.
Many of our companies had suffered fearsweep

our

fully.

Look

H.

for

a

Charlie,

my old tentmate, with
fearful wound in his breast staggered

moment.
a

Company

at

up to brave Capt. Land.
“My
geant Steele.” ejeculated the

captain, as he
sergeant. “I

fellow,
captain.

saw

God, Seragonized

the fate of his beloved

going,”

cried the noble
and fell dead at the feet of his
am

Sergeant Lathrop

with his brave

That

was

a

memorable

night

at

Gettysburg. Mingled sadness and joy
filled the hearts of the Union soldiers—
sadness on account of the loss of so many

noble

comrades; joy that it had
day of success to the Union army.
a gloomy night in the rebel
camp.

been
It

a

was

Alfred Stinson.

DO YOU EVER

Invest

Money?

If so there are four things you wish
to know before you part with your money.
First.—Are the men who will handle
your money successful, capable, honorable business men?
Second.—Does
the investment offer
absolute security?
Third .—Will the income be more than you

getting
present?
Fourth.—Is it probable that in addition
are

at

the regular dividends you
original investment will appreciate in value?
Not, many investments that offer all
these inducements, are there?
The stock of the Petit Hanan Land
& Industrial Company offers every one
of them.
to

A SECURITY REDEMPTION

—BO N 0—
guarantees every share of stock forever.
Pays Quarterly Dividends

Over

^er

/Q

annum

and in all probability will increase in
value at least 50 per cent, during tin
next year.
Par value 810.00 per share. How many
shares do you want if every word of this
is true? A postal card costing one cent
will bring you the proof you ask for.

PETIT MANAN LAND 4 INDUSTRIAL CO.
or

55 Church Street, Belfast, flaine.
Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.

UepiiY>lioan Caucus.
The Republicans of the 113th Representative
District, comprising the towns of Liberty, Palermo, Freedom, Montville, Morrill and Waldo, are
requested to meet at the town house at Centre
Montville, on Saturday, July lith, at 3 o’clock p.
m., to nominate a candidate for Representative to
the Legislature to be voted for at the September
election. Per order,
.1. O. JOHNSON, Chairman.
C. N. ALLEN, Cterk.
Liberty, June 15, 1896.

lent use she is
tunities.
The
is

leading

making

of those oppor-

article in the

July Harper’s

General Washington by
Professor Woodrow Wilson, illustrated
by Howard Pyle. The paper is, in effect,
a

paper

on

a review of the events of the Revolution,
in which Washington was so commanding
a figure
that accounts of it might be
classified equally wed as history or

biography.
Kate Douglas Wiggin,

the

author of
many clever short stories as wed as of
more ambitious work, is the author of the
opening skit in the “Editor's Drawer” of
the July Harper’s.
It is called “Bluebeard: a lecture recital on a posthumous
It is given
drama by Richard Wagner.”
with examples of the music, and will be
extreme
devotees
of
all
enjoyed by
except
I the master of modern
opera.

overcrowded and oversystematized
schools.
In fact there is no other point
of view so instructive as this.
These confessions emphasize several large facts and
tendencies, among them these:—
All of the writers confess that their
own training was
inadequate, and they
complain that the teachers who now enter
the profession have been
inadequately
trained.
Nearly every one of them tells of grave
hindrances to educational progress caused by tlie system of the political
management of schools.
Until teachers and suare
chosen without any
perintendents
reference to politics, no great progress
towards better work can be made.
Every one reveals the fact, that the
patrons of the schools and the public in
general take too little interest in the
schools.
our

no Vou Know
I>o
without

;

j

ton

path

23 from Rosario.

Harvard, Coleord, sailetl from Mollendo
May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW,) for Astoria.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Gnat;
spoken April l.s, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
Henry A Litchrield, arrived at Colon June !
Id from Brunswick, Ga,
Henry Norwell, Cushman, sailetl from
New York June 2d for Brunswick, Ga.
lolani, McClure, sailetl from New York
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
Lucy A Nickels. C M Nichols, sailed from j
Hong Koug June 2 for New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailetl from
Turk’s Island June 24 for Boston.
Matanzas, arrived at Philadelphia June 7 I
from Havana.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailetl from New
York March 30 for Adelaide; spoken May
1G, lat 20 30, S, Ion 32 21' W.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailetl from !
Hamburg May 28 for Rio Janeiro; passed:
Deal June 7.
Rose linns, Melvin Coleord, sailetl from
Santos May 27 for Barbadoes.
!
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, arrived at j

his door-yard; and a paper on “Stuart's
Lansdowne Portrait of Washington" will
be given, with engravings of lour of
Stuart's paintings of Washington; Laurence Alma Tadema will also contribute a
line dramatic poem. “The Silent Voice,"
illustrated by Edwin A. Abbey.

for July is an ideal summer
It opens with a valuable article
number.
on “The Trotting and Pacing Cham pious
of To-Day,” by E. lb Abercrombie. This
is profusely illustrated with portraits of
the equine wonders which promise to this
The
season shave the two-minute mark.
fiction is unusually strong,
including
“Two handicaps,” a fascinating story of
the turf, from the pen of Caroline .Shelley;
and “My Match With Eileen,” by E. 6.
Robbins, an adventure in Ireland, in
which the wheel p lays a conspicuous part.
Other notable features are “The TwentyRaters,” by R. B. Burehard; “Swimming,” by Ed. W. Sandys; “The Cruise
Sourabaya May 14 from Batavia.
St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at Barbadoes of the Snark,” by G. A. Warder, and “A
June 11 from Port Natal.
Night With White Goats,” by Mary
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifliu, arrived
Trowbridge Townsend. The numerous
at Parrsboro, N S, May 2G from Boston.
of famous horses and yachts in
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, cleared ! portraits
this number are alone worth many times
from Portland April 18 for Buenos Ayres; !
the price of Outing.
Ion 3G W.
14, lat 23

Outing

1

spoken May

N,

A

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Portland April 23 for Buenos Ayres.
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, sailed
from Rosario June 1 for Boston.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, cleared
from Bangor June 30 for New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
Port Royal June 20 for Bostou.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, arrived at
Bath June 20 from Portsmouth, N. H, to
load for Philadelphia.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at Belfast June 23 from Newr York.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at Belfast June 12 from Hoboken.
Lucia Porter, Grindle, arrived at Jacksonville June 24 from Newr York.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, cleared from
Port Royal June 30 for Boston.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portland
June 20 from Baltimore.
R \V Hopkins, Hicliborn, cleared from
Norfolk May 14 for Cienfuegos.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at Norfolk June 20 from Red Beach, Me,
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
June 8 for Tampico.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
Philadelphia June 22 from Brunswick, Ga.

new

volume

on

“Synonyms, Anto-

nyms, and Prepositions” will shortly be
issued by the Funk & Wagnails Publication House. This has been prepared with
great care by the Rev. James C. Fernald,
editor of the Department of Synonyms in
the Funk A Wagnalls Standard DictionThe editor has carefully discrimiary.
nated the chief synonyms of the English
language, some 0,000 or 7,000 in number,
by the same method that has won so much
approval in the Standard Dictionary.
Taking one word in each group as the
basis of comparison, Mr. Fernald defines
this clearly and then he proceeds to show
howr the other words agree with or differ
from it, thus the whole group is held to
one fixed point. The treatment is in popular and readable style. The book also
contains a large number of Antonyms as
well as Prepositions, and its closing pages
are devoted to Questions and Examples of
service to both teacher and students. The
type, brevier, is pleasing to the eye and
the key-words at the top of each page enhance the value of the book for purposes
| of ready reference.

Tlie Atlantic Monthly, which begins a
I lie Journal anil 1 he Tribune.
new volume with the July number, secureLast year The Republican Journal Pub- ly holds its own place as the foremost of
j our periodicals in its literary
quality, and
lishing Company had a six months' contract it shows
also a firm and ready grasp on
with the publishers of the New York Week- !
the important topics of the time.
Hon.
ly Tribune by which the two papers were E. J. Phelps, ex-Miuister to Kuglaud, dis
furnished t.o new subscribers at $2, and to cusses Arbitration and our Kelations to
old subscribers paying in advance for $2.25. England, showing what arbitration may
Another contract has been made on even do and. w hat it cannot do, and w hat diplomacy ought to accomplish,—in short
more liberal terms, as set forth in our adwhat England owes to us and we to Engvertising columns. New and old subscribers
land,—and the best methods of advancare now placed on an equal footing and all
ing international amity and the progress
who pay for The Journal one year in ad- ! of mankind. In an article that
goes much
vance can have The
New York "Weekly j further with one branch of the same subTribune without extra charge. In remit- ject, Prof. George B. Adams of Yale
ting it should be stated that the Tribune is ! argues that the key to the Anglo-Saxon
to world-supremwanted, as it will not be sent unless the re- j future, which is the key
is held not by England, but by the
The New York Weekly acy,
quest is made.
United States. Professor Adams’ stateTribune is acknowledged to stand without a ment of
the changed relations of the great
rival as the leading Republican paper of the nations to one
another, now that the
It
is
a
day.
twenty-page journal and gives world has become so small, is suggestive
of
all the news of the world, while its different
such a career for our own country and
departments, political news, editorial, etc., our system of government as our most
ambitious
statesmen have hardly dreamed
make a most valuable paper to all. The
of.
Tribune is very cheap at $1.00 per year,
The Atlantic Monthly is making a very
which is its price. The Republican Journal
will be maintained at its present standard, straightforward effort to find out just how
effective the public school system throughwith special attention to local and State
out the country is.
It is inquiring into
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time
the forces that are actually at work in
In the
“Who was that you just bowed to, Jack?” | shaping our educational system.
number of the Atlantic are publish“Tom Bilkes.” “What! That fellow? I j July
ed six letters from successful teachers
thought he was such a hard case nobody’d
speak to him,” “He is. He’s so tough I
can’t cut him.” [Harper’s Bazar.
1

|

j

Children

great stump orator are simplicity and
directness of statement, a clear far- reach-

ing voice,
born

a

winning personality, an infor giving to
spoken
a projectile force as will

faculty
thoughts such
for

secure

them

lodgment

a

in

other

minds, and finally physical endurance.
All these qualifications McKinley pos-

to a high degree.
lie has not as
wide a range of thought and illustration
(dirfield had, and he is not as magnetic and as
spontaneous as Blaine
was; but neither of those two superb
orators had as great a gift for going
straight to the understandings of plain
people as lie possesses, lie never tells a
story in his speeches; he is the personification of seriousness and earnestness.
He quotes no poetry, he strives for no
merely oratorical effects: he never abuses
his political antagonists or the opposition
party. He always starts out to convince
the understanding of his hearers; then,
when he has presented his facts and set
forth his processes of reasoning, quietly,
logically, and persuasively, he warms up,
his deep-set eyes glow, his form seems to
tower, his voice rings out like a trumpet,
and he drives in his argument with
sledge-hammer blows of short, sonorous,
He has wonepigrammatic sentences.
derful staying qualities.
He is never exhausted.
To every fresh audience he
brings the charm of a vigorous presence.
He has extended his stump-speaking
work from his county to his Congressional district, from iiis district to iiis State,
and from his State to the whole country ;
and l do not believe there is a public man
of this day who has made as many addresses or talked to as many people. During his great stumping tour in 1804,
which unquestionably won for him the
presidential nomination, more than two
millions of people in eighteen States heard
his voice.
()nce he made seventeen
speeches in twenty-four hours. At Hutch
inson, Kan., thirty thousand people assembled to hear him, and in Topeka his
audience was estimated at twenty-five
thousand.
[From “William McKinley; a
Study of His Character and Career,’' by
Eugene V. Smalley, in Review of Reviews
for July.
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Boy Wont Live a Month.
So Mr. Gilman Brown, of 34 Mill St., South
Gardner, Mass., was told by the doctors.
His son had Lung trouble, following
Typhoid
Malaria, and he spent three hundred and
seveuty-five dollars witu doctors, who finally gave him up, saying: “Your boy wout
live a month.” He tried I>r.
King’s New
Discovery and a few bottles restored him to
health and enabled him to go to work a perfectly well man. He says he owes his present good health to the use of Dr.
King’s New
Discovery, and knows it to be the best in
the world for Lung trouble. Trial Bottles
Free at Kilgore & Wilson’s City Drug Store.
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Dead.

FOR. SALE.

The Famous Authoress of “I’ncle Tom’s Cabin'*
Passes Peacefully Away.

Sewing Machines for
Shoe

IIahtfohi», Cr.. .July 1.

Mrs. Harriet
Beecher Stowe, the gifted authoress of
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin’' and other works
of world-wide reputation, died at her
home, No. 7b Forrest street, at noon today. without regaining consciousness,
she passed peacefully away as though into
a deep sleep.
l*y her bedside at the time
were her son, the Rev. Charles Edward
Stowe of Simsbury, her two daughters,
Eliza and Harriet; her sister, Mrs. Isabella Beecher Hooker; her husband, the
Hon. John Hooker; I)r. Edward B. Hooker, her nephew, who was also her medical attendant, and other relatives.

|

Cloth-

Mann factum*

16 D l'J. Wheeler A Wilson I"
These machines have raise*! has*-,
litter, and transmitter in head «d
are the last pattern, with all imp:
American Tool Cm's benches bn
These benches should be seen to b.
as they have all the impro\emeuts t
One Wheeler A Wilson Autom.it:
Machine. This machine cuts an
holes automat ieally and works i-r
One Wheeler A Wilson V.\z /,.n M
pattern.
one Double St 11*• hinp: Manhm.
a
i’ress Machines, ineludin*: Kail K.
Tin* above machinery with *hc
Double Stitch and 1C K Ki e-some of them have not been used
H. M COOK
Or

Mrs. Stowe's is a
familiar name
wherever the English tongue is spoken,
her chief work, Uncle Tom's Cabin bring
the greatest American novel, possibly the
greatest any nation or tongue ran boast.
She was born in Eitehlield. Conn., June
I I, ISlig and is thus a trifle over S-f years
of age.
She* was a daughter and sixth
child of Dr. Lyman Beecher.
In January, U>bt’>. she married Rrv.
Calvin Ellis Stowe, whose first wife'was a
daughter of Rev. Bennett Tyler of Cortland.
In is.->n she moviMi with her husband to
Brunswick, where In- had been called to a
professorship in Bowdoin college. It was
here she determined on writing the story
which subsequently appeared under the
caption of I nch* Tom's Cabin. In tin*
meantime her husband had been appointed to the chair of Biblical literature in
Andover, and about this time the storq
Over .">00, (.KH)
appeared.
copies wortsold in the live years immediatelx follow
iu.U' its publication, and it has been trail.'la ted into over twenty di tie rent lanyuaees.
Ainony Mrs. Stowe's other works, the
one
which is paitieularlv familiar to
Maine people and espeeiallx tliose wli
homes are in the vicinity of < as.
Bay. is
The l’earl of orrs Island, which appealed in isn-j,
Mrs. St owe has lived in Hart
ford since is<>4, her husband resieniny his
professorship at that time.
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Base Ball Good

EE. E. C. TEST S NEEVE AND BBAIN TEEATMENT
is sold under positive written guarantee,
hy
authorized agents only, to cure Weak M. mnrj;
Loss of Brain, and Nerve I’ovvi r: Lost Manhood;
Night Losses; Evil Dreams. Lack of
( onlidence: Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
Loss of Power of the (Jenerati ve Organs m either
sex. caused hy over-exertion, Youthful
Errors, or
Excessi ?e l so of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery. Consumption,
and Death. By mail. $1 a box; six for $5. with
written guarantee to cure or refund
money.
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions, 2.'> cents.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.

SPAl I 1)1 Mi I.EAUl I
15 V I S.

Quickness:

15A1
M I
II

MASKS,
J. H. & J. W
KviSrj tiling

JONES,
ill

.•>

v

llanlvvan

Insanity

H. H. LAMSO&

K. H. MOODY, BELFAST.

Licensed Auctionc

A HMrs Broii-iieiery.

l\i<>. AI>1>RESS,

Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Hrain Exhaust inn, Sleeplessness,
special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. 1’rice, 10. 26und 60cents.
Effervescent.
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FREEDOM,

l Offer t"i sale niy dwelling lions** a
Itelfast.
House anil i. lias
Al>o we
(torn! stable on 1 he premises
and cistern. The properti is in jiood

by all dealer*.

Hold

street.

LADIES DC YOB KNOW

Apply

OR. FELIX LE BRUN'S

Steel £ Pennyroyal Pills

K. H.

///rni no I'h

FOR EITHER SEX.
This remedy being injected directly to the
seat of those diseases
of the Ocnito-I rinary
Organs, requires no*
change of diet. Cure
guaranteed in 1 to 3
days. Small plain package.
I>.> rsie.il, $1.00.
Sold oil 13 by
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“Painting tor beginner*'
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MOODY. BELFAST.

PILES!

PILES!

FREEDOM

PILES!
m>
li) t lie da\ or lioui
ing, north side ot the steainof.it \\!

To let

Kelfast.

!

NOTICE.

We, the undersigned, parents and guardians of
LEDO E. FLYE, Freedom, Waldo County, hereby
give notice to all concerned that we give to said
Ledo E. Flye, our son, his time during his minori-

Screens and
Screen Doors.
—at—

Kverytliing

in

Hardware.

subscriber hereby Rives public n«*i i*«
concerned, that she has been duly api
and taken upon hersell tin* trust oi l\<
the last will and testament of
EMMA 1*. Cl'KTlS. late of Winterpoi

THK

CniiciiH.

>

Republicans of Monroe

arc requested to
the town house Monroe, on Saturday,
July 11, at 7 o’clock r. m., t. > choose delegates to
attend the class convention to be holden at the
town house, Monroe, July 16, to nominate a candidate to represent the class composed of Winterport, Frankfort, Brooks and Monroe in the next
Bek Order.
Legislature.
Monroe, June 29, 1896.—2w27

O. K. WEBSI l
May 21. I HIM?.- 2in2l

J. H. & J. W. Jones.60 Main Si

ty, and shall claim none of his earnings and pay
no debts of his
contracting after this <Iato.
Freedom, June 22, 18%.
ELIJAH FLYE.
3w2G
MBS. ELIJAH FLYE.

The

li>

FOR
* Vi 11 Iflr
I V/ v/

Dr. Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, I’lcerated and Itching Biles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itohingat once, act
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’
Indian Bile Ointment is prepared only for Biles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS MT"<i CO., Brop's, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY'S, Belfast.
Iy46

meet

Largest Practical

Be>l and

Til.iK Art Periodical aw.mle.l

MOODY, RKLFANT MK.

CURE

JOHN MdulU;t
Or < HAS. F. OIN N

The ART AM ATE OR

tin* original and only
liLM H. Hate and reliable cure
t ie market.
Price. $1 .(K>; sent
by rna-l. (b-nu*• sold only by

LE BRUN'S

:«•

2*;tt

**r*'

K. II.
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FOR SALE

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO.
Avenue,

151 S. Western

and

The other guests must all he such as we are
glad to know ;
We must not not he too far from
town, and
the trains must not he slow.
These are our modest wants, and in conclusion we would say,
That seven dollars a week «s all that we expect to pay!
[New York Tribune.

str.pi t\

are

druggistsaie

countries

on

I lien* must he no mosquitoes, and we want
three mails a day :
The beds must have the latest springs, or
else we eauu<-t stay :
We’d like a horse and wagon that we onrsel\ es con Id use,
And there must be lots of lovely drives, and
many charming views.

lour

.-t

that you should

Know

your

no Von Know

:

evenings must. he. cool and dry,
fishing must he good.

in

ingredients is published with every

its

wife

and varied food

The

opium and morphine

that lb

labeling them poisons?

Expectations.

and I are looking out for country
board at present:
We want a spacious, airy rootn, with outlook w ide and pleasant ;
Our table must be well supplied with fresh

My

that

Know that in

You

Children.

and

Do You Know

,

unless you

The Free Silver Craze in the South.
Prof. Francis A. March, LL. L)., who
lias recently received the honorary deWhile many of the Southern States
gree of I). U. L. from the University of have declared for free silver, is not a few
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
Oxford and that of Lit. D. from the Uniinfluential journals of that section are
versity of Cambridge, has accepted the
SHIPS.
editorship of the scrit> of Mandat'd Read- doing good work in behalf of sound
Abner Coburn, J 1' Butnam, sailed from i ers, to be published shortly by Funk A
money. The t'laiksonviile Leaf-Chronicle
New York Feb 1*2 for Yokohama.
Wagnails Co. Only six persons have been of Feunesseeina recent issue
presents th e
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from 1 honored with the degrees of D. C. L. and
New
impressive array of facts bu j:s
York March *J.S for San Francisco: Lit. I>.
by these universities. The .Stand- following
\V.
readers
to
Ion
deliberate
iat
20
47
8,
spoken May s,
upon:
aid Readers will be based upon the ScienA J Fuller, T B Colcurd, sailed from Jloilo
1. There is not a first-class commertific Alphabet as used in the New .standApril 2 for Delaware Breakwater; passed!
cial country on earth now that has free
ard Dictionary.
Mrs. Emma Fiske RobAnjer May 4.
coi nage.
Belle of Batli, C Curtis, arrived at Singa- erts, M. A., one of the editorial stall" of
2.
There is not a free silver countr\
the Standard Dictionary, will eo-operate
pore May 29 from Shanghae.
on earth that lias as much as
per capCentennial, B F Coleord, sailed from Moil- with Prof. March.
ita
in
circulation—all kinds of money.
tevideo May 29 from New York for San j
3. There is in circulation in the United
The most thorough and authentic study
Francisco.
Daniel Barnes. O C Arpe, cleared from of William McKinley's character and ca- States 824 per capita, or 81 ->..70 more
per
New York June 27 for Zanzibar.
reer that has ytt appeared in
periodical capita than any free-silver country on
El Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from New
literature is contributed to the July Re- earth.
York March 27 for Shanghae.
4.
We have more in circulation to-day
view of Reviews by Mr. E. V. Smalley,
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
the well known journalist, whose inti- than ever before, and more per capita
from New York June 20 for Shaughae.
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hiogo j mate knowledge of Republican party than any free-silver country on earth.
•").
One dollar will buy more sugar,
May 12 for New York via Hong Kong.
politics and long acquaintance with
Great Admiral, Rowell, arrived at Mel- i the public men of Ohio render him pecu- coffee, flour, meal, meat, medicine, hardbourne June 7 from New’ York.
ware
and
a
for
such
task.
Mr.
clothing than in 1873.
liarly adapted
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sail- ;
*>.
A barrel of corn, a bushel of wheat
was himself born and reared on
ed from New York June 27 for San Francisco, j Smalley
the "Western Reserve," only forty miles or 100 pounds of tobacco will buy nearly
Josephus, P R Gilkey,arrived at Shanghae. ; from
McKinley's Poland home, and lie double as much of the articles that farmJune 2 from New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed writes with full personal knowledge of ers consume as the same kind of corn,
from Manila March 21 for Delaware Break- the Major’s early environments.
The ar- wheat or tobacco would buy in 1873.
water; passed Anjer May 4.
7. The wages of the laboring man will
ticle is well illustrated.
May Flint, E 1) PNichols, at New’ York for
buy double as much of these necessaries
San Francisco.
The Review of Reviews for July is a of life now as
in 1873, and his wages !
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from Phil- strong political number. The portraits have not been reduced
one-fourth as j
adelphia April 2 lor Hiogo.
of prominent men of all shades of politics much as the
purchasing power of his
Reaper, O C Young, at New York for Ja- are numerous and interesting, and the edhas
been
increased.
money
pan.
itorial comment on the present situation
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New’
The Galveston News republishes the1
is luminous.
The Review is the only above and
York June 22 for Hong Kong.
makes the assertion more
is
which
able
to
H
T
arrived
at
Samakeep fully emphatic to its patrons by adding:
monthly
Sachem,
Lancaster,
abreast of all political movements and
rang March 21 from New York via Anjer.
“All the above propositions we assert
S D Carleton, Ainsbury, sailed from New
changes. It is never caught napping.
York April 22 for Shanghae; spoken May 29, The action of the M. Louis Convention without tlie fear of intelligent contradiction.
iat 10 S, Ion 24 W.
Then, if it be a fact that no free
on the 18th of June is already history to
silver country on earth has as much as $5
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Philthe Review of Reviews which appears on
Junei)
from
York.
New
adelphia
per capita ;4aud if it be a fact that we have
State of Maine, J H Park, sailed from the first day of July; indeed, that action about 824 per capita; and if it be a fact
had
and
been
definitely
accurately pre- that we have more silver in circulation
Hiogo Feb 28 for New York; passed Anjer
dicted in the number of the month preApril 11.
per capita than any free silver country in
Til lie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed from vious.
The Review has shown such pos- the
world, and if it is a fact that the purAstoria, O, June 9 for Honolulu.
sibilities in political magazine journalism
\Ym H Macy, Ainsbury, sailed from Hiogo
chasing power of our dollar is now about
as had not been dreamed of in the philosdouble what it was in 1873, and that the
March 29 for New York.
Win H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, arriv- ophies of the magazine editor of the con- products of the farm will
purchase more
ventional type.
ed at Shaughae June 1 from New York.
necessaries of life than in 1873, our free
W J Rotch, Sew ali C Lancaster, arrived
silver
friends
will
have
t«>
hunt farther for
For the August number of Harper's
at Vladinostock, Siberia, May 5 from San
the hard times complained of.
They
Magazine six short stories are announced,
Francisco.
can’t
it
to
the
reduced
circulation
Mark
charge
besides the first instalment of
BARKS.
or
to
Deprices/’
Twain's new story, “Tom Sawyer,
higher
At!am W Spies, C N JNleyers, sailetl from
| tective," and the second part of Langdon
New York April 13 for Anjer.
of
West
Mitchell’s
humorous
A (ireat Campaigner.
story
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared from Elwyn
Bridgewater, N* S, May lit> for Buenos Ayres. Virginia mountaineer life, “Two MorOhio has produced two of the three
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New mons from Muddlety" : Mr. Howells will
York June 12 from Charleston, S C.
relate his reminiscences of the poet Long- greatest political
campaigners of my day
1*
BalC
Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailetl from
fellow: Frederick Kemiugton will depict
—James A. Cartield and William McKintimore April s for Montevideo; spoken June with
and brush the sportsman’s life
pen
5 lat 14 S, Ion 37 \V.
1
need hardly say that the third
in a favored region of northern Canada; ley.
Etlward May, cleared from New York May
William Hamilton Gibson will describe was James
Blaine of Maine. The chief
2d for Honolulu.
Erie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at Bos- j entertainingly some combative neighbors qualities that
go to the making of a really
in
who once inhabited an earthen
June
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lib*, and all else save his
country's honor and safety, who would
rush far out to the front, lead the way and
reckless

recoiled, staggered, broke
key like
avenging demons our

his position and determined to occupy
This danger was soon seen by our

to

it.

men

the order

moment

on

palling danger

Tee

a

I t<» quail under the fearful lire that
being poured upon it. Oh for some

veiy much needed.

assault

endurance,

do not dishonor those brave

not

was

passed, and the sun had
its downward course in the

sky before the
suddenly as a flash

I

!

only salvation.

our

limit to human

a

when 1 write that for

noon

western

the

and

on

away and to our surpiise the enemy made
no attack.
This was very fortunate for
our men, as i; gave them a chance for a

As

But there is

i

j

and the steel shanks of the

bayonets!’

“I suffered with terrible pains in my
left ovary and womb. My back ached
all the time.
1 had kidney trouble badly.
Doctors prescribed for me, and 1 followed
their advice, but found no rtsiiei
until I took Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound. Oh! what /
a relief it is. not to
/
have that tired feel- T
ing day after day, in ?
the morning as much
as at night after <t
hard day's work, and
to be free from all
pains caused by Ovarian and \\ om c
troubles. 1 cannot express my grati1 hope and pray that other suftude.
fering w.unm will realize the truth
and import: _;ee of my statement, and
accept the relief that is sure to attend
the use of the Pin.chair. Medicine."—
Mits. J-Mi.s Pakkimf. Or.nl Marsha
St., X. 1‘.. Minneapolis Miun

and

superintendents in the West and
South, wherein the writers frankly tell
In the July number of the Arena, Anna their own experiences. They are not perE. U. Hides discusses in an interesting sons who have grievances. They have
few complaints to make. But the
straightmanner, in a paper entitled “Women in
forward explanation of the conditions
Society To-day.” woman’s status in soci- under which
work
throws a new anti
they
ety at the present time, her enlarged opportunities for active work and the excel- startling light on the whole system of
News and Notes.

Literary

OH! WHAT A BELIEF.

Sergeant Buck, reduced

to

tuition.

The 20tli Maine belonged to the
Brigade, First Division, Fifth Corps,

frame fell dead with a

gigantic

fearful wound.

at

l
j

in t he County of Waldo, deceased ; she t lorequests all persons who are indebted to
ceased’s estate to make immediate paymen
those who have any demands thereon, t<- <\
the same for settlement to her.
3w27
LYDIA A. CHAPMAN

THOUGHT.
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bj Clergymen of YarlHfnomlnatlons.

srrmcns

"

Ux

uphold

the princreated equal."
as brothers, both Cat liber. Father Klute,
.-town, O.
must

\\.

Joimson's Anoflyne LlniiBnt

When a man makes a
i*■ i* in club or corner,
t a funeral will relieve
i. Barclay. Presby-

It

bites, burns, bruises. It is without an equal
colic, croup. r.tinps, diarrluea, cliolera-morbus.

cures

for

practice, overworked muscles are not uncommon. V inch .lohus m's Anodyne Liniment relieves
promptly. .1. d. L'ASKY, Professional Oarsman.
In

Liver Pill Made.”
deeds of

our

arsons’
P“Best

lives
milli-

none.
Our
evil, and we never
Bev. ( B. Oruver,
lla'.en, Pa.
are
n'

Pills

Positively'cure biliousness and sick headache,
liver and bowelcomplaints. They expel all impurities
from the blood. Delicate women find relief from
usinff them. Price -r> ct>.; live $1.00. Pamphlet free.
1. S. JOHNSON & CO., 22 Custom House St.. Boston.

The safety of
uud up iu the eondiand if the moral and
of the masses be negsutler.
[Rev. C. C.
ai;i

|

Be Attends the

In fai t. e\ t*rv ache.lameness, soreness everywhere,
Internal or l’-'xternal, can be relieved and cured by
the use of this old and reliable family remedy

are

< n

Qen. Sickles at
Portland.

Lame Side
Lame Stomach
Lame Shoulder

Obituary.

Third Corps Reunion and
has a
Grand Reception.
The annual reunion of
the Third Army
Corps was held ,n Portland June24 25
I*. E. Sickles of New
York arrived Weduesdaj night hy steamer and at
Miles Commander of the midnight Gen
An
came by special train,
A reception to Gen
S kles was held at
tl,e Falmouth Hotel
These ofticers were elected at
the business
Edward Moore,
PortiaiH•
Portland, \ ice President, Gen. James
F
Kusliug, rrenton, N, J.; Secretary, Col. EdnnhhI L. Welling,
Pennington, N J
(»hanlain, Rev J H. Twitehell,
Hartford,
Direetors, Col. John Leonard, Newark Col.
hlijah Walker, Somerville, Masa. Col T

to riders of the bicycle. |
It is, of course, tlie same for them as for
those who drive or walk, but its requireWhen
m ents are frequently violated.
meeting a vehicle coming towards her a
road”

regula?

%TdSnt'>.?°l-

an
imperial gov111 1 ‘u• when there is
is a fertile soil
m e
i.:i4"gm*s. who usurp
scliish
] ol'ic !'••!

i*

>

Heilman, Lutheran,

when

want

adhered to, a large proportion of the
trouble which occurs on the road, would
be obviated.
It is most often disregarded
in the case where the rider lias to pass a
carriage or another wheel going in the
There frequently seems
same direction.
to be plenty of room to shoot by on the
right side, but it ought to be remembered
that the vehicle ahead has the first claim
to that side of the road, and would have
to move iu closer to it if crowded by anything coming the other way. Then the
erring rider would be caught in a “pocket,” and might have serious reason to regret the attempt at unlawful passing.
When two cyclists riding together wish
to go by a wagon ahead, they will sometimes separate, one passing on either side
of the vehicle.
This is always wrong,
and extremely inconsiderate of the driver,
besides being likely to frighten the horse:
and if he shies, one rider or the other is
bound to be hurt.
i here is one important point to be looked out for in passing from behind, and
that is to watch carefully for anything
coming in the opposite direction. If you
have been riding behind a carriage, and
perhaps could not see the whole road
ahead, it is dangerous to turn out and
pass suddenly before ascertaining whether
the coast is clear.
An experienced bicyclist said recently
that nothing annoyed him more on his
trips than the carelessness of many riders
about turning around in the middle of a
much-frequented street or cycle road.
They will do this without the slightest
sign or warning to those behind, and
without even looking over their shoulders
to see who may be near.
Under such circumstances it is often impossible to avoid
a collision, or at
the least a fall for the
innocent rider following, who swerves
violently to one side to avert disaster. If
a vehicle drawn by horses should be coming close behind, there is danger of the

sally

41. Matthews,
Boston; Maj. William' H,
Howard, Newark; Maj. William B. Mason
Jersey City; Gen. Chauticev MoKeever’
Washington; Capt. Charles J. Buchanan’,
Albany; Gen. George W. West, Athol,
Mass.; and Gen. H. E. Tremaine, New York

Resolutions were passed thanking the Massachusetts legislature for
erecting a statue
of Gen. Hooker on the State House
grouuds
and favoring a Maine Legislative
appropriation for a statue of Geu. Hiram G Berrv of
J
the third Corps.

you

nedicine that will

Sarsaparilla

and he

u

are

ailing

is

a

you.
Try Hood's
-need of its merit.

run*
com

Faddy: “Po.stlewait is very proud of his
am-e>try.
Why. he goes h:ck to the Pil.rnni.'.Dudd\. "Ves, but. unfortunately,
he doesn't stay with them
Boston Trailscript.
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iisappear

» :.i ist,
.1 us 11s
Church. The
el shall find themstep to the divine
i.orke. Methodist.
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1

’14
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1 he

W c iiave
!: is too

outgrown the
nairow f-.r us
is in the air.
Some
'taut the whole contiri'-a will be one great

>

.ua

N

V.

Kimber, Methodist,

Formidable and innrking among us. seekand destroy those ilistie prize as the
glory and
r national life—our com-tern, the civil babbath,
industrial equity. [Rev.
ugregationalist. Indian■

!'!**■ world is coming every
: ]>laeetolive in, human
tiiil more worth living,be■> i- last
girdling the earth
more aud more a gr imankind.
j Rev. A F
Brooklyn, N. Y.

iwdyism on the bipublie nuisance, and
pleasure

of this innoeertaiu element ran
v ele is a
mystery, for
u n
a se< mid shirt.
But
even if they haven't
re meal.
Re\. < laude
-t. Jersey ( ity. V J.
m

i»- nwm*d by t political
io idual ist-» be deprived
"id.
To be owned by a
ration, to be owned by
v
to be extinguished as
<i
to become a mere echo.
:iLienee and more of per> re
in the citizen charact r\ are needed,
[liev. E.
■

i.versalist, Columbus,

o.

-Lm-.
Like some great
t: (Olivers and
responds to
earth, so the great soul of
thrills and throbs with the
•ws of every human
life,
t human
feeling; the faiute
weary child, the fierce
-’long man as he battles
pest, finds its appropriate
use in that great sensitive
A. G. Jones,
Presbyterian,
Tex.
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list

is
As

the

Alpha and
he is teaching
itv
As God he is teaching
We are in the midst of
at the beginning of desireeed in duty, we shall
If we fail in duty, we
ay.
a
siiny. The path of duty
path of destiny. Duty is
1
P. D. John, MetlioI I is. I nd.
a

nv.

man

■

.spiritual beauty,
beauty, must
inwrought in us by

MTV.
k< physical

'•>.

It
it

is

shines forth in the
life.
The cherishing of
figures the face. Cynicism
i-tuous curl to the lips.
tii
ugly set: to the feay character has a transLove is the best sculptor.
t«* be attractive which is
e and
purity. [Rev. J. 8.
•yterian, Columbia, 8. C.
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Religion has been
Taut growing by artificial
th rough the winter of iginht.

»

the

lias come,
knowledge, and this
'•eeome inured to natural light
w ither and die. It must exion for fact, faith for demounts for
proofs, the candle for
ght can not always be shut
ventually find its way into
aieeting room and behind the
1
E. Roberts, Unitarian,
Mo.
>w

an*

summer

of

The

bicycle should

be
Ride temperately.
than not riding at
"
brings out serious disorders.
>i
among physicians whether
as
brought more health to its
Nearly all the serious ac‘'"■ienr*
'he bicycle are attributable to
'>s uid
immoderate riding. The
m
be used lawfully toward
na,i
-'1
[Lev. 8. D. Hutsenpiller,
,i',|sr
Erie, Pa.

utiously.
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is worse

V}ld‘

The

Missing

Umvkksity

Indianapolis J>uirual.
llellef

In

Hours.

B.adder diseases
Distressing Kidney
relieveti in six hours by tile “New Great
So: in American Kii-nkv Cure." This new
remedy is a great surprise on account of its
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
the bladder, kidneys, back anil every part of
the urinary passages in male or female.
It
relieves retention of water and pain in passIf you want
ing it almost immediately.
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
Sold by A A. Howes vN Co., Druggists, Bel-

fast,

Me.

lv_>7

Garrett McEnerv, Esq., was trying a ease
before a country justice in California, and
offered so many objections that the justice
lost pitience and asked: “Mr. McEnerv,
what kind of a lawyer are you, anyway'.'"
“I am a patent lawyer," replied the attor“Well, ali I’ve got to say is that when
ney.
the patent expires you will have a hard
time getting it renewed. Go oil with the
ease."

When Bahr

sfck, we gave her Castoria.
Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she

^vas

was

When she had

a

Children, she gave them Castoria

He:
“So you visited Pompeii ?''
She:
‘Oil, yes." He: “How did you like it?.’
“Well, 1 must say I was awfully disappointed in the place. Of course, it was
beautifully located and all that, but it was

dreadfully

out- of

repair.”

[Washington

English Spavin

Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,

Splints,
Sprains,

Sweeney,

King-Bone,

Stifles,

Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
use of one bottle.
Warranted
wonderful Blemish Cure ever
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27
Save $50
the most

all

by

Cornshueks: “Bings is getting to be quite
humorist.” Redwood: “I haven’t noticed
it.”
Cornshueks:
“He is. I passed bis
house yesterday, and he was sitting on the
with
his
feet over the railing where
porch
the sun would strike them. He said he was
putting a coat of tan on his shoes.” [Cleveland Plain Dealer.

a

You make no mistake when you buy
ton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic

Dal-

and
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
and “what everybody says must be true."

Thoughtful: “Mrs. Brown:
baby was only two days old,

“When the
my husband
club-”
Mrs. Jones:
“Went
when the child was only
two days old?” Mrs. Brown: “Certainly.
He wanted to put the little fellow’s name oil
the waiting list.”
[Puck.
rushed

off to the
to the club

For Over

Fifty

lears.

Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow's Soothing Syrup lias been used for
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
If soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wiud colic, and
An

is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-live rents a bottle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure ami
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take uo other kiud.
Iyr4(>

Bachelor (at the farewell dinner).
Cue tiling more, .Jack, will you give me a
lock of your hair? Jack (prospective groom.)
Good heavens, man! I’m not going to die,
nor am 1 gjing to the other end of the world.
Bill Bachelor: No: but you’re going to lie
Bill

married,

the

aud

future.

you’ll need all your
[Minneapolis Tribune.
To

hair

Attempt
of so-called blood remeexpenditure of many dollars
and derangement of the stomach. That catarrh is not caused by blood troubles is selfevident when you reflect that attacks are always due to sudden climatic changes or exposure to cold, and occur most frequently
during the winter and spring, though the
blood is as pure then as in summer or fall.
A remedy which quickly relieves and by
catarrh by the
dies means the

thorough
tacks

use

treatment

cures

the catarrhal at-

lias been found in Ely’s Cream Balm.

She glided into the office and quietly approached the editor’s desk. “I have written
a poem,” she began.
“Well!” exclaimed
the editor, with a look ami tone intended to
annihilate; but she calmly resumed: “I
have written a poem on ‘My Father’s Barn,’
aud—” “O,” interrupted the editor with an
extraordinary suavity, “you don’t kuow

how I am relieved.
A poem written on
your father’s barn, eh? I was afraid it was
written on paper, and that you wanted me
to publish it.
If I should ever happen to
drive past your father’s barn I’ll stop and

read the poem.”

[Public Opinion.

do you?

NERYE*LlFfcf
THE

Great RESTORER
Restores perfect
health, vigor and

manhood and reall obsta-

moves
cles to

marriage.

Restores the
entire
nervous
system and stops all

vital losses.
moves effects

!

restores

Ke-

pleasure

in

sending

Cures Impotence and restores
full vital power.
Cures all wasting
diseases and restores
all
to
development
parts ot the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only' purely
Scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day's use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

NERYE-UFE MEDICAL CO.,

[Har-
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The clipping referred to is a lengthy aron birds and their habits, and on the
skill required in photographing them. The
concluding paragraph is as follows:
On this trip afield went Frank Woodruff
of the Academy of Sciences to state beyond
doubt just what the birds encountered were,
with

him

went

Photographers Staley

Forstall. The notes and pictures will
form part of the institution’s collection. A
list of the birds seen that day, nearly all of
which are resident, may not he uninteresting. It is as follows: Nighthawk, kingbird, bobolink, meadow lark, turtle dove,
red-winged blackbird, hlack-tliroated hunt-

ing, grasshopper sparrow,
sparrow,
hay-winged bunting, song sparrow, brown
thrush, yellow-hilled
cuckoo, American
goldfinch, catbird, redstart, plnebe, cow
hunting, wood pewee, loggerhead shrike,
Baltimore oriole, robin (unusually scarce),
yellow warbler, barn swallow, chimney
swallow, spotted and Bartram sandpipers,
horned lark, black tern, loug-billed marsh
wren, swamp sparrow, red-eyed vireo, sparrow hawk, crow, scarlet tauager, bluejay,
jellow legs, and hermit thrush.
The wonder of the day was that we could
tind no bluebird, though we searched for

i
prolit.
In Democratic success lie sees trouble
for capital which will be felt most seri-

field

him until the song of the vesper sparrow
warned us to turn our steps homeward.

Papers

and Periodicals.

From the Portland Board of Trade we
have received an attractive little booklet,
“Portland and its Enviroments” containing
much interesting information concerning
Portland as a summer resort, together with

nearby points of interest, such as the
charming Casco Bay islands and the inland
lakes and mountains, all easily reached
from Maine’s metropolis. The book is written by H. D. Waldron and H. B. Coe.
the

Last week’s edition of the Aroostook
Pioneer was a summer resort number. On
the first page there is a description of the

fish,

game and

summer

resorts

of Aroostook

county, and how to reach them, a description of the Moosehead region and other interior resorts of Maine, a description of the
great highway of the State, the Maine Central railroad, and a poem entitled, “The
Coast of Maine.”

Eloped

With

His

Typewriter.

North Anson

is greatly excited by the
elopement of Miss Cora E. Donley and Ben
S. Collins, the first selectman of that town.
Miss Donley is a pretty and popular young
lady, and her name had been connected with
Collins’ for some time, but few believed the
stories. Later she went down to Portland
to attend Gray’s Business college and Collins left last week, but no suspicion was attached to this fact until Tuesday, when Miss
Donley’s parents got a letter from her saying she had eloped with Collins, and would
marry him if he would get a divorce. Collins has a wife and two children. He is possessed of some wealth and influence. He
attempted to get a divorce last spring, but
was finally dissuaded from it.
At that time
he made $10,000. over to his wife, who is
therefore well provided for.

Prize

Winners at Bowdoin.

After the commencement exercises at
Bowdoin college June 25th, President Hyde

announced the award of the

followingprizes;

Smyth mathematical prize, $300, Wendall
Phillips McKown, Booth bay ; Sewall Greek
prize, $25, Clarence Elroy Eaton, Jay; Sewall Latin prize, $25, William Witherie Lawrence, Portland; Pray English literature
prize, $50, Henry Hill Pierce, Portland;
Goodwin Commencement prize, $50, J. Clair
Minot. Belgrade; English composition prize,
first $20, Howard Gilpatric, Biddeford, and
J. Clair Minot, Belgrade; second, $10, Willard Street Bass, Wilton, and Henry Hill

Pierce, Portland; Brown prizes, for extemporaneous English composition, first prize,
$30, J. Clair Minot, Belgrade; 2d prize, $20,
Henry Hill, Portland; Goodwin French
prize $25, divided between Drew Berthall of

ously by

him.
Republican victory is an
that bis interests will be protected.
This, ill a nutshell, is why the
candidate nominated at St. Louis will be
the next President of the United states.
assurance
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Arnica

TO RENT
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Hair

Me.
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L'00c'’ Liver, Kid/Ci
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Nerves, Brain, and
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Stomach
Puritana makes the
Heart IJight,
Lungs Itiglit,
Blood IJight,
Kidneys night,
Nerves IJight,
Health IJight.
Because it makes the Stomach

r,.

of
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Top

lief at once and
will cure.
**

MR. WILLIS

_

,k

applied directly into the nostrils
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Druggists or

J. 0.

Through the hot

,
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be found in the thickest of the tight, battling vigorBUSINESS PRINT 1PLES, winch will bring
THE NA TION.

THE NEW UiKK WEEKI.1

paper of the country, but is
XATIOXAI. XEWSPAPEU.
Its campaign
citizen.

ne.vs

oidy

tin-

leading

PRE-EMINEN TLY A

and discussions will interest every Ameri-

can

All tlie news of the day, Foreign Correspondence, Agricultural
Department, Market Reports, Short Stories complete in each
number, Comic Pictures, Fishion Plates with elaborate descriptions, and a variety of items of household interest, makes up AN
IDEAL FAMILY PAPER.
We furnish ‘‘The Republican Journal" and “New York W
Tribune” (both papers).

ONE YEAR

Newbury St.,
St.)

eekly

FOR ONLY $2.00,

CASH IX ADVANCE.

MASS
BOSTON,
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment only
Oct., 1895.—lyr45*

Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO.

NOTICE.
All taxes upon real estate for the year 1895
be paid on or before July 10, 1890, to save
cost of suit, which will be brought against said
real estate after the above date.
H. F. MASON, Collector.
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Water-Pad!

(Near Corner

NOVKMliF.l;

President of the United States

step into

as an

EOK

BATTLE

will,

months with

& Son.

Thompson

OF

POOR & SON’S DRUG STORE
Cool and easy

first-class workman, is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and
with despatch.
a

GREAT

***TRUSB,»*

IVo.

and Wool lower than ever before,

THE

old, uncomfortable

Maine

price,

Top Mattresses from SI 50 upwards.

l’KEl’AKATIONS

WHY SUFFER

and get

own

ur. n

COLD *N HEAD

parucie is

and is

at almost your

CATARRH

records.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

of all sickness and

f^

fl Ir

House for Bale.

additional
Cold
Restores the Senses
of
Taste
and
Smell. Clives Re-

days.

People Testify.
“I have taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla and it
has relieved .me of a tired feeling, indigesI find that
I tion, coustipation and catarrh.
it strengthens the appetite.’’
Auuie H.
Brunswick and Francis Lewis Laverton of Baker, 63 Warren St., Portland, Me.
“Two years ago I had an attack of dysBerlin, X. H.
pepsia, and after wasting money on physicians and medicine I was told to try Hood’s
“Vot you puying a new safe for, fadder?”
“Veil, der old von’s been droo so many Sarsaparilla. I felt better after taking two
fires, der safe manufacturers vant it for an bottles.” P. P. Martin, 304 Lisbon St.,
advertisement.” [Puck.
Lewiston, Me.

positively give any
Perfect Digestion ;—the kind of digestion that
brings New Life.

Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than any time
Since we have been in business.

our

Mrs. J. D. McGray,
) Com.
Mrs. Stella Kenney, >
on
Mrs. Bessie Ingraham, ) Ileso.

Puritana will

man, woman, or child

Salve.

Extra Soft

crushed out

mourning

Nature’s
Cure

Means.

Fancy Chairs

Your Life

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the Belfast papers for publication,
a copy be sent to the
family of the deceased,
and that they also be placed
upon our

Registered.

Extension Tables from $3.50 upwards
Chamber Sets from S10.50 upwards.

mail.
crabs and other shell fish.
There byELY
BROTHERS,56 Warren Street, New York.
24,000 bushels of potatoes sold in
New York daily, the yield of a
90,000acre farm per
year, the aggregate value
of the tubers being $1:1,000,000.
Other
vegetables are consumed in like propormay be run down and
tions.
There are 70,000 bushels of wheat
(flour) eaten every week, besides large
quantities of oatmeal, buckwheat flour
by some terrible suffering if you
and cornmeal.
The quantities of provenneglect nature’s warning to
der always unhand (the perishable goods
watch your kidneys.
being kept in cold-storage warehouses)
leads Mr. Speed to conclude that were
Baker’s Kidney
New York cut off from all the points
Pills
from whence her food supplies are drawn,
Si
her people could live in plenty for four
have made some
and will relievo overmonths, and even manage to get along for miraculous cures
worked kidneys and restore them to health.
half a year, without emulating the ChinI)r. Baker will gladly answer questions and
ese appetite for rats.
Write us before too. late-.
advice free.
»give
Fills50o. at. your druggists, or mailed post-paid for
price.
Resolutions of Respect.
Buker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.

in'idst and taken from our number Sister
Blanche I. Sheldon, June 13th.
Resolved, That Rising Sun Grange has
lost a member who when with us was ever
ready to help in the work for the good of the
Order, and that what is our loss is her gain.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved husband and
parents, also that our charter be draped in

\

Lounges from S3.50 upwards.

are

the

STA

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.

IF YOU WANT

cream'

Rising Sun Grange of Knox adopted
following resolutions June 20th:
Whereas, Death again has entered

Y4

Because it is offered at prices that tempt buvers.
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

Place your advertisement in the

including oysters,

j

TO GET

REPUBLICAN

not

I

Our Furniture ds

IF YOU WANT-

“Feeding a City Like New York,” an
by John Gilmer Speed in July
Ladies' Home journal, presents some inBeiii<M,
teresting and astonishing statistics. For
instance, Mr. Speed declares that NewYorkers consume 80,000,000 dozen
eggs
Per year, for which they pay $14,400,000:
of
butter
-90,800 pounds
per day, costing
BALA
$18,200,000 per year; “97,000 gallons of
ab-i
quickly
milk, 5,600 gallons of cream and 1,200 Is
sorbed.
Cleanses
gallons of condensed milk daily, at a year- the
Nasal
Passaly outlay of $16,250,000. Including cheese, ges,
Allays Pain
for which $10,000,000 per year is
Inllamnia
paid, the and
aggregate value of the dairy products con- tion,
Heals
the
sumed in New York City is $44,450,000.
sores. Protects th<
Mr. Speed fixes the valuation of the meats Membrane
from

000,000 pounds,

I

THESE ARE MOVING TIMES.

rn/'n.j

To Mr. Corner Druggist,
Sure Cure St.

article

clams,

;

|

r/f

Sr./{/</,.;',r.
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Coinage

Bucklen’s

'r n

J‘

Free

AtSi

Trade Mark

The Best Sai.vk in the world for Cuts,
A story and a halt house, ideasanth located;
Bruises, Sores, Uleers, Salt Rheum, Fever line view of Belfast luty; ten room*, all finished,
i Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
ine cellar, city water m house nice warden, under
| Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive-1 rood cultivation, ajqdc.
j-ear, imn, shade trees.
i ly cures Piles, or no j*;ty require*!. It :> i
!
guaranteed to give per feet satisfaction or j ■!'■. Nice neiirhhorhood. Inquire d
Prir* _\j rents per box.
M < I)l LWt »UTH.
money refunded.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
Or C. B. HAI.L, Main Sr.. Bed
44: t
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New- York.

of various kinds sold to New Yorkers each
year at about $58,000,000. This does not include poultry, from 200,000 to 400,000 head
of which sold weekly. Upon a conservative
estimate Mr. Speed places the
quantity of
fish consumed yearly in New
Yorkat; 45,-

Puri tana

j right.

[Boston Traveller.
Provisioning

j

‘Half a score of apparently earnest
peowrite to The World every day to ask
what “free coinage at 1(3 to 1’’ means.
It seems incredible that there should be
anybody not informed on this point, hut
apparently there are many, and so we
answer the question.
A silver dollar weighs about sixteen
times as much as a gold dollar.
When
the ratio was established for the coinage
of gold and silver dollars it approximately represented the market value of the
two metals. An ounce of gold was worth
about sixteen times as much as an ounce
of silver.
Now an ounce of gold is worth
more than
thirty times as much as an
ounce of silver.
Under our law whoever owns gold bullion can take it to the mint and have it
made into coins without any cost to him.
That is free coinage of gold.
The gold j
thus coined is worth a dollar, irrespective
of the stamp, all over the world.
The
silver men demand that we shall do the
j
same thing for silver without
any change !
of ratio—that is to say, that every owner j
of silver shall be permitted to take it to
the mint and have every 50 cents' worth
of it stamped as a dollar, though it would |
be worth only its bullion value outside i
the United States.
That is what free coinage at B> to 1
means.
[X. V. World.

t-.'.'rr, A.V

discernment, put

the ease very clearly in 1884 when he said
that the advent of a Democratic administration and a breaking down of the
protective tariff would drive manufacturers
out oi business, close mills and
workshops
8nil throw wage-earners out of
employment.
The people see, as they never sawbefore, that they cannot be prosperous
when the principle of adequate
protection
to home industries is threatened.
Theoretical arguments as to the relative merits of free trade and
protection
influence the voter to a certain
extent,
but when the workingman has an
opportunity to compare in their practical effects
the merits of the two systems, as far as
lie is concerned, lie is in no doubt as to
bis duty to himself in
casting his ballot.
The experience of the last three
years has
been bitter for the
workingman, but be
has learned a lesson bv which lie will

ticle

and
and

rnr/t /nrn/

James G, Blaine, who, whatever else
may be thought of him, is esteemed by
everyone to 1 ave been a political seer of

years

|

Will Win.

/

it.

Convention.

ple

refreshing

sleep.

many reasons why the Republican
will triumph, but the most
emphatic
of them ail is that the interests of the
people ar large demand the overturn of
the present
administration, and the
voters of the
country are fully alive to that

accurate

What

of the
sins of youth and excesses of later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.1
Cures Insomnia and

most

wonderfully

Endeavor

Washington, June 28. Much enthusiasm is manifested here over the arrangements for the International Christian Eudeavor Convention, now fast
nearing
completion. The city will soon put on
gal.a attire and tlie officials in charge of
the public parks and gardens have laid
out Christian Endeavor
monograms and
combinations of the letters Y. I*. S. C. E.,
with gaily colored leaves, in the
parks of
the city.
The work of the floral decorations will be very artistic.
The churches
are actively
planning for elaborate decorations.
The decorations of the stores will
exceed those of the previous
gatherings.
Three mammoth tents are about to be
eracted on the White lot.
Nine simultaneous meetings, with an audience of
forty thousand, will be conducted throughout the sessions of the convention.
The
programme has been nearly completed,
and includes some of the best speakers in
this country, and several
widely known
clergymen and mission workers from
across the seas.
The list includes Postmaster General
Wilson, Hon. John Wanamaker and Hon.
Neal Dow.
Great attention has been
given to the work of organizing the choir,
which will lead the singing at the meetings. Over 4,500 members of the local
societies have been rehearsing the
past
two months.

^

are

Bluebirds.

in

to Cure

over.

Williams’RootBeer

zealous in trying to make their
readers believe to the contrary.
There
aic

of

She:

Times.

run

drink

The St. Louis nominee is sure to win.
No doubt of that exists even in the minds
of those Democratic newspapers which

The Journal has
been sent to me from home (Searsmont) aud
I prize it highly.
Yours sincerely,
II. E. Cobb.
For

and

so

Why McKinley

"export

Chicago, ;S22 E '7th St.. /
Chic ago, June '_'d, isoc.
j
To thj. Editor of Thf Journal: The
enclosed clipping from the Tribune called
to mind the statement in The Journal that
the bluebird has disappeared fr.nn Maine.
Thinking it may he of some interest to you
I tak.

Six

being

j

cause

■

A Safe Mul e
‘•lvastus. you infernal nigthat mule was perfectly
ger. you told n:
sale, and when 1 went into tinstable he
kicked
the
nearly
top of my head off."
Ves, sab 1 -end the mewl wuz safe, s ih.
But cf you kin recollee’, 1 didn't say nniHn'
about wedder it was safe in his wicinitv.’'

turner

per's Bazar

make the

1!

a

You

thoughtless

what you do not want here. (More
j only
laughter.) I remember yo well, men of the
I Third,
Fourth and Seventeenth Maine.
1
j love you: 1 honor you for what you have
done ; and while I live lean never I<><.R iuto
j
faces except with joy and pride. (Loud
j your
cheers.) Then the members of the corps
crow.led
around General Sickles to shuke
!
l.'im bv the hand.

hair gr-w a natural color,
1 i;; b.tldm-ss, and
keep t hr s. alp healthy,
Hali s II iir R
wt r was :n vented, and has
T-*

(Laughter.)

at home.

itapplies

as

cyclist should turn out to the right, and
when passing one going iu the same diIf this
rection as herself, to the left.
simple formula were strictly and univer-

Ct!:

I them

V* hat

Christian

Plans for the Great Gathering at Washington.

repetition

o“n

111.

lau.

Woman.

Out-Door

There seems to be need of considerable
regarding the “rule of the

| Mr. Warren Ashley Heywood of Bucksj port died very suddenly at his home June
Riverside,
j _'()th. It is thought that heart disease was
The Portland Press says: Of course Genthe cause. Mr. Heywood was horn in Buckseral Sickles was the centre of all
We are fast becoming a ! port, May 5,1851, and was the son of Phineas
eyes. His
erect,
vigorous frame, the movements of
He
passed his boyhood in Bueks41 ven over to selfishness. ! Heywood.
and then went west and was for several which still display the elasticity of youth,
port
1 ades, all social lines, all
his raven black hair aud
years in Kansas and Minnesota.
It was
moustache, and
had almost said all re- while in the
his fresh looking complexion belie the vears
west, at Anoka, Miun., July 20,
mit hropic efforts.
[Rev. 187 4, that he married Miss Ida E. Warren, that must be his. He left a leg on the"field
si-ter of Messrs. Ara and Dana E. Warren of Gettysburg, but handles himself with
Baptist, Chicago, 111.
of Bangor.
Mrs. Heywood died at Bucks- ease on his crutches. His coflirades, now
port rive years ago. They had no children. few and old, crowded around him with a
Rod is a being of law.
which gave some faint idea of the
Returning frcm the west Mr. Heywood en- delight
His laws are natural,
for several years in the harness trade love which that splendid corps of blooming
v.thout exceptions.
If gaged
at
but failing health precluded manhood must have borne for their brave
aside it is by another his Bucksport,
continuance in the business and lie sold and dashing young general when he led
.interact.
[Rev. The- out his interest to his brother Mr. Hey- them up to Gettysburg aud posted them
the Devil’s Den, the Wheatrield and
ngregatioualist, Chic- wood belonged to Fort Knox Lodge, I. O. along
Peach Orchard for the bloody second day’s
; O. K.. River View Rebekah Lodge of Bucksfight.
Court
1.
O.
F., Felicity ! General Sickles was
j port; No. Alamoosook,
greeted with cheers
IP, F. & A. M. He was a mem- !
ic women since the
days Lodge,
ber of the Congregational church and its as he came off the steamer aud entered the
■a
;
*rhl Mary, the mother I
treasurer for several years.
Mr. Heywood j carriage provided. The column moved up
The Catholic is survived
India to Congress street, thence to Monupurest.
by bis mother, two brothers, ment
h>ves her and wishes :j Sewall L. of
square and thence t<> the Falmouth
Bucksport, and Chas L. of To.hi follow in her footpeka, Kan., ami a sister, Mrs. C. P. Dorr of hotel, where a large crowd had gathered and
!
where
cheers were given. General
:
Hurley. Catholic, Ellsworth. His death will be greatly re- Sickles hearty
arose in his carriage, and
leaning on
| gretted.
Bangor Whig N: Courier.
his crutches—a line picture of a
hearty and
honored veteran—spoke to his audience,
is an abnormal lump
Hon. Samuel Fessenden.
saying: 1 thank you, my friends, for your
ih .inns and legs atIt is all the more
very kind reception.
tailor lias exhausted
The reception given to Mr. Fessenden of
agreeable because it was not expected.
into sembleuce of a the Connecticut delegation to St. Louis, and However, years ago I became sufficiently
member to the Republican national commit- familiar with the sterling quality of the
d. Q. A. Henry,
tee, shows the estimation in which lie is troops from Maine to enable me to form a
held by his fellow citizens of Stamford, and good estimate of the people at home.
T exit is one of those indications which carry
pected kindness, hut I did not expect such
'.'•ok upon the size of
honors.
1
have
been
familiar with
weight outside, for the man thought well of
long
Kies and especially at home, where he is best
known, is the your great men of Maine, your Hamlins,
lieir population, as a
man who may he relied upon everywhere.
your Blaines and your Reeds. (Loud cheers )
If I could know some of your Democrats 1
*• itens the security of
Connecticut has reason to ho proud of Mr.
F< >srmlen. e\ ell as his fellow Republicans might like, them as well.
tidies of the new
(Laughter.) Un"t the town m which lie lives, are proud of fortunately you do not send them to Wash\. i ’i!)?j<• y. Methodist,
You
him. ; Bridgeport. Ct.. Republican Standard. I ington.
(Laughter.)
probably want
Mass.

,>t
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past year ami a half, and
his father, Mr. N. E. Nickerson.

for the

LOCALS.

Charles Harbutt of Presque Isle is iu

Rev.

Scott

son

are

that she has lived under every presidential
administration to the present time.

in town.

Edwin Griltin is visiting

G. A. Robert-

at

Augusta.

son’s at

One of our local bee hunte rs told us a bee
story recently which seems too good to keep.
While in this vicinity a year ago he took the
trail of a bee, which led some distance, and
other business calling him away he left the
bee and trail. Recently while in the same
vicinity he saw the same bee, followed the

Ada Ridley returned home by train

Miss

Monday evening.
Phineas

Pendleton,

visit in town

Jr., made

short

a

this week.

Vinnie Whitcomb returned to Boston by
steamer Penobscot Monday.

trail and

Elvie Coombs weut to South Thomaston

Monday

COUNTY

H. Lorimer’s.

A

Charles Anderson and wife are spending
their vacation with Pike Bros.

visiting

at B. O.

re-

James Dyer, wile and son left by steamer
Penobscot for Brockton Monday.

Ballard, wife

E. C.
"f

and

sun

the

are

Horace Peaslee and wife.

Hattie Pendleton, who lias been in New
Y ork lately, returned home last week.
Mrs. M. L.
is

Park, who resides in Arlington,
a short visit in town.

making

Molly Salvage,
frieiais in town,

who

been

has

returned

to

N

u

visiting

York Mon-

day.
George Coon, who is employed at Saxonvil’.e. Mass., is spending his vacation with
his parents.

Park,

Almond

who l

bulk Evie Kted, is

Oi

been first officer

as

home t?r

at

short

a

vacation.

The Misses Barlow of Boston have rented
at Capt. F. A. Curtis' and will occupy
•hem during the summer.
rooms

Pendleton, who is employed in
Mow rev & Co., Bosat Park.

Clarence

drug store of A. Lb
ton. is spending a week

the

Supt. of Streets Woods has made some
needed improvements on Water street, widening the walks near Mosrnan Park.
The cottages
Lake witnessed

the west side of Swan
rine display of rire works
fr-'Ui the top of Alt. Waldo
Monday evening.
on
a

Koy and Grace Baldwin, who have been
visiting Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Durgin, returned
x their home at
Westboro, Mass., Monday.
E

Warren has secured

L.

contract to

a

furnish part of the granite for a large dam
the Connecticut Liver at Holyoke,
Mass.

across

Walter ,J. Grant lias been appointed as|
sistant cashier in the
freight department of j
the Boston and Maine K. R. at
Boston,
Mass.

|

llie Frankie Carpenter Co. open a three
nights stand here this, Thursday, evening.
As Prankie and Jt-re are both favorites here
ur people have been
waiting to give them a
su bs t a n 11 a 1 r e ee p t i o n.
Fourth was a very quiet day in town,
‘-Xi opt for the continual
ringing of bells. A
party of the older people went to Swan Lake
The

tli--

n

of tin- ;id

to

pass

remained until Monday.

and

a

quiet night,

buckboard
} oung people went up to the lake
u the 4th
returning the same evening.
I hey report a very pleasant time in
spite of

load
>

light

'ho

drench:ng

il
p-

o-m:

l'1

11
'•

■

at

rain in the

evening.
Donne'ihT Minstrels, whh-h
aphere Tuesda;. evening, gave what is
our people, many of whom

tend*--!

eii*

•rtainuieuts in ali parts of
the unest performances of

1:

1

J*

.1h

A

o'

■

k.u.l tiie\

CORRESPONDENCE.

.n

e\er witnessed. The members
their several parts, Mr. E. M.

day evening was quite a success. The Troy
Band, with Mr. Fred Cole of this town as
leader, furnished nice music for the evening. Ice cream and cake were served to all.
If. L. Wing and family passed the 4th
in Augusta. Mrs. R. S. Higgins visited
friends in Troy last week. Mr. and Mrs.
Benj. Ames attended the Sunday School
convention at Searsport June 30th.
Field strawberries are plentiful. Grain and
potatoes are looking tine.

Capt. George

Chapin

E.

is

at

home this

W.

E.

Carter of

home for

few

a

Mrs. J. E.

with ice

Danvers, Mass.,

is

at

days.

Marden entertained her friends
and cake the 4th.

cream

Alice Dow has returned from Parkwhere she has been since last fall.

Miss
man,

Arthur Eastman is confined to his house.
He has been on the sick list for some time.

Myra T. Scribner, who has been in
Belfast for the past six weeks, has returned
Miss

home.

H. B. Fernald of this place was one of the
three men who killed a whale at Viualhaven
a short time ago.
Andrew
of

Littlefield and sister, Miss Sadie

Prospect,

H.

were

in town

July 3rd,guests

at

L. Scribner’s.

C. F. Me Cl lathery, who is working at
North Monroe, spent the 4th with his aunt,
Mrs. C. O. Fernald.

Henry S. Black has sold his farm to
Thayer and moved to Holden, Me.
Thayer has taken possession.
The farmers in this

haymg
one

half

until
a

the

crop is

locality

will not

middle of July.

E.

B.

Mr.

Charles Merritt, wife, and
Lowell, Muss., are at Isaac S. Staples’.... Mr. ami Mrs. Jesse Littlefield of
Jackson, who spent the winter in Lowell,
are
at W
A. Fenlason's.... Miss Roxie
Catchell of Jackson, a member of the Normal School at Farmington, is at home for
Mr.

the summer-We all

But oh! my!
property was destroyed.
didn't they whoop her up until daylight!
We did hear that one of the boys lost his
false teeth while hurrahing, but he found
them
the next
morning, and after
being washed in diluted alcohol they fitted
all right.

Prospect Village.

The S. B. I. Society
Perkins July 2d.
Twenty-five were present and a good time
was enjoyed by all.
They will meet with
Mr. and Mrs. L. Ward
July 16th_By
invitation South Branch Grange met with
Granite Grange June 30th. A nice program
was carried out, after which a bountiful
sup-

met

with

Mrs.

Susie

per was served... .Horace Gould
dell Marden have returned from

and Wentheir visit

Boston-Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Haley and
Mr. and Mrs. William Shute each have had
a little girl added to their
family_Mrs.
in

Alice Haley has gone to Bar Harbor, to
spend the summer-Mr. Harry Cross of
Morrill spent last Saturday and Sunday
here with his relatives, taking home with
him his sister, Mattie May Cross, who had
here on a month’s visit_Mrs. Nickerof Connecticut is visiting her classmate,
Mrs. I. A. Haley-Miss Grace M. Libby,
who has been teaching school in Whitman,
Mass., has gone to Cottage City to attend
the Teachers’ Training School. She will
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. F.
Libby, about the third week of August_
Miss Amy Lane, who has been reported
sick for the past four years, has so far recovered as to be carried out doors June 23d
and was allowed to pick a few of her choice
flowers. This was the first time she has
been out of doors for nineteen months....
Mr. and Mrs. K. Crockett of Ellsworth are
visiting Mr. William Clark_The friends
of Miss Octavia Harriman have just received her wedding cards and they extend congratulations to herself and husband and
wish them many years of happiness_
Strawberries are very scarce and are selling
been

son

begin
About

expected.

Henry B. Fernald lias returned from
Vinalhaven, accompanied by his friends
Byron Miller and A. Raymond.
Mrs. J. F. Ellingwood and her daughter
Flora of Ellingwood’s Corner are stopping
with Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Fernald.
Mrs. W. L. Mathews and daughter Bessie
left last Friday for Olamon, Me., to join her
husband, who has employment there.
Mrs. Martha Matthews, mother of Wm. J.
Matthews, has passed her tXith birthday and
although failing in strength is still ready to
crack a joke with the most of us.
Miss Martha J. Mathews arrived recently
from Everett, Mass., where she is attending
school. She was accompanied home by her
friend Miss Marion M. Nickerson of Swan-

Searsmont. Miss Etta Brewster of
Brockton, Mass., is in town, the guest of
Miss Hattie Marriner-Mrs. Ella Mardeu
left for Belfast Monday, where where she is
at work for the summer-Alice Hunt has
returned home_Eva Donnell is at home
for a short visit-Mr. and Mrs. Fred A.
Marriner were in town Sunday, the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Marriner-Mr. Allen Dyer, wife and child were in town last
week.... A. J. Lawrey is repairing his house.
-Mr. and Mrs, Frank Brewster were in
town Sunday... .Mr. and Mrs. Irvin E. Howard of Belfast were in town Thursday, the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. Mahoney.
East

Miss Helen Thomas of Boston, Mass., are
at E. R. Batchelder’s. Also Mrs.
Grace Thomas of Annapolis, Maryland.
Mrs. Thomas, Miss Thomas and Mrs. Greeley will remain for about two weeks. Mr.

visiting

Greeley returned to Boston July btli_
Several persons of this place attended the
ball at Stockton July 4th.Capt. A. A.
Ginn and wife attended the County Grange
at North Searsport last week-Charles
Banks went to Bangor last Friday on business.
.Capt. Rufus Harriman went to Boston last week uu business.... Mrs. Kate liar- !
..

Brooks.

child of

...

summer.

unknown.

Palermo. Rodney Nelson attended the
Fourth of July celebration at Augusta.
Others were disappointed in going on account of bad weather. The boys at Branch
Mills celebrated by ringing the church bell
and blowing tin horns, and each one tried
liis best to make the most noise.Mrs.
Samuel Harden and Mrs. L. A. Bowler of
North Palermo went to Moutville July 1st,
Saturday w as Children’s Day in the Grange.
to attend the burial services of Miss Emilie
Lemonade and cake was served.
E. Hatch, who died Juue21»th, aged about 38
Islesboro.
Capt. Yeaton Dodge died years. Miss Hatch was loved and respected
July 1st in Jacksonville, Fla. He was taken by all who knew her. She was the mainwith erysipelas and it went to the brain. He stay of her aged parents and the light of
was mate of sell
Penobscot. His remains their home. Now the family circle is broken
and the home desolate. Their daughter,
were sent home by the captain ami arrived
here at midnight. As there was no night Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin, is with them fora
steamboat captains Gilford and Winfield short time....Mr. and Mrs. John Cain went
Pendleton took a yacht ami went over to | to Albion Friday to attend the funeral of her
cousin, Mrs. Hannah Norton.
meet the evening train, and as it was blowMonroe. Rev. James Ding well delivered
ing. thundering and lightning, with rainsqualls, they spent a very disagreeable night a very interesting sermon at the church last
of it.
The funeral was at his father's house, Sunday, and will preach there next Sunday
where lie made his home. He leaves one at 2 r. m., local time. It is hoped all will
daughter. His wife died a number of years avail themselves of the opportunity to hear
ago-The summer visitors are fast filling him-Mr. and Mrs. John Twombly and
up the hotels and cottages here-The hay
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Will Curtis and Leander Staples have gone to Bar Harbor. Mr.
crop will be very light here this year.
Staples is on a business trip and the others
Thorndike. The 4th of July brought us a
will stay awhile... .Master Charlie Mayo has
and
it
will
he
a
wonderfully good rain,
great come to his
father’s, A. H. Mayo, to spend the
benefit to the hay crop. Farmers in general
summer.. .Next Saturday evening the young
will not begin haying until about the 10th.
folks of the grange will give an exhibition...
....Rev. F. S. Dolliff of Jackson gave a
The recent rain has done a great deal for
very interesting temperance lecture at the
the hay crop in this section. Although the
Friends Church, Sunday evening, July 5th.
season has been so dry some in this vicinity
Mr. Dolliff will preach at the Centre church
have tine gardens. Elijah Ritchie had new
Sunday afternoon, July 12th-Mr. and Mrs.
potatoes July 1st and peas seem to be abunDaniel Wagner of Belfast were the guests
dant-Master Jimmie Atwood is with his
»f Mr. and Mrs. V. N. Higgins July 2nd and
grand-parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. Atwood, for
>’>d.Mr. H. L. Hall of Readfield, Me.,
a vacation-W. B. F. Twombly had three
was in town last week, taking orders for
swarms of bees all come out at once one
fruit trees, etc...
Miss Carrie A. Ferguson
hot day last week-Mrs. Charles Conant is
of Minneapolis, Minn., is visiting her mother,
gaining
steadily.
Mrs. Joseph Higgins-H. J. Stevens and
Prospect Ferry. Charles Ward well and
wife, who are spending a few weeks at the
"Mineral Spring Farm,” passed a few days
Walter Stover spent the 4th at their homes
at their home in Bangor last week... .Mah- in Blue Hill, returning to their work at Warlen Hatch of Jackson was in town several
ren’s quarry July (Jth—Ed. Curtis and
days last week collecting wool_The en- Calvin Young went home to Surry to spend
tertainment at Hillside Grange last Wednes- the 4th-Mr. George Greeley and wife and

regret very much the
death of John W. Lang of Bowdoinliam, who
Ha
o,-:ng specially tine on the banjo. Many for many years was a resident of this town.
:r citizens met
.Our collectors have been busy trying to
Manager F. A. Owen for
lie tirst time and found him
collect enough taxes to pay the bills for cura gentleman
hs good to know, and as he was rent expenses. The money conies hard_
pleasantly impressed with Searsport we The K. P.'s are increasing... Mary Miller
and May McTaggart each have a wheel and
hope to see him here again.
have become expert riders-Mr. Edwin
Ai r: vals at the
Searsport House this week : Lang returned June 27th from Bowdoinliam,
L. M. Hall,
Tommy Donnelly, Frank A. i where he went to attend the funeral of his
Owen, David Owen, Oscar T. Goodwin, I
father, John W. Lang, Esq_F. O. Day,
Finest Mignani, Aldo Mignani,
Pop Mig- the spring bed man, has returned from a
na11:, Hannible Mignani, Clarence
Hummel, business trip to Somerset county_Mrs.
M. ke \\
Kail, Geo. Hassel, Tonny Carey, Margaret Huxford is in
poor health this
Henry (’oruodv, Tummy Hyland, Alvar summer. Mr. Dow has
renewed his stock of
Kuiskern, Pli. Schloss, Lawrence Diamond,
night robes and ladies' underwear_Young
James Devlin, Matt Nasker, F. J.
Cayting, Ameiica is always ablaze when music and
Bangor, A. C. Getchell, Dover, G. F. Cook,
gun powder can he used in unlimited quanBangor, if. F Atherton, Lynn, W. E. Bowtity, and last Friday night was the opporden. Boston, F. 11. Herrick,
Rockland, Ed- tunity in Brooks. The glorious Fourth was
win Curtis, Isaac
Ramey, Prospect, A. Tor- ushered in with a pandemonium that kept
r»-\, 1‘ rankiiu Co., VV. W. Abbott, Buckseverybody awake in the village. A big fire
purt, (’has. C. Edwards, Bangor, T.
Nelson, was built on the principal corner, making
A.
K.
Boston,
Emerson, H. S. Coffin, Ban- everything resplendent with its brightness,
gor: J. D. Harley, New York, Frank T.
and the air resounded with every noise that
Grow
W. M. Whitten, Portland.
gunpowder in any of its forms could make.
Luckily no one was injured and no valuable
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
aiv aii.-ltd

Chamberlain’s house and

The Ladies' Circle meets with
Mrs. Gustavus Bellows Thursday afternoon,
July 9th... .The Woman’s Club will be entertained by Mrs. A. J. Billings July 14th.
_The entertainment given by the Misses
Club was one of the finest for some time.
Much credit is due Miss Frances Williams,
who assisted them in preparing the play-

Sargent's.

Geo. L. Merrill, wife and grandson
turned to JDixtield Wednesday.

Mass.,

amount

Aaron

destroyed by fire at three o’clock
Sunday morning. Loss, §1,600; partly covered by insurance. The cause of the fire is
were

Freedom.

Ford and daughter Luessa

Mrs. Hannah B.

guests

large

to visit her sister.

are at

Mr

a

of honey.

H. Kimball and family of Cleveland,

Ohio,

got the hive, with

Castine.
store

of

Mrs. W. H. Blauchard and

are

vtsiting

Mrs. David Richards, who lives in the edge
Frankfort, passed her 100th birthday July
3d. She retains her faculties well and says

town.

G

is

for 15 and

went V< Boston

last

Friday

to

join

her husband and will go a trip t;> sea with
picnic was held in E. W. Grinnell’s newstable. A goodly number was present and all pronounced it a good time....
Miss Orianna Harding is visiting friends in
Winter port and Frankfort.
him-A

Belmont.

Miss Josephine Neal of Lewiston is in town spending the summer with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robie F. Alexander.... Mrs. Eliza Alexander of Belfast
was

in

Mr.

and Mrs. Geo. W. Morse spent the
their cottage, “Soldier’s Rest,” at

town

Sunday visiting

relatives_

Fourth at

Temple Heights-Miss

Jessie Morse

spent
the Fourth with her friend Miss Lillie Lamb.
...Mr. and Mrs. F. 1. Wilson and sou of
Belfast, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Achorn and
daughter Lillian of Searsmont and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Moody spent the Fourth with
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Morse-The dance at
Mystic Grange Hall July 4th was well attended considering the weather.... All the
schools in town closed Friday after very
successful terms taught by the following
No. 1, by Inez E. Allenwood;
teachers;
No. 2, by Grace Pendleton of Belfast; No. 3,
by Gertrude Grey of Surry: No. 4, by Mrs.
Linda Grey of Morrill; No. 5, by Lura B.
Bennett of Montville. The school in No. 4
had a picnic in C. P. Morrill’s grove. They
had a picnic supper with a treat of lemonade
and ice cream and all had a very enjoyable
time_There was a game of ball between
the Belmonts and East Searsmonts July
4th at C. Lamb’s shore.
Winterport,

Mrs.

Lizzie

Walker

of

visiting
Fitchburg, Mats.,
Thomas Atwood, for the first time in eight
years-Miss Blanche Arey is at home from
Boston for her summer vacation.Mr.
Claude Dunton of New York, with his wife
and child, is visiting his father, G. H. Dun.Mr. Moses A. Snow is at home for a
ton.
few weeks_Mrs. f reeman Thompson and
daughter Grace are visiting' friends in Eddington. Mrs. Thompson will go to H011Iton and spend some weeks with her son,
her

is

brother,

..

Isaac Davis-Misses Mary and Sophia
Chase and Lilian Har ly went to Northport
on Monday’s boat for a vacation of two or
three weeks-Mr. Joe Gooduow is at home
from sea for a visit. He brought home with
him a baby monkey for Mrs. H. A. Bolan
and a goat for Master Dick McGee_The

Seminary Quartette
give
Union Hall Monday night, July 13thThe Fourth of July passed off very quietly.
will

a

concert at

There

was no celebration except the customary racket of the boys on the night before... .Little Miss Frances Hanscom had a

display of fireworks Saturday
night_Mrs. Oakes of Bangor was the
guest of Mrs. A. H. Hanscom, SaturdayF. C. Young and family spent a few days at
Bluehill last week-The Frankie Carpenter Company played at Union Hall Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings-Col.
very

fine

A. K. Bolan and party from Castine wrere at
the Commercial House lastwreek-Mr.and
Mrs. H. A. Bolan will be the guests of Col.
Bolan during the centennial celebration at
Castine this w'eek_Mrs. E. F. Littlefield
and her dangliter, Miss Eflie, left Tuesday
for Washington, 1). C., to attend the Chris-

tian Endeavor Convention.

Fifty CentsNOW.
Buys a Belt

ganizing a Sunday school.
Swanville.

A.

WE ARE SELLING OUR

J. Knowltou, A. M., has

BRING

completed his course at Bridgewater, Mass.,
and has a position in N. J. as Professor of
Minerology and Botany-The schools in
town all closed July 3d-The family of
Mr. Fred Miller is in town-Miss Laura
Nickerson

came

home from

JACKET^

at HALF what they cost in order to clean up the small stock on \
MUST GO AND PRICE IS WHAT DOES IT.
Remember, ONE-1,
If you don’t think they are cheap come and
what they cost us.
>
We can sell you a Jacket for
for yourself.

Everett, Mass.,

3>1.00.

A. E. Nickerson has returned from Boston_Mrs. S. D. Greeley
and children of Hampden, who have been
visiting friends in town, returned home Saturday_Mrs. Isaac McKeen, who has been
visiting friends in Boston and vicinity, returned Tuesday_Mr. James Webster and
Albert Moody returned from Vinalhaven
last Friday_Mr. John Gray is in town....
Miss Clara Knowltou, who has been visiting
in Rockland ami Vinalhaven, is at home

IN DRINKING

WATER

Lurk more disease germs, especially typhoid
and malarial, than in all othar sources of
prostrating ills. A little

Appleton. Mrs. Georgie L., (laughter of
Geo. E. ami Minnie Wentworth, died June
29th, aged 24 years and 8 months. The funeral services were held in Union church
Wednesday, Rev. W. D. Baker of Searsmout
officiating. There was a profusion of flow-

ers’

Co-operative Grange Association, but
did but little if any work here. He stopped
at the Appleton House three days and left
without settling bis board bill. He can be
easly recognized, as he has a lameness, a
leg drawn out of shape, which is very noticeable. He has brown eyes and black curly
hair-Miss Lulu Hills of Lincolnvile has
been the guest of Miss Lottie Wadsworth a
few days.
Unity. A number of the Unity farmers
carried green peas to the city last week.
Edward Woods and Fred Hunt were among
the first to get garden produce and early
vegetables for the market.A party of
young people from Waterville and Fairfield
are spending the week at Hotel Winder-

Among them is Alice Abbott, daughAbbott, superintendent of the
Lockwood Mills, Flossie Diusmore the
daughter of the boot and shoe dealer, Annie
Galert, daughter of Mark Galert_Mr. Fosmere.

ter of Amos

and wife with Miss Edith Bartlett from
San Francisco are visiting Frank Bartlett-James Pillsbury lias goue to Fair-

ter

field

to

work

through

haying.Mrs.
Coombs and two children of Bangor visited
at Chas. Taylor’s last week_Mrs. Fred
Whitebouse and two sons went to Portland
July 1st to visit friends-On account of the
rain our celebration the 4th did not come off.
The horse trot was a failure. There were
quite a number here from Brooks and some
from Belfast, but they went home disappointed....Mrs. A. A. Lane was taken suddenly
ill at the house of A. R. Myrick and Dr.
Thomas was called. He pronounced it a
very bad case of heart trouble and she is in
a critical condition at this
writing_Mrs.

Burrill, our pastor’s wife, went to Houlton
July 2nd to visit lier mother_The children’s concert was postponed until next
Sunday evening-Mr. G. Clough is not as
well and does not go out_S. T. Young
and father of Liberty are in town, the guests
of H. B. Rice... .Miss Marjory Clark is on
the sick list. She sprained her ankle over a
year
since

ago and has not been aide to walk
without a crutch-Mrs. Will Conner

daughter of Lowell, Mass., have been
visiting at Almira Conner’s.
and

Prospect. Tlie Fourth passed off in PrcsGardiner
pect with only one gathering.
Clark had a dance in the afternoon and
evening in his new barn. Some of the Prospect people went to Stockton village aud
would have gone if the weather had
been pleasant. The Frankfort nine played
the Red Seals of Stockton, and Frankfort
led by two scores when the shower ended
the game. The Red Seals expected to win
if they had played longer, and I don’t know
but that they would, for Harry Hichborn
could throw a ball with his left hand away
ahead of anything known in my ball playing
days. There would have been a very good
celebration in Stockton if the weather had
been good. The boys have got a good Icca
more

nearby on Capt. Colcord’s land, all fixed smooth and in good order-Mr. Zetham
Berry, wife and daughter have been visiting
at Fred A. Lane’s_Misses Ella and Grace
Partridge of Belfast visited their sister, Mrs.
Lizzie Lane, last week-All the salt marsh
hay lots are sold this year and upland hay is
coming in short, say two-thirds of a crop.
The grain and hoed crops are looking well.
Apples are holding on aud all varieties bid
fair to be plentiful this year. ..Another correspondent writes: Miss Josie Clark of Frankfort is in town, the guest of Miss Ada Clark,
and Miss Lena Littlefield of Frankfort is the
guest of Mrs. Linda Littlefield.... Mr. aud

tion

Mrs. Warren

the

guests

Benson of Bangor are in town,
Miss Rose Clark.. .Melvin

of

Clark has his new house about completed
and has moved in.. .Miss Mamie Boyd
closed a very successful term of school
It ended with
in this town last week.
a picnic and
all, old and young, enjoyed
the occasion very much-Master Roy Littlefield has got well of his fever aud is able
to be out again-Dr. J. E. Clark of Winsted, Couu., is in town visiting his old home
Mr. Eastman
once more, at his father’s,
Clark_About 400 people attended the dedication of Mr. G. O. Clark’s new barn July
4th. The Frankfort Baud was present and
and Harrimau s
gave some fine selections,
Band of Swanville furnished music for dancinglimne
Miss Lydia A. Spring lias arrived
has been
from Elmira, N. V., where she
visiting for a few months.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

of

Powder
ABSOLUTELY PURE

as

well

freedom

as

pains, colds, chills,

and

“

“

“

“

from

Lisle Thread Vest,a

Bargain,!!

veryfineFastBlackHose,!!
complete line of Hosiery am
Underwear at all
from 7c. to 50c.

Great Values in Corsets
at 65c. and. 90c. Regular $1.00

cramps,

CINDER and look for “Owl” trademark on
the wrapper. Sold everywhere. Potter Drug
and Chkm. Corp., Sole. Props.. Boston.

SHIP

jycOME \N;,

pri'p

and-

indigestion.

Containing nmons ils incredients the purept
of medicinal French brandy and the beat of
imported ginger, it in \asily superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gingers
urged as substitutes. Ask for SANFORD’S

Gushee and wife are at home from Cincinnatus, N. Y., where Mr. Gushee has a situation as principal and Mrs. Gushee as assistant
teacher in a high school-The interior of
Union church has been very much improved
in appearance by the skillful work done on
the walls and ceiling by Messrs. Elmer and
Frank Ripley_A young man giving the
E. S. White and hailing from Brewer is travelling through this section victimizing boarding house keepers and hotel men.
He claims to be an agent of the Boston Buy-

“

glass insures protection from
malarial, contagious, and epidemic influences,

a

“

added to every

including a large cross of white roses, a
pillow and many other beautiful pieces.
There was a large attendance of friends and
relatives. She was laid to rest in the family
lot in the Friends cemetery.Walter
ers,

of

We have

SANFORD’S
GING R

again.

name

-P

QQ

Tuesday_Hon.

18 cents per

quart_Mr. Fred
Lowell, formerly of Prospect, arrived home July 2d, to help Mr. C. H. Littlefield cut his hay. Mr. George Danvers
ville.
also came to help Mr. C. H. Partridge cut
Jesse E. Nickerson, formerly of this town
now of
Swanville, arrived July 3rd, from his hay. Good help can always demand
Lowell, Mass., where he has been employed good pay.
Wagner

riman

Centre Montville. Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Terry, and Mr. and Miss Graves of
Boston are the guests of Miss Clara Terry...
Miss Miriam G. Bartlett, who has been attending the Bridgewater Normal School, is
at home for her vacation.The town
schools closed last Friday-Elder Palmer
was in town Sunday for the purpose of or-

NEWS.

PORT OF BELFAST.

YVK

HAVE ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

SHIRT WAISTS from 60c, to Si 75
REMEMBER THE PLACE..

s

H. H. STARRETT,"h

ARRIV ED.

July 2. Sehs. Wm. E. Leggitt. Condon, Bangor
Gazelle, Payson, do.; A. T. Haynes, Dodge, Rockland; Maria Webster, Turner, do. ; sloop Galena,
Greenlaw, Deer Isle.

Two in One

SAILED.

Sell. James Holmes, Ryan, Boston;
July 2.
Hattie, Eaton, Deer Isle.
July 3. Sehs. Chas. E. Raymond, Pendleton,
Leadbetter’s Island and New York; A. T. Haynes,
Dodge, Brooksville; M. W. Bates, Hopkins, Winterport; sloop Galena, Greenlaw, Deer Isle.
July 4. Sell. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
July 6. Sells. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven ; Wm. E. Leggitt, Condon, Boston.
July 7. Sch. Jonathan Cone, Rolerson, Green’s
Landing and New Yoik.
July 8. Sch. Miantonomali, Ryan, Boston.
AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, July 1.
Ar, sch. Abraham Richardson, Bangor; 2, cld, brig Harry Smith. Craig.
Point-a-Pitre; sld, ship Reaper, Anjer; ar, sch. AHayford, Warren, Rockland; 3, ar, sch. Susie POliver, Bangor; 5, ar, schs. Sarah L. Davis and
Anna P. Chase, Bangor; Geo. B. Ferguson, Ellsworth ; B, sld, bark Jennie Harkness, Saigon.
Boston, July 1. Ar, schs. Henry Clausen, Jr.,
Port Royal; Joel F. Sheppard, Welch, Philadelphia; Mary Farrow, Belfast; 3, sld, bark Edward
May, Honolulu; 4, ar, sell. James Holmes, Ryan,
Belfast; 5, ar, schs. Mary Ellen, Piper, Sears]Tort;
Fannie & Edith, Ryder, Belfast; Emma W. Day,
Crockett, Winterport; Minetta, Crockett, Penobscot: Marcellas, Welch,
Belfast; sell. Helen,
Batohelder, Rondout; B, ar, sells. Arthur V. S.
Woodruff, Heagan, Baltimore; Daylight, Nickerson, Georgetown, D. c.
Philadelphia, July 5. Ar, sell. S. M. Bird, Bangor; B, ar, sch. Cox and Green, Belfast; cld, sell.
Willie L. Newton, Belfast.
Baltimore, July 4. Ar, sell. Talofa, Fletcher,
Punta Gorda; B, ar, sch. < Hive T. Whittier, Whittier, Turk's l.-iand.
Portland, July 1. Cld, sch. R. F. Pettigrew,
Kennebec and Philadelphia.
Bath, July 1. Ar, sch. Young Brothers, Snow,
Boston, and passed up.
Bangor, July 2. Ar, sells. W. Wallace Ward,
Philadelphia Henry R. Tilton, New Yolk; Mark
Pendleton, do.; 3, ski, sch. Annie R. Lewis, New
York; chi, schs. Sea Flower, Robinson, Chelsea;
Win. Flint, Small. New Haven.
Providence, June 21). Ar. sell. Isaiah Hart,

Williams, Philadelphia.
June 21). Cld, sell. Henry
Wilmington, N.
WoodrulF, Port an Prince.
Sabine Pass, Tex., June 27. Sld, sell. Senator

S.

Sullivan, Crockett, New York.
Brunswick. July 1. Ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton,
Burgess, Ne.v York; 2, ar, sell. Levi Hart, Pendleton, New York.
Gloucester, July 2. In port, sch. Gen. Adel be rt
Ames, to load pavings.
Jacksonville, July 2. Cld, sell. Charlotte T. Sibley, Bartlett, Portland; 3, ar, sell. .Kina, Chapman, New York; B, sld, sell. Lucia Porter, New
York.
Charleston, S. C., July 1. Ar, sch. H. J. Cottrell,
Boston.
Fernandina, July 1. Ar, sch. Nahum Chapin,
Mills, Norfolk; 3,* ar, sch. Susan N Pickering,
Haskell, Boston; 4, ar. toll. Janies A. Garheld,
New York; B, sld, sch. Florence Lelaml, New
York.
Port Royal, July 1. Sld, sch. Mary A. Hall,
Boston; 5, ar, sch. Star of the Sea, Hopkins, New
York.
Perth Amboy, July B. Ar. sell. Emma S. Briggs,
Osborn, New York.
FOREIGN' PORTS.

Barbadoes, June 15.

Sid, bark St. Lucie, Trini-

dad.
Buenos

Ayres, June 30. Ar, bark Willard
Mudgett, Portland; July 30, ar, bark Grace Lynwood, Gilkey, Philadelphia.
Singapore, May 27. In port, ship Belle of Bath
for Hong Kong/
Honolulu, June 22. Ar. ship Tillie E. Starbuek.

Portland, O.

St. Helena, to June 24. Passed, ships Mary L
Cushing, Pendleton, Manila for Boston; State of
Maine, Park. Hiogo for New York.
Louisburg, C. B., June 30. ( Id, sell. Sarah E.
Palmer, Whittier, Portland; July 2,eld, sell. Win.
B. Palmer, Dyer, Portland.
Parrsboro, N. S., July 2. Cld, bark Thomas A.
Goddard, Cook, Buenos Ayres.
Montevideo, June 3. In port, bark Mannie
Swan, Higgins, New York.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Spoken. Bark Iolani. (Haw) McClure, from New
York for Honolulu, March 13, lat. 2 S.. Ion. 28 W.
San Francisco, Calif., July 4. The statement is
published here that Charles R. Flint & Co., the
South and Central American traders of New York,
are about to begin running a line of clipper ships
Irom New York around Cape Horn to San Francisco, touching at intermediate ports. The enterprise is expected to become an important factor
in transcontinental

rates.

On the tine ship George
Baltimore, July 4.
Stetson, Capt. Murphy, which sailed yesterday for
San Francisco, were. Herbert Key Thompson, son
of Capt
Richard Thompson of the Maryland
Pilots’ Association, ami Walter Higgins of Bangor, Me., son of the owner of the big ship. Capt.
Murphy is accompanied by Mrs. Murphy and their
children lor the long voyage around Cape Horn.
Charters. Brig Harry Smith, New York to
Point-a-Pitre, general cargo, p. t., and back from
Cano Colorado, asphalt, $2.50 net. Sch. Anna
Pendleton, Brunswick to Philadelphia, lumber,
$4.25. Sch. Chas. E. Raymond, Leadbetter’s Island to New York, paving blocks. $11 net. Sch.
Hattie S. Collins, Staten Island to Boston, seven
bridges, $1.45 Hat. Coal freights: Sch Emma M.
Fox, Hoboken to Searsport, 75 cents. Sch. David
S. Siner, Hoboken to Belfast, 50 cents. Sch. MenSell. Willie L. Newton, Philadelphia
awa, same.

to Be Hast, 70 cents.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown &
Co., New York, reports for the week ending July
3d: Considerable inquiry is yet experienced for
vessels of the larger class, shippers of case oil
and general cargo to distant ports being in the
market for suitable tonnage, but the available
supply of such continues exceedingly limited,
and wit h tlie near future not favoring any important increase in the number, owners maintain their
position firmly, both for prompt and forward arrivals.
Barrel petroleum vessels have been in
better request during the week and an improved
business in forward tonnage lias been completed
at slightly higher rates.
Spot vessels are scarce,
and were such actually needed, shippers it is believed, would be forced to meet some advance
upon previous fixtures. In the line of naval stores
there is little or nothing doing. Shippers do not
advance their bids, lienee tonnage offers rather
For lumber tonnage to the River
indifferently
Plate there is yet a good inquiry for Eastern loading, and the attention extended serves to give the
market a strong and buoyant appearance, the
rates obtained upon recent charters indicating a
slightly higher market. There has been some
further business completed for Provincial loading, and the market is firm upon the basis of previous rates paid. There is very little inquiry from
the Gulf, though vessels are offered for July-August at $12 50, and $13 50 to Buenos Ayres and
Rosario respectively. Some few orders are in the
market for lumber and case oil tonnage to Brazil,
but shippers ideas are below those of owners,
hence business for the time is at a stand. General
cargo freights hence to South America. West In
dies and Windward Islands continue very dull,
and for the return voyage there is a noticeable decrease in the demand for sugar and molasses tonnage at primary points. Rates continue low and
unsatisfactory.' There is an exceedingly dull market for coastwise lumber tonnage, notwithstanding the low rates prevailing. Vessels for this
trade are quite plentiful at the moment, and the
competition serves to check any improvement in
the quotations of the market. There is a moderate demand for colliers to the East, but vessels
are quite free to accept the rates current for some
time past.

At the Cost of One.
A disordered condition of the Nervous System
many cases is seriously in the way of Rapid Reo
ery from disease which otherwise might be assure,

Dalton’s

Nerve Tonic!

WHICH IS A RICH NERVE FOOD ADDED TO A GREAT
BLOOD PURIFIER AND TONIC,
(TWO DISTINCT MEDICINES
we

have arrived

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

ONE)

pounding
and dispelling disease by rendering
a remedy which soothes the|irritated nerves andjrestores NERVE E<<
which is an essential factor in ijuickening all vital operations guii
the body, upon which its proper nourishment and well being dcpt-c

lias been prove 1 to be

A SOVEREIGN REMEDY
For Nervous Prostration, Exhausted

Vitality

pondency, Nervousness, Sleeplessness

and kin

well as THE PRINCE OF ALl
PURIFIERS and TONICS, yet costs you
than the ordinary plain Sarsaparilla.

diseases,

B!

as

no

REMEMBER -It is the only preparation of tin kind
Give it a thorough trial,
world.
it will not disappoint
Dalton's Family Fills are first-class.
Tin
a\, the <i>
hind which are prompt to act and at the same time t....

Try

READ

a

AND

free sample.

CONSIDER.

BOfijy.

Everybody has known that for years many
hundreds of thousands of dollars have been
made by the sale of what is known as patent,
or proprietary medicines
Many have bought
and are now buying such goods, and as hundreds of testimonials testify, mu< ii good lias
been the result, which accounts for the large
sales and equally large profits that art* derived by the companies that are now active-
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MARRIED.

ly engaged in this business, which at this
time shows signs of being more extensive
than in the past.
An instance of this is the stock of the
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., which advanced from
$100 per share (par) to $1520 per share.
All this to one outside of tlm circle of
patent medicine owners has created a desire
to become interested in such property, as
the results are equal to those from many a
mine in which shares are issued, and whose
value increases in like ratio to the product.
Why not own shares in a patent medicine
company that pays'.’ It is a simple thing to
do, and an offer is made with fairness and
one that will bear the closest of inquiry as
to its honesty. The New England Drug Co.
makes this offer to the readers of The Republican Journal.
Now a word

as

to

this company. It

_

Ranks-,Jackson.
In Sear.-i
John 'Hi mipsou, Esi|
<
arb
Hannah I.. Jackson, botl ,c Sea:
H ask ri !. Hu II AUI.CS,
i.
Leonard o. Haskell ami I>ai". F-.
both of Rockland.
Irish French, in Camden .1 1
Irish of Rockland and Lmma I';•«*?:■
ville.
Michaels Ward
In Belfast.
Josiah I Blown. Elr<>\ F Mi, bar
Mrs Alzina F. W ard of Fp omit n.
I’h ilrrh k Bra I*F* >ui
In Br«
Rev. D
Bracket 1, Gordon Flnl! :i
Nellie M. Bradford, both <>r Ki,„x.
Stevens 1'rkn-i ii
In Kockl.t:
Elbert Stevens md Annie A Fi*
Rockland.
Sides Mi kniv. In Rock.and
Lawrence Sides and Nellie F M
Rockland.
Snow gii.chri> r
In Rockland
John 1. Snow and Sarah H. Gib
Rockland.
Wentworth IMi.linoham. In 1
24. Chester F. W entworth and I
ham. both of Rockport.
>

was or-

ganized July 25, 1805, under the laws «>f the
State of Maine with a capitalization of $50,(XK), of which $20,000 was paid in, divided

into 5,000 shares of the value of $10 each,
fullv paid and non-assessable.
1 he past year has shown a uivuienu of _u
per cent, on the capital invested, and this,
with what can be presented to substantiate
DIED.
the statement that there is a large and increasing demand for goods, puts this comBattles.
In Rockland. .Fine
widow of the late Joseph Battles,
pany on a par with any in the land.
It is a very rare occurrence that the public and 7 days.
Carter. In Belfast, July 4. Meis afforded an opportunity of investing in
the stock of a pateut medicine corporation, ter, aged 70 years. ;> mo nths and n l.s
Daniel*. In I'nion. July 1, «> 1,
for the reason that medicines of merit ulti*>2 years, 10 months anti r> days.
mately become popular, and the proprietors
IIorkses. In Warren, June 2c.
are generally content to wait and reap the
HofTses, aged sc, years and s ..ii1
profit alone. In this case there is no con- j Rvoer. In Belfast, July 4. Mrcealinent of the fact that while the goods aged 44 years, 3 months and IS da\.Tolman. In Rockland. .) me
manufactured are in great demand, it is also
of Elliott T. Tolman. a name
I
true that the capital is too limited to do jus80 \ears, 3 months and 20 davs.
tice to the business, therefore, it is deemed
Wentworth. In Appleton. 1
advisable to dispose of sufficient stock to L daughter of George E.and Mon
procure such an amount of capital as is aged 24 years and 8 months.
necessary. The amount of profit m a bustness of this description is only limited by
1

the amount of capital.
The company guarantees a dividend « f 12
per cent, payable quarterly (January, April,
July and October). A reserve fund is set
apart for this purpose and deposited in one
of the largest and strongest trust companies
in the State of Massachusetts, with a capital
and surplus of over sj/iqo.oou. On an investment of >1,000, we will issue the first five

years' dividend checks, duly certiiied by
said trust company payable as stated above.
This proposition is well worthy ot the

favorable consideration of the conservative
investor, who rarely finds an opportunity to
invest in so safe a stork, and also it is known
that few corporations in this line have placed
their stock upon the market. Swell the capital and reap the harvest in dividends ! No
limit to the business!
With railroads paying no dividends and
defaulting on their bonds, and Western
Farm Mortgages no longer a trustworthy investment, Savings Banks paying but a to 4
per cent, investment at most, it would seem
that a 12 per cent, investment in a New England business enterprise should command
the attention of investors.
This company will be pleased—through its
officers—to personally see or correspond with
all who feel interested or disposed to invest
Address
in the shares of the company.
Treasurer, New England Drug Co., 27 State
Iin28*
Street, Boston, Mass.
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